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EDITOR'S NOTE
Nfary Bosanquet-Fletcher~ Watchword;

This issue of The Asbury Journal began with an idea by my editorial
predecessor, Larry Wood. Larry saw an opportunity to publish for the
first time some of the writings of Mary Fletcher, one of the stalwarts of
the Methodist revival in 18th century England. In 2000 he made an agreement
with David Frudd to begin transcribing some of the writings of Mary
Fletcher located in the Methodist Archives and Research Centre at the
John Rylands University Library, The University of Manchester. David
began work on the "Watchwords" of Fletcher, a series of short meditations
that she became famous for using in her extensive preaching ministry.
We publish some of that work in this issue of the Journal. We asked
Gareth Lloyd, Methodist archivist of the John Rylands University Library
to introduce us to the portion of the Watchwords called the Names of
Christ, and to the history of the manuscript from which the transcriptions
were taken. A second selection of Watchwords on the names of the church
have also been transcribed, and we are considering possible publication
of those also, if not in the journal then in some other form.
As you will see as you read these inspiring presentations, they were
prepared for oral presentation, not publication. Although we have done
some editing, we have also left quite a few stylistic inconsistencies-at
least what we would today consider stylistic inconsistencies. A few of them
include:
Lists. Mary Fletcher organized her material in lists and lists within lists.
She used quite a variety of notations to identify the lists, such as 1st, 21y, 3'd, etc.
Capitalization. She used capitalization for emphasis, not following strict
rules of what should and should not be capitalized.

5 cnpture References. She seems to have assumed a great deal of knowledge
on the part of her listeners as to where scripture references came from.
Fletcher was probably using the King James version of the Bible as her
reference. One would think that of the 70 names of Christ, most would

come from New Testament text. Actually a bare majority (38 to 32) are
from the New Testament.
Emphasis. In addition to capitalization, she used underlining and
italicizing to emphasize important points.
Spelling. In addition to the usual differences between British and American
spelling, Fletcher seemed to have had a spelling style of her own. She also
used words we don't see often today.
In editing, we have left much of these idiosyncratic forms where they
do not unduly disrupt the flow, so that what you are seeing here are the
Watchwords pretty much as you would see them in her handwriting.

-

6

Terry C. Muck, editor
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INTRODUCTION TO
WATCHWORDS

The life and ministry of Mary Bosanquet-Fletcher (1739-1815)
represents an excellent example of someone whose standing in evangelical
circles has gone through peaks and troughs since first coming to
prominence in the early 1760s. Regarded during her lifetime as a paragon
of female spiriruality, Mary's fame reached its peak in the generation after
her death in 1815. Her spiritual autobiography! edited by Henry Moore
went through 20 editions between 1817 and 1890, and she was the subject
of published articles and testimonials on both sides of the Atlantic. This
comparatively high level of interest faded during the second half of the
19"' century and virtually died out by 1900. Mary started to attract attention
again in the 1980s, as part of an upsurge of interest in the feminine
contribution to the Evangelical Revival. Works by Paul Chilcote 2 and Earl
Kent Brown 3 made particular mention of Mary as one of the leading
Methodist women of her day and this increased level of awareness has
continued, with particular regard to postgraduate research.
The recent flurry of interest in the life of Mary Bosanquet-Fletcher
remains low key. She has not been the sole subject of a major published
work since the early 19'h century and outside of academic circles, her name
remains unknown to the wider evangelical community. Even at those times
when her standing within Methodism was at its height, the resulting
biographical treatment was entirely hagiographical and based on meager
secondary sources. With the exception of her spirirual autobiography and
a small number of tracts, virtually nothing of Mary's extensive writings
have been published. This comparative neglect of one of the Revival's
most remarkable figures represents a weakness in evangelical studies as is
shown by even a brief overview of the chief facts of her life.
Mary Bosanquet-Fletcher was born in 1739 in Leytons tone, Essex, the
daughter of Samuel Bosanquet, a wealthy banker of Huguenot extraction.

8
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She was conve rted at an early age and was soon showing indications of
what became a lifelong commitment to a spirituali ty that placed emphasis
on dreams and other mystical impressions. Her eccentric leanings caused
a partial alienation from her family and at the age of 22 she left home and
settl ed in London where she came to the approving notice of John Wesley.
In 1762 Mary moved back to Leytonstone and founded a Christian
community orphanage and school with rwo other prominent Methodist
women, Sarah Crosby and Sarah Ryan . Mary's detai led account of the
running of the community is contained in A L.etter to Mr. John JV"es/ry by "A
Gentlewoman," published in 1764. At the time this piece was written, Mary
was aged just 25 but was already projecting a personality that was as
powerful as it was charismatic.
After experiencing financial difficulties, the community moved to Cross
Hall in Yorkshire where Wesley was a frequent visitor. Mary was accustomed
to 'exhort and to read and expound the scriptures' and by 1771 with
Wesley's reluctant approval, she had begun to preach, one of the first
Methodist women to do so. In November 1781 she married the Anglican
evangelical John Fletcher. Ignoring traditional gender roles, the couple
pursued a joint ministry in Fletcher's parish of Madeley in Shropshire. The
local tithe barn was converted into a chapel, and Mary preached there
regu larly in add ition to ac ting as a class leader.
Mary continued her ministry after her husband's death in 1785. She
was allowed by the new Rector to remain at the vicarage and to nominate
the curate who was to have charge of the parish. At the same time, she
contro lled the appointment of trustees to the Madeley chapel, which meant
that preachers spoke there with her sanction not that of the Wesleyan
Conference. This oversight by a woman of both Methodism and the Church
of England in one parish should be regarded as unique. Mary continued
to preach and lead meetings several times a week until shortly before her
death in December 1815. She also maintained an extensive correspondence
with Methodists and Anglicans of both sexes and was a particular source of
encouragement to the younger generation of female preachers like Mary Taft.
After Mary'S death, her long-time companion and confidant Mary Tooth
continued her Anglican-Methodist ministry until 1843 but with diminishing
success as women were increasingly marginalized and Methodism
completed its de facto separation from the Anglican Church.
The significance of Mary Bosanquet-Fletcher rests on a number of
secure foundations. John Wesley regarded her as a true "Mother in Israel"
and this status, as well as her association with the saintly John Fletcher,
shielded her from attempts by the Wesleyan Conference to minimize the
role of women after Wesley'S death. Mary'S powerful connections within
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the government and higher reaches of society helped to further safeguard
her position as a symbol of the feminine contribution to the Revival. 4 She
also possessed ourstanding gifts as a preacher and pastor and had she
been born a man, she would in all probability have been one of the
evangelical movement's paramount leaders. Mary made an indelible
impression on the men and women with whom she came into contact.
One of the many fascinating aspects of her life was the fact that the people
of Madeley, far from feeling uncomfortable with a woman as their spiritual
leader, fiercely resisted attempts from outside the parish to undermine
her ministry.
We are fortunate that the detail of Mary'S life is preserved in sources
that complement and correct the inaccurate work of 19 ,h century
biographers. The personal papers of the Fletchers and Mary Tooth are
preserved at the John Rylands Unive rsity Library, The University of
Manchester, where they comprise the largest single collection of personal
papers in the Methodist Archives and Research Centre. The archive consists
of thousands of letters, sermons, diaries, spiritual reflections, and
miscellaneous manuscripts dating from the 1750s to the 1840s.
One of the most important parts of the archive is the extensive series
of discourses on a spiritual theme known as the "\'qatchwords" and it is
this body of work that is published in part here for the first time. The
"\'qatchwords" consists of two series of addresses based on a list of
"Names of Christ" and "The Names of the Church." For reasons of space,
only the "Names of Christ" is included in this volume, although it is hoped
that the second series will be published separately. The manuscript exists
in several complete drafts in the hand of Bosanquet-Fletcher and Mary
Tooth, although it is clear that they are principally the work of the former
and that Tooth acted mainly as a scribe and editor. The several versions
were revised over a period of about 30 years from 1797, although the
exact chronology is uncertain. This constant process of re-working was a
reflection of the regular and continued use of the "Watchwords," even
after Mary's death, and also because they were intended for publication.'
The editorial process, despite its lengthy duration, represented a
comparatively light touch and the fundamental nature of the "Watchwords"
does not appear to have changed a great deal over the years. The
circumstances behind their inrroduction were recorded in Mary Tooth's
journal in July 1797:
[Bosanquet-FletcherJ has begun to give the society a watchword
for the ensuing fortnight. The first was Adam Cor. 15 vAS. The
last fortnight it was Advocate (1 John 2 v.1). Tonight's was Alpha
and Omega, the beginner and the finisher. Rev. 1. v.3. Heb. 12.

10
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v.2. The circumstance that led to her doing so was this, Mr Hughes
one day mentioned that Mr Fletcher at one time took the
name of our Lord, and afterwards of the Church, and preached
from them, but was not able to give her anything of the substance
of them
it was pressed upon her mind to write a few lines on
each and entitle it a watchword

It is clear that Mary viewed her "Watchwords" as part of her call to
preach and this conclusion is supported by the fact that they were based
on a scriptural text, which characteristic in the 18,h century was regarded
as the defining mark of a sermon. Even though the "Watchwords" were
written from 1797, they probably represent the culmination of Mary's
significant preaching and teaching ministry conducted at Leytonstone and
Cross Hall, a vocation explicitly affirmed by John Fletcher three years
before their marriage.
The idea that a woman could preach was highly controversial, and it
was probably no accident that Mary publicly linked the "Watchwords"
with sermons delivered by her husband, even to the extent of using the
same themes. By making this association with a man regarded with universal
respect, Mary was discreetly validating her own call to preach, but at the
same time, explicitly stating that the "Watchwords" were her own work.
The fact that they could easily be regarded as sermons may account for
their failure to appear in print during the early 19,h century.
The "Watchwords" were employed in weekly meetings of the Madeley
Society for many years. They did not represent the entirety of Mary's public
ministry - surviving in the Fletcher-Tooth collection are extensive
scripture notes and catechetical material used in the instruction of both
children and adults, but the "Watchwords" should be considered as the
crowning glory of this public work. The meticulous care with which they
were preserved and updated indicates that Mary herself viewed them in
this light.
It is not hard to see why Mary and her associates attached particular
importance to this body of writings - as devotional literature the
"Watchwords" stand comparison with the best work of Mary's male
contemporaries. They are full of spiritual insight expressed in a beautifully
lyric yet economic style. Despite their rich texture, the "Watchwords" are
so simply and clearly written that they are more accessible to the modern
reader than the published sermons of either John or Charles Wesley.
The "\'Vatchwords" have additional significance as a rare survival of
the female contribution to the Revival. Women formed a clear majority in
the Methodist societies and were extremely active as class and band leaders,
exhorters and, in a few cases, as preachers, but this public work has left
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virtually no trace in the way of surviving sermons or expositions. 7 The
influence that women had on early Methodism is undeniable, but what
they brought to the table in terms of teaching and spiritual perspective is
not so easily recovered. This first publication of the public discourses of
a leading female participant in the Revival represents a landmark for anyone
wishing to study the wider context of early Methodism and the evangelical
movement within the Church of England.
One final editorial point needs to be made. The "Watchwords" were
transcribed by David Frudd as part of his ground-breaking research into
the life and ministry of Mary Bosanquet-Fletcher. I am uncomfortably aware
that David is the best qualified person to have written this introduction
and it is deeply regrettable that other commitments prevented him from
doing so.
I am also indebted to David Wilson of Manchester University for
sharing his knowledge of religious life in Madeley.

-

Gareth Lloyd, Methodist Archivist
John Rylands University Library,
Toe University of Manchester

1. Henry Moore, The ufe of Mrs. Mary Fletcher; COllsort and Relict of the Rev. John
Fletcher, Vicar of Madeley, Salop, 2 vols. (Birmingham: J. Peart and Son, 181 7).
2. Paul Chilcote, She Offered Them Christ: The Legacy of Women Preachers ill Early
Methodism (Abingdon Press: Nashville, 1993).
3. Earl Kent Brown, Women of Mr. 117esleys Methodism, Studies in Women and
Religio n Volume II (Edwin Mellen Press: Lewiston /Queen ston, 1983).
4. Mary's brother Samuel, with whom she remained on friendly terms, was a
governor of the Bank of England and an economic advisor to the British government.
She was also a friend of the evangelical member of the government Lord Dartmouth,
who appears to have asked for Mary'S advice with regard to appointing deserving
clergymen to Anglican benefices.
5. Mary states in a manuscript annotation that she was often asked for copies
of the "Watchwords" by parishioners and that she did plan to publi sh them due to
their usefulness and obvious popularity.
6. Manuscript journal of Mary Tooth, 30 July 1796 (MCA: MAM Fl. 14/2B)
7. The writings of Susanna Wesley have received wide circulation, but they
\vere not written in the first instance with dissemination in mind.
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Mary Bosanquet-Fletcher

Watchwords

THE NAMES OF CHRIST
Almighty
"J am the almighty God; walk before me, and be tholl Perfect" -

Gen 1 7' 1

[1] The word in the Hebrew is " I am el-shaddai" - which is explained
to mean God all sufficient, all we can want, sufficient for time and Eternity;
able alone to satisfy and fill up all the powers and faculties of the soul;
beautifully expressed in those lines:
He is my all sufficient Good
My Portion and my Choice
In him my Vast Desires are filled
And all my Powers Rejoice.
For as the soul of man was created to be the habitation of God through
the spirit abiding in him; it cannot find rest short of that possession. Search
the whole creation round - Otlt of God it can't be follnd.
[2] Now to the soul who desires to be a follower of faithful Abraham
are these words peculiarly addressed: J am God all sufficient - walk before me
and be tholl perfect. That word perfect used there, in the Hebrew means upright.
We will, therefore, consider what is impli ed in walking before God;
secondly, what is meant by being upright.
[3] 1" To walk before God implies a keeping of his presence, a staying
the mind thereon; so as to think, speak, and act, as one who always sees the
eye of God upon them. It is to make his word our rule; and his glory our
end in all our ways. It is to have a constant watch that we neither say anything,
do anything, nor think anything that may displease him. But it implies also
an unshaken confidence: for the abiding in the presence of God wi ll bring
the grace of faith more and more to maturity.
[41 21y What is implied in the word upright? It means in the common
acceptation of Christ: sincere. Bur as it is here spoke - of a fruit of the
constant abiding in the presence of God - we may rake it in the full scnsc.
Then it implies a deliverance from self - which is the principle of evil; a
becoming pliable to the will of God, as a leaf before the wind - having lost
13
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all will in his. [5] At thi s time, those evil tempers, which had their rise from
the selfish nature, will sink and become nothing - as snow before the sun.
[6] It means: to have emb raced Christ as a whole saviour! As our priest: by
an intire trust in his merits alone for acceptance. [71 Secondly, as our
prophet: harkening to the spirits teaching, receiving the Law from his mouth,
and laying up his words in our hearts and staying our minds on him, in that
degree which leads to perfect peace. [8] Thirdly, as our King: by the intire
submission of every power to his sway. And, in one word, so abiding in
Jesus, as renders the soul truly nothing, that God may be all in all.
[9] Now this liberry is to be received by faith as free gift, to be retained
by faith : receiving it each moment - receiving the law from his mouth, and
laying up his words in our hearts - afresh, as the sun gives light and heat
day by day. For he is the resurrection and the life; the all sufficient God, in
whose presence we are called to walk as the surest way to perfection.

Babe
~lId

this shall be a Sigll/lIltO YOII,ye shall find the Babe )vrapped
ill slvaddling doths laying ill a manger." - Luke 2: 12

(11 Behold him who from all eterniry was equal with God laying there
a babe in a manger; taking our nature that we might be restored to that of
God's. What wonder must fill o ur hearts! God himself taking that double
state of faLlen nature. l2] He might have assumed your nature: he might
have assumed the state of manhood at once. But he would take the who le,
in all points - to suffer; in all points - to be tempted like us: that passing
through every part, he might sanctify each; and - set us the example of
deepest humiliation.
[3] Man fell through pride - and every sin to this day, sp rings from that
selfish principle, which is so firmly rooted in the heart. Therefore, aU the
life of the adorable saviour, in every trace of it, bore the strongest marks
of humility and sub mission. And this first step was a wondrous plunge
indeed: from the glory of the divinity to the state of an infant - a feeble
helpless Babe.
l4J Every step of his life was example and atonement. He was humbled
because we were proud. He appeared ignorant: that we might lay aside our
boasted wisdom; in weakness: to shew us we had no strength; in dishonour:
that we might be rewarded - capable of receiving his reflected G lory:
WithJesus Ineffably One,
And bright in Effulgence Divine!
[5] And while we look on J esus in his childhood, how should it
encourage us to pray for that posture of soul, which the Lord hath
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pronounced to be the only entrance into communion with God!
[6] Hear his own words: UnleJ.f you be converted and become a.f little children
you cannot enter into the Kingdom of Heaven - that kingdom of righteousness,
peace, and joy in the Holy Ghost, of which the apostles were commanded
to declare the kingdom of God is come nigh unto you.
[7] But, I must observe: this comparison I should suppose to be taken
from the outward situation of the child; for as to the inward, we know all
children are born in a fallen state. [81 But the outward helplessness and
weakness of a babe is a fine figure of what we ought to be. The child has
no care: it leaves all to its nurse, and has no thought for tomorrow. It takes
food for poison just as you give ir. It has a perfect confidence in its mother,
and, in her bosom, its self, secure, though surrounded with real danger. [9]
And this is the state of a soul fully born of God and renewed after his
image. It is centered in his will and rests secure. r101 And the language of
such a heart, while quiet as the weaned child, may be expressed in these words:
One only care my soul shall know
Father all thy Commands to do

rll] The expressions of babe or child are often repeated in scripture;
as if the Holy Spirit took a singular pleasure in pointing us to that strange
instance of love and humility, as the very model for our imitation, and the
source of our greatest comfort.

Bread
'Jesus said unto them I am the Bread Of Life: He that cometh unto me shall never
hunger, and H e that believeth on me shall never thirst" - John 6: 35-6
[1] When our Lord said He that eatelh myjlesh and drinkelh my blood hath
eternal life many were offended at him. But he answered The jleJh profiteth
nothing; the Ivords that J speak, they are spirit and they are life. In this sense, therefore,
we are to consider them.
[2] Now bread, after it has been ground and passed through the furnace
or the oven, becomes the sustenance of man. So the saviour of the world,
having been bruised, afflicted, and parched with the hot indignation of
fiery justice due to our sins, becomes the intire sustenance of our souls. [3]
Bread is so universally approved, that all think it a loss to make one meal
without it; and it is most sure, no scriptural meal can be made without this
bread. And there is no food for the soul but as the spirit takes the things
of Christ to apply them unto us. [4] As himself has said He lVill glorify me,
for He Ivill take of mine and shell' it unto you. Again our Lord says He that cometh
unto me .rhall never hunger; and he that believeth on me shall never thirst. [5] Now
this coming, or believing (which are synonymous terms), implies something
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constant. As we take bread at each meal, our bodies are under the constant
effects of its nutritive power. [7] In such manner: the soul who comes to
Jesus, though it can but cast a languid, feeble look, finds that support and
nourishment, which enables it to prove This is the victory }IJhich overcometh,
even yourfaith.
lSJ Yes, they who believe and hang on the Lord, depending on him for
all things, shall be as mount Sion, which cannot be removed, but standeth
fast forever.

Bride Groom
"A.nd JestlS said unto tbem, can the childreJ) of the Imdechamber mOlin!,
as long as the bridegroom is }}Jith them?" - Matthe}}J 9: 15

[lIlt is with the strictest truth our hymn observes:
All the names that Love could find
All the forms that Love could take
Jesus in Himself hath Joined
Th ee m y soul his own to make.

12J Sometime s the church is addressed and invited as a babe to its
mother; then as a son whom his Father loves; but in this and many other
places: as a bride adorned for the bridegroom. For by taking that title, our
blessed Lord gives the strongest assurance, he will make her so. [3] Well
then, poor soul, what hast thou to fear? Jesus will nurse thee as a babe;
teach thee as a son; and prepare thee for his bosom - yes, the ve ry delight
of his so ul. [41 Hear his own word ./Is a bn·degroom rejoiceth OIJer his bride - So
shall the Lord thy God rejoice over thee. [5] Were it not enough, he had said,
Come and thon shall be }ve/coJlJe. But here, he calls thee to the closest union. r6]
And though he knows thou art a perverse rebel, and cannot feel a grain o f
love but what he puts into thee: ye t he doth wait that he may be graciou s,
and is a thousand times more ready to save thee than thou art to be saved.
17] And so doth he delight in that communion, that the spirit continually
cries Come.
[S] The whole word of God invites thee to this state of pure union.
Now if thou wilt follow the attraction, the work is done! Then the bride as
well as the spirit cries Come: they are both agreed; and lest any should say,
"Ah, but doth it mean me?" there is added, and let him that heare!h J'D' Come.
r9] Observe how it runs: the spirit and the bride say come; and let him that heareth
S'D' come; and let him that is athirst come; and }/Jhosoever }}Jill let hilll take of the
}IJater of lifefreefy. Freely then it is for yo u and 1:
Be bold in Jesus to confide
His creature and his spotless bride
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Thy husband's power and goodness prove
The holy one of Israel he
The Lord of hosts hath chosen thee
In truth and righteousness and love

Branch
"Behold the man whose name is the branch" -

Zechan'ah 6: 12

[1] Here is a beautiful prophecy of our Lord. In Jeremiah it is said:Behold the days come saith the Lord, that J Ivill raise IInto David a righteolls
branch & cc. [2J As God, he was the root; but, as man, a branch from
Jesse's stem. [3] And Zechariah cries out, Behold the man Ivhose name is the
branch. He shall grow liP 014t of his place. -viz. the tribe of Judah as appointed
and foretold.
[4] Each text begins with a note of observation: Behold. And may all
our powers be called into fixed attention while we look on the offices of
our blessed saviour as here set forth by the prophet: He shall build the temple
of the Lord - and he shall bear the glory. [5] This temple of the Lord, the church
of true believers can only be raised, beautified, and completed by the true
Solomon. [6] The Temple of Jerusalem was exceeding glorious: comely
without; but much more so within; and as such, a striking representation
of the soul fully renewed in the divine image. [7] This is the temple, which
our Immanuel will rai se. Each stone of it will he fit; and every power of
the soul will he purify. And then says he: J and Illy Father Ivill come ... and take
liP our abode in yOI/. [8] Each believer is a temple; and yet a stone fitted for
the building of the church universal: that new f emsalelJl coming down from God
alit of heaven adorned as a bride for her Lord.
[9] Now from first to last he is the builder of this temple. Well then is
it said: And he shall bear the glory. But here I want words to express what my
heart feels in repeating that word. Yes H e sball bear the glory - and to give it
to him , shall be our eternal delight:
All from him salvation come
He who reigns enthron'd on high
Glory to the bleeding lamb
Let the morning stars reply
[10] Let us then cleave to him by faith; and he will smooth and polish
our souls; and fit them for this glorious building, till he has made them as
pillars in his house to go out no more. [111 And be shaff sit: shall enter into
a perfect and permanent repose. [12] For his is an everlasting priesthood,
and of his dominion there shall be no end.

[13] And he shall rule on his throne: and be a priest on his throne, and the counsel
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of peace

shall be bellveen them both. H ere hi s kingly and priestly office are
sweetly described. As king, he shall subdue all our spiritual enemies;

command and rule all for us. [14] And by his priestly office he doth atone,
make reconciliation, intercede for his people, and present them acceptable
in the eyes of his Father. [15] This was the great, the wonderfu l counsel of
peace for man; designed and executed by the sacred trinity. 11 61Therefore
it is said:- The cot/nsel ofpeace shall be betlveen them both. The peace made for
God's people shall rest upon these two. [171As priest he makes their peace
with God; as king, delivers them from every opposition.
[1 8] Now as hi s is an everlasting priesthood so these two offices, are
always ready, and may be claimed every moment by faith.

Captain
"AndJoshlla said: art tholl jor liS orjor Ollr enemies? And he anslvered, Nay - But
as captain of the Lord's bost am i nOJv come." - Josbua 5: 14
[1] Now we must remember Jo shua was viewing the wall of Jericho,
and waiti ng upon God for light: how he was to proceed in taking that
capital city. [21 When beholding this ap pearance of the Lord with a sword
drawn in his hand, he makes the inquiry: Art tholl jor 1IS, orjor 01lr enemies? [31
A questio n, which well becomes us all to make. Lord may I claim thee as
mine; have I the mark of thy s h ee p~ Observe the ans,"ver: As captain of the
Lord's host am I nOli! cotlle. [41 And as a proof thi s was Jesus J ehovah - for
Joshua is commanded to put his shoes from off his feet, which was never
required by any created angel.
[51 Would we know if thi s captain is ours? The important question is:
am I of the Lord's host? If T am, and abide therein, I am secure. For none
ever tru sted in him and was confounded. [6] Now that hos t consists of
three regiments. First, those who love G od with all their hearts. [7] Second ly,
those who believe and love; but are only seeking purity of heart. [81 Thirdl y,
those, who fear and tremble, but have not yet received a sense of sin
fo rgiven. [9] A description of these three regiments, we may find in the
names given to tho se who are said to follow the lamb: called; chosen;
faithful. [10] And yo u who obey the call, and are seeki ng the Lord with
groans and tears may and mu st claim him as your captain, that you may
hear him say, I have chosen thee to salvation; and I Ivill give thee a lot among those
tbal are sanctified. For the go.rpel is preacbed to every creature. [11] Th erefore every
one may believe and be saved.
[12] Courage then thou poor afflicted one, who art longing to obey
the cal l. [13] Venter on him; venter freely. [14] And with the other two, lay
claim to this mighty captain of your salvation as your leader, co mmander,
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and protector. [15] First, as your leader: look to him every moment as the
eyes of a servant are to the hand of his master. Hear him say, "Walk in my
presence and be perfect. He that followeth me shall not walk in darkness.
I will Instruct thee in the way that thou shalt go. I will guide thee by mine
eye." [16J Secondly, as commander. The grand perfection of an army is
exact obedience. And is not the perfection of a Christian an intire
conformity to the will of God; a delight to do, and suffer his righteous
will? [17] Thirdly, as protector: here our captain differs from the type. An
earthly captain may himself be overcome; not so with ours! His followers
may drop one after another till none are left; not so with ours! [18]
Whosoever follows this captain is sure of victory. For he will tread all our
enemies beneath our feet. [19] Yes, he bids uS follow, and tread in his steps
so that he faces every danger for us; and becomes the sevenfold shield
receiving every dart in our stead. [20] Having himself drank up the
sharpness of death he hath opened the kingdom of heaven to every believing
soul.
[2110bserve the time when Joshua had this vision of his Lord. They
were on the borders of Canaan just about to take Jericho. And in that
undertaking, how wonderfully did this captain of the Lord's host appear
for them! [22] So will he cause the high walls of sin to fall down before us
and will deliver all the inhabitants of inbred sin into our hands; fulfilling
that word Thille halld shall be ill the neck of thille enemies.

Consolation
'54l1d behold there was a mall ill Jerusalem Jvhose lIame lvas Simeoll alld the
same mall was just alld devout: Jvaitillgfor the cOII.rolatioll of I.rrael: and the
holY ghost Jvas upon him. " - Luke 2:25
[1] And the apostle, speaking of God, calls him the God of all
consolation; a title worthy of our Lord, and given peculiarly to him in the
above text: for he is our consolation in every sense. [2] If groaning under
the guilt of sin, he presents himself as our full atonement: having born all
our sins in his own body on the cross. [3] If fighting against the power of
sin, he is our consolation: for, by faith in him, we have victory. [4] And as
our captain, he goes before us and conquers all our enemies. [5] When
conscious of an evil nature from the fall, he is again our consolation being to us, of the Father, sanctification; imparting his own nature and so
giving us the fitness for glory.
[6] Yet must the greatest saint on earth say Enter not into;/!dgment with tly
servallt 0 Lord, for in tf?y sight shall no man living be justified. This speaks of the
present as well as the last justification at the great day. [7] But here the
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sav iour is our full consolation; pre sen ting hims elf as the Lord our
righteousness, and imputing that to us as if it were our own. l8] For Chri st
and hi s church are but o ne and the same perso n. He the head, they the
body; so that they are accounted before God as one. Therefore o ur Lord,
in hi s prayer before the crucifixion says, Tholl hast loved thelll as thou hast loved

me. [9] But in all the distress and vicissitudes of life he is also the God of
all consolation. Therefore no trouble shall be any mo re than he sees good;
since he holds all consolation in his own hands and gives it o ut as he sees
meet. [10] We may then well take up the poet's wo rd s and say:
My spirit looks to God alone
My rock and refuge is his throne
In all my fears in all my straits
My soul on his salvation waits

Christ
"J charge tbee before Cod and tbe J.../Jrd Jesus Omst that thou
observe these things" - 1 Timothy 5: 21

[1] The name of Chri st means anointed, and carries in it this threefold
office of prophet, pries t, and king. [2] Wheneve r you name the name of
Christ, look at him as your prophet to instruc t you in all the will of God;
to answer all yo ur doubts and sc ruples. The true Urim and Thummin to
which yo u may always reso rt. r3] Again, look to him as your priest to
atone; as your full propitiation, yo ur perfec t sac rifice, you r robe of
righteousness before the throne of God. [4] Also, as your king, to govern,
to protect, to fi ght fo r yo u, to lead you forth to battl e, and to assure yo u
of the victory. And as your King, to take all the care, and all th e government
on hi s should er. [5] H ear what him self says He hath anointed JIIe to preach glad
tidings to tbe meek; to bind liP tbe broken bemted; to proclaim liberty to tbe captive,
and the opening of tbe pnson to them that are bound. [6] And he now proclaims
the acceptable year of tbe Lord, and offers salva tion to every soul that wi ll
accept of it. And in such a measure as you will accept of it. [7] For he wi ll
do exceeding abundantly above allyou can ask or tbink.

Cornerstone
'Ye are no longer strangers andjoreigners; btlt fellolv citizens Ivitb tbe saints, and
built UPOf! thejollndation 0/ the apostles and prophets;
Jeslls Cbrist bimself being tbe cbief cornerstone." - Ephesians 2: 20

of tbe bOl/sebold of Cod;

p] Here our Lord is represented as the chief corner stone; but in order
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to feel him such, we must know him as: the foundation. [2] And in Isaiah,
these titles are joined together. In the 28,h chapter and 16,h verse are these
words:

Behold I lay in Zion for a jot/tldation, a stone,
a tn'ed stone - a preciolls cornerstone, a Stlre fot/ndation.
[3] Then as a sure foundation let us view him, as taking our course and
making a full atonement for aU our sins. [4] We stand vile debtors in God's
book; but when, by the union of faith, the sinner becomes as the bride, the
lamb's wife, then he takes aU our debt on himself, and presents his full and
perfect satisfaction to the demands of justice. And the sinner becomes
fully acquitted. [5] Secondly, we were required to fulfill a perfect law not
suited to our un-fallen state viz. the Adamic law. This he hath fully answered
every demand of; and he offers his perfect obedience, as our covering
before tl1e throne of God. [6] Thirdly, we must behold him as the sure
foundation, because his blood cleanseth from all sin. Therefore it is said
of the saints: that they have IlJashed their robes and made them white in the blood of
the lamb. l7] Then, although we were gentiles by birth, we are no longer
strangers and foreigners, but fellow citizens with the saints and members
of God 's own household.
[8] And when we thus know him as our foundation, these words are
appLicable: that as a corner stone we are united and made one with him.
No junction being so close as that of souls fully renewed in love, Jesus
Christ himself being the chief cornerstone in whom all the building, fitly
framed together, growcth into an holy temple in the Lord; in whom ye
also are built together for an habitation of God through the Spirit.
[9] Observe, the end of our being thus united and built up: that we
may be an habitation of God through the spirit, and the fulfilling of that
promise: I and tIly Father Ivill come and made Ollr abode Ivithyou. [10] If, therefore,
we live without that indwelling deity, we live below the design of God; the
purchase of Christ's blood, and the end for which we were created.

Covert
':And a man shall be as an hiding place from the wind, and a covertfrom the
tempest: as n'vers of water in a dry place, as the shadoll! of a great rock in
a lveary land. " - Isaiah 32: 2

[1] The man Christ Jesus is indeed the covert from that wind we read
of on Monday night Jeremiah 4'" ch.: A wind not to Jan or to cleanse, bt/t to
scatter and destroy. This wind represents the just wrath of the almighty to
which every sinner is laid open. But this man is as an hiding place.
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121T he sin ne r pursued b y fear and guilt; cond emned b y Satan and hi s
ow n conscience is d ri ven to seek refuge in thi s hiding place; and there, he
may rest secure. l3J And fo r o ur enco urage ment let me observe, thi s hiding
place stand s always open. [4] Th e very name o f the saviour is here by
Jehovah himsel f call ed a covert. He takes thi s name that you may learn
where to fl y to. 151Saint Paul says,'yollr /i/;es are hid witb Cbrist ill Cod etc. you who hang o n him alo ne, stripped fro m eve ry o th er dependence.

l6J Seco ndly, he is a covert from the tempest. T hi s we may apply to
our prese nt situatio n. I f we hid e in him as a savio ur, he will prove a covert
in whatever scenes of sorrow we may mee t with. [71 All the nations of the
earth are to him no mo re than th e drop o f a bu cket. O ne o f you who
believes shall chase a th o usand , and two shall p ut ten tho usand to fli ght; a
thousand shall fall at th y right hand , bu t evil shall no t come nigh thee. Nor
any plague co me nigh thy dwelling. [8] Not o ne fl y could fi nd its way into
Gos hen. And while darkn ess perplexed the Egyp tians, Israel had light in
their habitati o ns. Nor co uld the des troying angel to uch o ne o n whose door
was seen the blood of the lamb.
19J Thirdl y, thi s covert will be as the rock in the wild erness. He will
prove as a ri ver in a dry place. 11 01 Now th at rock was Christ, and the
stream s, whi ch fl owed therefrom, followed them all the way they went.
[11] So will he fl ow in to th e thirsty soul , yea:
As a pure river o f life will arise
And in the beli eve r spring up to the ski es

[1 2] This rock, which is o ur covert, shall prove to us a great shad ow in
the weary land o f life. Th en let us accep t th e blessed in vitati on contain ed
in that verse:
Beneath m y love's almighty shade
o Israel sit and res t secure
O n me thy qui et so ul be staid
Till pure as I thy G od am pure.

Counsellor
"For IIl1tO 1/S a cbild is born. U11/0 liS {/ son is given: and tbe governlJlent sball be
lIPOIl bts sbol/lder.r, and biJ name .rball be called II'OIIderf1l1, COll1lsel!OI; tbe mighty
Cod, tbe everlasting ra ther, the pn'l1ce of peace" - Isaiab 9: 6

[11 First we may co nsid er thi s tid e o f o ur Lord , in laying the wo nd rous
pl an o f man's redemption. And the wisdom, love and cond esce nsio n of
this divine co un sel, will be o ur eternal subj ect of wo nd er, ad oratio n, and
praise th ro ughout th e endless ages o f a vas t ete rni ty. l2] Secondly, as the
author o f all th ose sacred coun sels hand ed down to us by apostl es, p roph ets
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and spiritual teachers; being himself the key of all scripture - which he
unseals to those, and only those, who ardently pray to be let into his divine
counsels. [3] Thirdly, he will be in our hearts a wonderful counselor, if,
with Moses, we cry by day and night: Shew me thy IVay that I may know thee.
For he hath promised to teach us wisdom secretly. [4] Fourthly, according
to the present use of that word, we may see a most beautiful part of our
Lord's character as the counselor to plead our cause before the throne of
God. Earthly counselors plead the innocence of their clients, right or wrong;
but often cannot save them. [5] He pleads his own innocence, in which no
spot can be found, so becoming the Lord our righteousness: and saves us
from punishment by making our sins his own. [6] Therefore, whatever
cause he undertakes shall be sure to succeed; since our wonderful counsellor
is the mighty God, the Father of eternity, the prince of peace. [7] And yet
unto us this child is born unto us this son is given.

Creditor
'There Ivas a certain creditor Jvhich had /ivo debtors: the one owed
five hundred pence, the other fifly" - Luke 7: 41

[1] At the first cast on my eye, I thought to miss this word; but on
consideration, I discerned a great beauty therein. [2] God is indeed a creditor
whose demand is our all. [3] First, as creator; he that hath made us, and all
things, must have a right to all. [4] Secondly, he sustains us: giving us life,
and breath, and holding that life in being by a continual draught from
himself: as we draw light from the sun. [5] Thirdly, he hath exercised his
right in giving us laws; but we have broken them all. [6] Therefore, we are
insolvent debtors, and, as such, condemned to eternal imprisonment.
[7] But now let us return to the [ext, where this word is mentioned.
Our Lord, being in the house of Simon the leper, graciously received a
woman, who had been as open sinner. Simon's heart rose at the thought:
doubting if Jesus were even a prophet, or he would have known what a
sinner she was. And he concludes, did he know her, he surely would not let
her come near him. [8] The blessed Jesus, to shew him he was a prophet,
answers to his thought. And to humble his proud heart, he lets him know
that this poor sinner, whom he despised, had more of the love of God
than himself.
[9] In order to this, he proposed to Simon a parable. A certain creditor
had two debtors. One owed him five hundred pence, and the other fifty.
But, because they had nothing to pay, he frankly forgave them both. Which,
thinkest thou, will Love him most? Simon replied, "1 suppose he to whom
he forgave most." Our Lord's answer was, "thou hast rightly judged," and
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adds, " thi s wo man's sins - which are many, are fo rgive n her: wherefo re, she
loves mu ch; bu t to who m littl e is fo rgive n, the same loveth li ttl e."
f1 0] It is probable o ur Lord did no t see th e sin s o f this woman greater
than Simo n's. ror those sins that immediately partake o f the nature of the
devil are more contrary ro ho li ness, than even those, whi ch partake of the
beas t. [111 But he shews, th at the wo man, beli eving her sins g reatest, felt
most g rati tud e fo r thei r fo rgiveness; but Simo n, thinking his much less, of
course co nsid ered hi s o bligation less also.
[1 2] Now we o nl y love G od from a sense o f his love to us. Th erefo re,
the greater debt we have forgiv en, the more we o ught to love. [1 3] And if
we have a just idea o f sin we shall do so.

[141 And wh at encouragement is thi s to poor returning sinn ers. Fi rst,
he frankly forgives, when we have no thing to pay; and, seco ndly, hath
graci o usly signi fie d , where sin hath abo unded , grace shall much mo re
abo und.
[15] Here let me use a compari son. T he things yo u p urch ase at a great
pri ce, yo u se t a great va lue upo n. [16] Now, C hri st has purchased some of
o ur so uls at a greater price o f sufferi ng than o thers; because we have had
a bigge r load to lay upo n him. [1 7] Th en let US cr y night and day, that we
may love in proportion.
1181And remember: when persecuting Saul, became believing Pau l, he
not only said J alii tbe Cbief of Sinners, but was enabled to add: J bave labollred
more abllndantly tban tbelll all.

Dew
"I II/ill be as tbe de}}! IInto Israel.- H e shall gro}}J as tbe lily, and cast
forth bis root.f OJ L ebanon" - Hosea 14: 5
[1] Here is a precio us promise: Israel was then as the withered grass,
"bllt I, saiti} tbe Lord I/Jill be to bim as tbe refresbing reviving de}}!. " 12] H ow o fte n
are o ur so ul s as the parch ed ground! But this dew will make them soft,
pliable, and fruitful; provid ed they are lai d o pen to it. [3J We mu st therefore
ho ld them be fore the Lo rd in a watchful, quiet, attentive posture, listening
to hi s still small voice: th at voice, which o nly silent so uls can hear.
[4] Th e truth s of th e Lord are said to distill as tbe De}}!. Th e still , you
know, separates the precio us from th e vile, and gives o nl y the pure spirit.
[5] Thus to the wa tchful heart, shall the secre t of the Lord be as the dew on
the mown g rass. 161And th ey shall und erstand th at gracio us wo rd o f o ur
Lo rd , in hi s last p rayer befo re he suffered: Fatber sanclifj them throlfgh the
trtlth; tby J/Jord is tmth.
[7] But the dew comes down almost imperce ptibl y. So the faithful soul
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receives and grows continually like an healthy child, of whose growth you
are not each moment sensible; yet on the whole it is evident to a
demonstration.
[8] The prophet Isaiah saith, Thy dew shall be as the dell; of herbs (In the
Hebrew: "it shall be as the light and dawn"). [9] So shall the influence of
the spirit be: as the fragrance of a reviving summer's morning; yea as the
breaking forth of the glorious light and dawn of eternal day.
[10] Now what are the effects of this gracious dew? First, he shall
grow as the lily: the emblem of innocence, humility and purity. [11] The
spouse in the Cant., speaks to this purpose: As a lily among the thorns, so is my
love among the daughters. [12] Those who are called daughters are compared
to thorns, when put in the scale with that state of liberty and pure love to
which the prevailing soul is brought who dwells under the droppings of
the heavenly dew. [13] The second effect shall be strength and fortitude.
H e .rhall ca.rt Ottt hi.r roots as Lebanon. [14] Here is a beautiful contrast: lowly as
the lily; fIrm as the cedar. As a lion to meet every trial with holy courage;
and as a lamb to bear them with meekness and humility. [151 And his
fragrant and widespread branches shall be as a nourishing shadow to those
who dwell under them. [16] While his deep root in, and fIrm adherence to,
the living vine shall enable him to triumph in those well known words:
Who in the Lord confide,
and feel his sprinkled blood
In storms and hurricanes abide,
fIrm as the mount of God.

Desire of all the Nations
'The desire of all nations shall cotlle, and I will jill this hottse Ivith
glory saith the Lord of hosts" - Haggai 2: 7
[1] Our blessed saviour is here called the desire of all nations; but how
is that? Did not even his own nation refuse him? And does not all the
world the same to this day? [2] Nevertheless, this is his true and just title:
for all do, in reality, desire him. Only: they are unacquainted with the object
of their desire. [3] Do not all wish for happiness? Secondly, for protection?
Thirdly, to be great? Fourthly, for permanent repose? l4J Now happiness
is centered in him alone:
For search the whole creation round
Out of Christ it can't be found
[5] Second, protection. Where is there safety, but in the arms of
omnipotence since all the hosts of heaven, earth and hell, are in his hands?
[6] Thirdly, greatness. The fall of man stands in the desire of being
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something; whereas he is nothing, and God all. But engrafted into the
living vine, it may with truth be said:
Who is as the Christian great
Who is as the Christian wide?
When God called Abraham, to leave his country and his friends, he
said, I lIlill make tby name great; and so he did, when he vouchsafed to call
him tbe friend of Cod. And of the Baptist it is said, and be sball be great in tbe
sigbt of the Lord. [71 The moon is glorious when the sun shines on her; but
let his light be eclipsed, and she is total darkness. lS] So the saved soul, is
truly great, when she becomes the Habitation of God tbrollgb tbe spin/.
[9] Now the fulfi ll ment of all those desires are found in th e saviour,
and, 4'1,", the permanence and everlasting duration of every good in that
word, Becallse I IlveyoII sball live Cllso. [10] This is the desire of every creature.
But they don't like to pay the price - which is to quit their idols, and embrace
Jesus as their all.
[11] But, says the prophet, the desire of all nations shall come, and I }villfill
tbis hOIlJe }vith glory saith the Lord of hosts. 112J Observe it was the seco nd
temple Haggai spoke of, after the captivity - which had not in many respects
the glory of the first. [13] Yet it did exceed in glory: because the messiah,
in his personal presence, came into that temple. l14] So will he come into
our souls if we are now truly waiting for him. [151 And what did he do
there) Why, he drove out all the buyers and sellers; and that, with a few
rushes. [161 So wi ll he drive out our enemies; and say, destroy them. And this
hous e, (the temple of every believing soul), shall be filled with his glory,
and in him shall we find our center, our true rest. [171 In him our vast
desires are filled; and awaking up after his likeness, we shall be satisfied
with it.

Door
'1 Clm tbe door, by me if Clny fIIan enter, he sball be saved, and go In and
vut and find pClstllre" - Jvhll 10: 9

II J He is the door to pardon, because he hath made our debt his own;
and believing on him, we are accepted for his sake. l21 He is also the door
to holiness: because it is his own spirit which he puts within us. For all our
salvation depends on the manifestation of the spirit, life and nature of
Jesus Christ within us. [3] And it is by the imparting of this spirit of holiness
that he saves unto the uttermost all who come to the Father through him.

[41 Again, he is the door to every blessing, for it is he that healeth all our
infirmities; and every blessing flows through the dear channel of his blood.
[5] Now there is bur one key to this door, and this is faith. Our Lord
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himself hath declared lvhosoever believeth on him, shall notperish but have everlasting
life. [6] And the whole word of God, invites to this door. It is always open
to poor conscious sinners. 171And whether our state is joyous or grievous,
we may now hear him say, Come, unto me allye lvho labour and are heavy laden.
[8] And the acts of faith, which we make in the dark moment, when sorrows
waves around us roll, are sometimes the most pure; and come the nearest to
that of Abraham who hoped against hope, and was strong in faith giving glory
to God. [9] Then let us from this moment cast both body and soul on his
love; and live in the continual rest of thy lvill be done!
(10J But what are the advantages promised to those who thus enter
through faith into the Saviour? Why these: they .rhall be saved and go in and out
andfind pasture. (11] First: they shall be saved. That is, in every danger they
shall be secure. [12] Secondly: they shall go in and out and find pasture.
\Vhen enemies surround, it is dangerous to venture out of our habitations.
(13] Now the Christian is surrounded with enemies; yet he shall go in and
out in safety: for the Lord will, as a shield, encompass him about; and he
shall find pasrure, food for his soul. [14] Yea with bread from heaven shall
he be fed, and with water out of the rock of ages shall he be sustained.

Eternal Life
'This is the true Cod and eternal life" -

1 John 5: 20

(1 J St. John here hold s out the saviour of the world, not only as the
ver y and tru e God, but as eternal life; viz: comprehending in himself all
that we can want to all eternity. (2] Our soul and spirit, as well as the animal
life of the body are from the breath of God. He is therefore the living
principle, throughout the whole creation:
From thee we came, to thee we tend
Our gracious source our glorious end.

[3J He that hath the son hath life; and again, I am come a light into the lvorld
that whosoever believeth on me, JJ1q) not continue in darkness. [4] But how shall we
so believe, as to be translated out of this kingdom of darkness, in which
we were born, into the kingdom of God's dear son? [5] First, we must
believe in him, as our propitiation, and the author of our faith. Secondly,
as the abiding comforter, our captain, to go before us. Thirdly, as the
finisher of our faith, by pouring out that gift of the Holy Ghost, which he
hath obtained for us.
[6] Now we can have no knowledge of him in any of those characters,
till the intercourse is opened; an intercourse of friendship between God
and the soul. l7] Before this, there may be many drawings of the Father,
many convictions; for the Lord hath. declared he lvilleth not the death of a
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sililler, but would rather he would turn from hi s iniquity and li ve. [8] Th at
he hath also declared: if an y man have not the spirit o f Christ, he is no ne
o f hi s. [91 It is like, as I observed the other night, if an Israelite's family
should look on the blood in the basin, and hold the bunch of hyssop in hi s
hand but never strike it on the doo r. The des troying ange l would not have
been kept out. [10] So, many may say: "I see Christ held o ut in the word ; I
see there are glorious promises; I admire th e plan o f salvatio n"; and yet
they never get into that divine intercourse.
[11] 0 let us exa mine ourselves, wheth er we be in the faith :Pirst, is all o ur hope s on Jes us, looking onl y o n him fo r salvatio n?
Secondly, do we feci, wh en we cast ourselves on J es us, th at he accepts
the Burden, and so gives rest to our souls?
Thirdly, docs th e spirit of prayer grow more livel y?
Fo urthly, does sin appear mo re dreadful; and holiness mo re lovely in
o ur eyes?
Fifthly, does our hunger and thirst increase after righteo usness?
Si x thl y, are we more read y to live und e r th e fee t o f all , a nd to
acknowledge th e fa ults we have fall en into?
[12] In one wo rd, do we g row in the knowl edge o f the true God as
our etern al life?

Express Image of His Father
Th e tex t run s thu s:

"W ho being the brightness of his glory, and the e::..press image 0/ his person, and
SIIstaining all things Iy IllS pOlIJer, IIJhen be had Iy hitl/self pl/rged ollr sins, sat dOIIJn
011 the right hand 0/ the majesty 011 high" H eb. 1: 3
[l]lt is a mos t glo rio us portio n, and full o f matter. We may co nsid er it
under th e five heads, into which it divides itself. [2] First, IP'ho beilZ~ the
brightness of his Clory. The nature of G od is ho li ness. Wh en thi s nature is
di splayed, o r di scove red it may be term ed glo ry! But o ur Immanuel is
described as the very brightness o f his glo ry; as being th e di splayer of this
holiness, and co mprehending in him self, the ve ry essence of all glo ry! [3 1
Secondly, Tbe expres.f image 0/ bi.r per:ron. All th at the Father is, that, is the
so n: co-equ al, co-eternal. The fullness o f the godhead dwe ll s in him. For
which reason our Lo rd saith, It is the JIlill of Cod that all tl/en honollr the SOli,
elJeJJ as they hOllol/r the Fatlm: A nd again, he tho ught it not rob bery to be
equal with G od, bu t his own right and pro perty, as bei ng agreeable to
truth . [41 T hirdl y, Alld sllstainillg all things Iy his pOIIJer. Nothing cou ld St.
Paul have said more strong, for the god head o f Christ than this. He must
indeed be Jehova h who can and doth sustain all things by his own power.
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Well might he say I am the resurrection and the life. Yes he is the life of every
living thing. \Ve may make an image or representation of various creatures;
but we cannot give life to a fly.
[51 Now observe, while the apostle describes him as sustaining all things
by his power, as one equal to the Father, he adds, in the fourth place: LI/hen
he had f:y himself purged our sins. [6] Here is a beautiful contrast: Jesus Jehovah,
the brightness of his Father's glory, the express image of his person, yea,
the sustainer of the universe; and yet, the son of man bowing to an
ignominious death, under the condemnation of our sins. A condemnation
voluntarily embraced: for he purged our sins by himself, without any Jewish
ceremony. Yea, he trod the winepress alone. He also sustained the ponderous
weight, and drunk to the very dregs the bitter cup!
[7] Now let us behold him in these amazing characters 1" the complete
fullness of the godhead; 2'" the suffering son of man! Acquainted with
grief and submissive to his own creation, While thus the mighty maker dies jor
man his creature's sin. [8] And in the last place: behold him rise victorious,
over all his and the church's enemies, and sit down on the right hand of
the majesty on high - from whence we look for him to appear again the second
time unto salvation, as the perfect deliverer of his saints, and the restorer of
the whole creation, to its original purity and rectitude.

Emmanuel
Isaiah 7: 14

(1] The prophet was reproving their unbelief in the message he brought;
and says God will send you a greater messenger. Yea, he will himself give
you a sign:
';4

virgin shall conceive and bear a son, and they shall call his name Emmanuel"

[2] But how was this to be a sign for their comfort and assurance of
deliverance, when it was many hundred years before it came to pass? [31
The explanation is this. It presupposed the preservation of that city and
nation in which the messiah was to be born. [4] And his name was to be
called Emmanuel - God lvith tIS. God dwelling in our nature, God and man
meeting in one person, and becoming a mediator between God and man.
[5] Now let us consider the word "Emmanuel, God with us" 1" He is
with us in his providential care: causing all to work together for good to
those who love God. 2 ly He is with us to justify: to bear our guilt and
screen us from the strokes of justice. 3 ly He is with us as the Lord of our
righteousness presenting his own perfect obedience; by taking us into
himself through an inexplicable union by which he says (John 14) And thou
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bast 100Jed tbem even as tboll HaJt Loved me. 4 1y He is with us in forming his new
creation in our souls and changing us into his own image: for it was the end
he intended, in giving himself for his Church, to cleanse her from all
pollution, and present her without spot before God. Sly He is always to be
held by the name Emmanuel, for he is every moment with us, if we look to
him, according to that word of Moses, God iJ JlJilhyoli Jl)hileyol/ are Jl)itb Hilll.
And, in bim JIle live and move and bave Ollr being.
l61He said "I lvill not leaveYOI/ comfortless - I lvill tOlJle /Into you - and l}Jill
be in YOI/ a JlJell of IJJater springing liP into eternal life.

Ensign
'Ylnd in that day tbere sball be a root of Jesse, lvbicb sball stand as an emign
tbe people, to il sball tbe Gentiles seek, and bis rest sball be glon·olls. "
- Isaiah 11 .' 10

of

111 The messiah is here pointed out as to come of the family of David.
Yet David is not named, but Jesse - who was a private and mean
person - to intimate that at the time of Christ's birth the royal family
should be reduced to its primitive obscurity. r2] Neverthe less, as God
delights to bring great things out of little ones, the more to shew his power,
at that very time, the messiah should appear. l31And one of the characters
he was to bear, was, that of an Ensign. 141In allusion to this he says him sel f,
And J, lvben I a", lifted liP fro", tbe eartb lvill draJlJ all lIIen IInto ",e. [5] The
intention of an ensign, is a mark for all distant and scattered ones to flee
unto. [6] The words, which follow this verse are, And it sball cOllie to pass in
that day, tbe Lord sball set bis hand a second time to recover tbe remnant of bis people.
[7] Now thi s must refer, as th e first, to the return from th e Babylonish
captivity. Therefore, this setting his hand the seco nd time implies the
deliverance by the Messiah. r8] In his day- the day in which we li ve, is this
ensign lifted up.
[9) The church is described as an army, therefore called the church
militant. Now in this battle, we are often scattered - driven by stress of
tempation one way and another; but our Ensign is lifted up, and the moment
the soul turns to Jesus it is again in its camp, at its colours. Nay it is in the
city of refuge, for, in returning and rest sbaillve be saver/, in qllietness and confidence
sball ollr strength be. [10] Whoever keeps close to the ensign, no enemy can
harm him. For none ever trusted in the Lord and was disappointed. [111
But sometimes there is such a cloud of dust before our eyes, we cannot
discern the ensign. Well, then we must feci for what we cannot see. [1 21 Let
uS cling to the will of God by acts of resignation. Every such act throws
you nea rer and nearer the mark. And let it never be forgotten, it is
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impossible to drop into hell, with an act of resignation in the heart.
Resignation is a touch of heavenly love and heavenly love cannot enter there.

Eagle
';.qs an eagle stirreth tip her nest, fluttereth over heryoung, spreadeth abroad her
wings, taketh them, beareth them on her wings; so the Lord alone did lead him,
and there llJas no strange God IIJith him. " - Deut. 32: 11
[1] 'Tis said of the eagle, she fluttereth over heryoung to give them some
idea of flying. So the spirit of the Lord moves over the face of the soul, to
excite it in some desire to come out of the nest of worldly delights where
she has so long been tied and bound. [2] Again, she spreadeth abroad her
wings, to cover, warm, and cherish them; and to invite them to come up
and rest upon them. [3] How does this answer those gracious words of
our Lord when, weeping over Jerusalem, he said: HOIIJ often IIJ0uid I have
gathered thee as a hen gatheretl) her chickens tinder her wings, btlt ye would not! [4]
How often hath he spread his arms wide open to our souls, while he
impressed with power those words on our hearts:
Ye need not one be left behind
For God hath bidden all mankind.
[5] How often hath he covered us in the time of danger, and fed us as
the eagle her young from birth to this day. [6] Now, then, let uS cast both
soul and body on his love. For observe the next word: Taketh them, beareth
them, on her JlJings. [7] The saviour hath indeed taken us, taken all our burden,
for he hath borne our griefs, and carried our sorrows. He bears uS on the
wings of love - in every sense! [8] First, he bears all the weight of our guilt
and condemnation, enabling us to say:
My peace it is made, my ransom is paid
My soul on his bloody atonement is stay'd.
[9] Secondly, he bears us up before the throne of God, on the wings of
his perfect obedience, by which he performed the perfect law: For onr debt
He hath paid, and Ollr work he hath done. [10] Thirdly he bears us above and
through every trial and temptation, going with us through fire and water;
and himself preparing uS for the wealthy place, becoming the finisher as
well as the author of our faith. [11] Again, as the eagle is said to be the
only creature that can bear to look at the sun, so the mediator is the only
one who can behold the full blaze of deity, and yet condescends to join
our nature to his own.
[12] Observe, this title of eagle, is what the Lord hath himself assumed.
For he is here, pleading with Israel, by the repetition of his mercies, to
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raise gratitude in their hearts. And in Exodus 15:4, there is the same
expresslOn
J hal)e borne you on eaJ!.le's lvings, and brought you to lIIyself

r13] When the eagle flies with her young ones on her wings they are in
safety. No archer can hit them, but through her. So does the saviour put
himself between us and every danger.
[14] It is added, The Lord alone did lead him _ and no strange Cod was }JJith
him; as if the Lord had said, "] on ly shall bear yo ur burden! I tread the
wine press alone! I have no sharer in my care, my sufferings, and love!
Therefore, let me have no sharer in your affections!"

Foundation
"Other foundation can no lIIall Iqy, than that lI)hich is already laid,
JlJhicb is Cbrist Jeslls tbe Lord. " - 1 Cor. 3: 11

111 This is the foundation on which the whole church, and all its doctrines
and blessings may be built. 'Tis laid by the counsel of divine wisdom, and
held o ut in the word of God, as that on which the spiritual building can
alone stand firm . [2] Now this foundation is Jesus Jehovah, of whom Isaiah
saith, it is a SIIre fOllndation, a tried stone, a comer stone, and he that believeth 011 hi",
shall not lIIake haste.
[31 But in what sense is Jesus this foundation) 1" As the propitiation
for our sin. There is no pardon but through his atonement. 2'"As having
performed the perfect law, and so becoming the Lord our righteousness.
3'"As the incense which by his intercession perfumes and presents all our
petitions to the Father. 4'Y'Tis he, which baptizes uS with the Holy Ghost,
pouring down every blessing, spiritual and temporal, as the purchase of
his own Blood! And 5'Yas the corner stone, that joins all the building and
holds it together; or, in other words, by taking us into himself, and acting
on our souls as the spirit in the living creatures: moving, actuating, and
guiding every moment. And as the fire, transforming every thing into its
own nature. Thus is He all in all.
[4] And those who be!iel)e 011 bi", shalll10t make baste: that is, shall not, as the
word implies, be put to confusion; shall not have need to run for succour
to any other refuge; but shall find him in whom they confide a sure and
firm foundation.
[5] Now we shall find the need of thi s foundation in the day of
temptation, since nothing can save from the love of the world but a strong
and full conviction that we have an house eternal in the heavens, of which
we feel an earnest in our hearts. [6J Again, we shall need this foundation in
the day of trouble, that the bitter cup may be sweetened by the assurance
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that these afflictions which are but for a moment, shall work out for us
(who are on the foundation), a far more exceeding and eternal weight of
glory. [7] We shall, likewise, need the knowledge of our being on this
foundation in the day of death, that while we pass the dark valley, we may
feel his left hand is under my head and his right hand doth embrace me! [8]
Lastly, we shall find the blessing and glory of being built on this foundation
at the day of judgment. Many wi ll appear there, whose house is built on
the sand! Some reformation of manners; some crosses borne for the cause
of God; some marks of charity - perhaps to God's people, & they will
hope a security from these props; since a cup of cold water is not forgotten
before God. [9] "But", the answer will be, "it has not been forgotten, they
have had some return while on earth for all they did for God's people."
[10] But, since nothing beside the loss of self, and being engrafted into the
saviour, can produce eternal glory, their house, being built on the sand,
must fall before the floods and storm!, while those who are found on the
true foundation shall eternally sing!
Stands my house on Jesus fast
That rock can never fail!

Feeder
"He shall feed his flock like a shepherd" -

Isaiah 40: 11

[11 If he is our shepherd, we have no room for fear. But, says Satan, the
accuser of the brethren, tholl are not one of his sheep. [2] Now on this hinge,
all turns. For what avails the promise, this shepherd will feed his sheep, if
I am not one? [3] In order to shield off this dart, first entreat the Lord to
bear his witness clear in your soul, and himself to seal you with the spirit
of promise. l4] But in the mean time, set the foot of your faith on some
scripture, and you shall find it a firm follndation. La every one that thirsteth come!
And lvhosoever IVifl, let him take of the lvater of life freely. [5] The question is, art
thou willing to be made whole? If thou art, then from this moment throw
your whole self on Jesus, come to him, and he will not cast you out. [6]
And now poor, hungry soul, look at Jesus as your feeder. For he shalfjeed his
flock like a shepherd.
[7] But how does a shepherd feed his flock? First, he leads them to
good and proper pastures. So the Lord hath led us under a gospel ministry.
[8] But he does not as the earthly shepherd, only turn them in; but he
renews that pasture every time you are feeding upon it. At each means of
grace, there are some souls who feel as if the Lord was putting every bit in
their mouth. Each sentence comes with the light and unction of his spirit,
and so it shall be every moment of the day if we had but attained the true
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spirit of watchful prayer. [9] Our shepherd would feed us every moment
by the abiding grace which leads to the clear fountain of divine consolation.
[10] But it is the office of the shepherd so to save the sheep. This is a most
important part. The lion and the bear would have torn the flock of David;
but he slew the beasts and saved the Lamb. PI] So our great shepherd has
bruised the serpent's head. And if you will hang upon him, he will bruise
him under your feet shortly. [12] And if there is a wounded sheep, he will
wash the sore in the water which flowed from his side, and will heal you
with the balsam of his blood, shed for your sin. Yes, he will cleanse you
from every spot and you shall come liP as sheep jro", tbe l/JOshing and none be
barren alllongyotl.
[13] But this good shepherd has undertaken for all our wants, both
soul and body, time and eternity. Hear his own words: take no tbollgbt jor tbe
!!Iorro}}!; nor jor the life; Ivbat lI)e sball eat or IJ)bat you sball (hillk; neitber wbere}}!itb
you sball be clothed. ForYotlr heavenly F't1ther knoweth ye have need of all these things.
Again, No manner of tbing tbat is j!,ood sball be IIJitMeld.
(14] But, say some, the Lord seems to withhold work from me, and
therefore I shall soon want food and raiment. Nay I have it not now as 1
would. [15] Observe, he withholds from thee nothing that is good for
thee. Perhaps more plenty would but draw thy soul to earth, because thou
art a cold lukewarm seeker. P6] But if thou would have more plenty,
observe that other text Blessed are tbe tJ/eek Jor tbey sball inben"t fbe eartb. [17]
Now, get your soul renewed in meekness; get the mind that was in Christ;
and you shall find that promise stand as the pillars of heaven: no manner of
good tbing sball be witMeld. [18] For he who counts the every hair, delights to
fill you with every comfort you can be trusted with. [19J Th en we may say
with David Tbe Lord is "(Y sbepberd, tberefore sball I lack 1I0tbinJ!,.

Faithful Witness
70bn, to tbe Je1Je1I (burcbes Ivbicb are in Asia, grace be IllitOYOII, alld peace, jroll1
billl Ivbo is, and wbo Ivas, and Ivbo cometb, tmd from tbe seven spirits tbat are before
tbe tbrone, and jrolll jeJ1/s Cbrist tbe jaitbfld Ivitness" - Rev. 1: 4
[I] John here wishes them blessings; or rather, blesseth them in the
name of the sacred three. [2] The first person in the trinity, he thus
describes: bim Ivbo is, and wbo }/las, and wbo cotJ/etb. The everlasting Father, of
whom it may always be said he cometh, because his power and glory shall
be more and more manifold throughout eternity. [3] Secondly, from tbe

seven spirits before tbe tbrone. The Holy Ghost is here expressed under the title
of seven because of his manifold operations, and because of the perfections
of those operations; as the number seven implie s completeness or
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perfection. [4] And thirdly,frotll Jeslls Christ the faitbflll witness. Now we are
to consider in what way we can behold Jesus Christ in that character.
[5] First, he was the faithful witness to the truth: bringing glory to both
the justice and mercy of God; completing by his life, his suffering, his
death and resurrection, all that was needful to manifest that glory of
holiness, which sin had obscured before the eyes of the universe.
[6] Secondly, he appears as faithful witness in behalf of his people
before the throne: against the accuser of the brethren - who, we are told,
accused the saints before God day and night. He hath bruised this serpent's
head, and cast him out, saying, "Who shall lay anything to the charge of
God's elect? I am God who justifies them, who then shall condemn? I have
died for their sin, yea; rather, I have risen again for their justification. They
believe on me and their sins and iniquities shall be remembered no more.
The sins of my people may be sought for, but there shall be none. And
their aggravated transgressions? But they shall not be found."
[7] Thirdly, he will be a faithful witness for his people at the last day.
Then the righteous, raised up to meet him in the air, and placed on his
right hand, shall, with every power, ascribe their whole salvation to the
unmerited love of Jesus; when he shall bear a testimony astonishing to
their ear. "These," saith he, "are they who have been my faithful witnesses
on earth, and I bear them witness before my Father and his holy angels.
They have cast themselves, and all their sins, on me. I have accepted the
charge. I have engrafted them as a branch into myself. I have put my spirit
into their hearts; and they have proved their faith by their love and
obedience. They have fed me when hungry, clothed me when naked,
abridged themselves of many indulgences, that they might refresh my
messengers, and spread my work upon the earth. They have seen me a
stranger and took me in, though with labour and inconvenience; and this
they have done, in simplicity of spirit; not Lording it over my heritage,
because they have cast a mite into my treasury, but as little children who
have washed their robes and made them white. They have given the cup of
cold water in my name, which shall not be forgotten before God. And
now, let the everlasting doors be thrown wide open that the nation, which
keepeth the truth may enter in."
[8] Fourthly, he will be the faithful witness to his people before the face
of the wicked, who have had them in derision and a proverb of reproach.
Their too late awakened consciences, shall present before them every word,
thought, and action, against the children of God who lived in their day. 19]
And Jesus the judge will say: "unto me, unto me, inasmuch as ye have done
it unto one of the least of these, ye have done it unto me." Then will he
cast such a glorious luster over his servants, as shall make their righteousness
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as clear as the light, and their just dealing as th e noonday. [11] While the
asto ni shed beholder shall be amaz ed at the greatness of their salvation: so
far beyo nd all that they looked fo r.
p 21 And lastl y, he will prese nt them cove red with the robe of hi s
righteousness, and washed in hi s blood, without spot and wrinkle, befo re
the thron e of God. For faith{t<l is he Illho hath prollllsed, mho also Illill do il.

Fountain
''In that dqy tbere shall be a fOllnlain opened in the hOllse of David, and to the
illhabitants of j emsalem, Jor sin and Jor llflcleanness" - Zech. 13: 1

[11 In that day: the day in which the messiah shall offer up his lifc a
ramo", Jor II/any. The blood of Jesus shall then be a fountain, yea an open
fountain . [21 Th e spouse is said to be to Christ, a fountain sealed; but
Ch ri st to the sinn er, a fou ntain opened to the inhabitants of Jerusalem,
that is to say, all to whom the gospel is preached. [3] Christ sent his di scipl es
two and two to eac h place where he him self intend ed to come. So when
the sound of the word goes forth, the master's feet are close behind. For,
by the word, the kingdol// of God is come nigh /Into YOII - or, the fountain is
open; come, and wash. [41 And each messenge r may say, "10 every onc that
hears my voice, take knowledge that to yo u, eve n to you , the fount ain is
opened." [5] But for what is it opened?
For sin and uncl ean ness; and whosoever comes by fa ith shall feel th at
truth:
And when on thee [ do believe
My worst shall not condemn

[61 But as faith is the instrument by which we mu st be brought to
experience, the benefit of this fountain, it behoves us principall y to have
regard to that. And this fa ith is to gain its food from th e promises and
offers, of the wo rd of God.
[7] And in o rder to do this, there needs: [lirst, a knowledge of our
sic kness, or we shall not see k the ph ys ician.
[81 Second ly, we must be willing to have Christ on hi s own conditions.

[91 Perhaps you say, "yes I am willing, but I am no t able." I do not ask you
if you are ab le, all the Lo rd requires of you is to come wi llingly to the
fountain , and Christ will do all the resr. [101 "But," says one, "1 fear 1 am
not willing." Well, it is the Lord that is the sovereign of all hearts, for the
hearts of all is in hi s han d; and he hath enlightened your understanding to
see the good way. [11] Now, therefore, take up [he prayer of [he spouse in
the Canticles: Dram /lie so JIlill J mn after thee. And he will give yo u to follow
with yo ur whole heart.
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[12] Thirdly, you must look to the free offers of God. Christ says,
"preach the gospel to every creature, for I tasted death for all men!" For
all men. [13] Saith the soul, then for me! And when you can, catch hold a
little, though but, as it were, by the hem of his garment.
[14] Then, in the fourth place, venter freely, and claim him as your
own. [15] And so the wo rk is done!
[16] And now, consider how precio us a treasure you have gained in
this pearl of great price. [17] You are a son or daughter of the most high
by being joined to the heir of all things. You have a right to all the promises
for time and eternity: to everything temporal that is for your good - for
the whole world is the Lord's and the fullness thereof. [1 81 Yea, you have
in him, pardon, holiness, and heaven. For he hath received the gi ft of the
Ho ly Ghost for yo u; yes for you, who were but just now a rebel, since he
hath received gift,rfor men, even for the rebellious, that the Lord God may dwell among

them.
[19] Observe: the fountain is opened for sin and uncleanness. For sin!
- all the guilt of your past si ns are washed away when you believe on him,
who justifies the ungodly. [20] But what is the source from whence these
sins do sp ring? Surely from a polluted unclean heart. [21] Well, here is a
fountain opened to cleanse us from all o ur idols. For in the following verses
are these words: and in that day saith the Lord of hosts I Ivill cut riff the names of
the idols out of the land and they shall no more be remembered.
[22] Now all sin springs from the id ol self. If that is removed we
immediately become as little children! [23] And in the same chapter, the
Lord says, 1 will bn'ng the third part through the }ire, 1 will refine them as silver is
refined, and Ivill try them as gold is tried, and they shall be m)' people, and I Ivill be
their God. [24] If, then, you are wi lling, and do but cast yourselves o n this
open fountain you shall pass through it into the wide ocean of everlasting
love. [25] You shall be purified in the sea, like unto glass mingled with fire,
& drink forever at the pure river, clear as crystal, proceeding out of the
throne of God and of the lamb!

Flesh
"And the Ivord was made flesh and dwelt among liS, and we beheld his glory, the
glory as of the on!J begotten of the Father fHII of grace and tmth"! - John 1: 14

[1] Saint John had been proving the divinity of the word, that he was
IIdh God, and IlJas God, and here he declares the astonishing mystery. This
divine word was madeflesh and dwelt among HS. [2] Now for what cause was this
amazing transaction brought about? And what are the effects to be
produced thereby?
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[3] First, what was the cause? One wo uld almost be ready to say, su rely
some uncomm o n faithfulness in the creature; something highly pleasing to
the creato r, which indu ced hi m thu s to ho nou r our nature, and favo ur
man. p 4] Ah! No! The cause was the fir st man. T he representative of us all
had rebell ed! And we, all as sheep, had go ne astray afte r hi m. P5] Therefore,
whil e we were yet enemi es, Chri st di ed fo r us!
[16] Secondly, what is the effec t to be p rodu ced by hi s being made
fles h? The answer is short, b ut great: that we may become Di vine! [17J
And in order to raise US to thi s digni ty and happiness, the eternal word, by
a most amazing condescensio n, was made fl es h, uni ted him self to o ur
miserable nature, wi th all its innocent infirmities! , that he might atone for
all o ur sins, and make us holy by taking us in to himself, and imputing to uS
the perfect righteous ness, whi ch he perfo rmed! P8] T h us, he is Ihe end of
the lawfor righteousness, to every one who believes.
[19] But he did no t make us a transient visit, but dwelt among us, and
we beheld hi s glory, the glory as of the only begottetl Jon of Codflill of ,~race alld
Imlh" ! [20) St. John in a particu lar man ner cou ld say thi s!, for himself, with
Peter, and James, were favo ured with more immediate views of it than the
other disciples. [21 ] "But," says he, "we not o nl y saw his glory on the holy
mount, but we have, with deep attention, be held the glory of his holy life
and can testify it was such a glorious ho li ness as well became the only
begotten son of God; for he was full of grace and truth!" [22] Grace!,
unmerited mercy, and love, a nd tr u th, i .e., keeping his promise
forevermore - surer than the pi ll ars o f heaven.
[23] Thus the word was made fl esh, who hath said, exceplJ'e eal Illy jleJh
alld drillk my blood, ye have tlO life itl you. T hat is, except ye every moment
draw sp iritua l strength from me, by an inward attention and vital un ion, as
your bod ies are sustained by natural foo d. [24] And as a pledge that we
would live by this union, we receive the sacred elements of bread and
winc, which as it spreads thro ugh the body, and becomes one with it,
preaches to us the need of becoming one sp irit with ye Lord, as he hath
become one flesh with us!

Friend of Sinners
The words arc:
"BI/I ye Jqy, behold a gll/tton and a IJJitie bibber,
a friend ofplib/icatiJ and Jinners." - Luke 7:34
[1 ] Let us first observe the treatment our Lord met with when in
wondrous condescension, he would even converse and eat with the poor
fallen race he was come to save. [2] Well may we be content to have our
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names cast out as evil when the source of all innocence was thus traduced.
[3] But a part of their reproach was real truth. He was and is the friend of
sinners! Observe: not of sin, that he abhors; but he is indeed the friend of
sinners who are willing to be saved from their iniquities, and brought back
to the fold of God. [4] And this character of friend is held out to us in
many parts of scripture: Abraham, the pattern and Father of the faithful,
is called the friend of God; and our Lord says to his disciples, I have not called
you servants but friends, for the servants knOJveth not JVhat his Lord doth. But I have

toldyou all things Ivhatsoever I do.
[5] Now a friend is one to whom we may always open our whole heart.
So the blessed Jesus invites us to make every request known to him, and
adds call upon the Lord at all times ye people Pour outyour hearts before him. God
is a refuge for us. [6] Again, a friend is one to whom we may apply in every
want. So we may, in the highest sense, to the Lord. Do we want pardon?
He hath bought it, and gives it freely. Do we want Light? I-Ie says I am the
light of the JVorid. He that follOJveth !fie shall not Ivalk in darkness! Do we want
acceptance with God? He presents himself in our place, and covers us
with the robe of his perfect obedience! Do we want holiness? He imparts
his nature, and changes our stone into flesh. Do we want protection? He
says to those who trust in him, "1 will compass thee about as with a shield
and become thine exceeding great reward!"
[7] And such is his friendship to us poor sinners, that he hath changed
places with us having taken our sin, and given us his righteousness. Thus is
he the friend indeed!

Gift
'Jesus atlSlvered and said to her, if thou hadst knollJtl the gift of God, and who it is
that saith unto thee give me to drink, thou JVouldh hmJe a.rked of him and he JVould
have given thee Living Water"! - John 4: 10
[1] Here are three things to be observed . First, do we know the Gift of
God? Secondly, if thou hadst known thou wouldest have asked. Thirdly,
and he would have given thee Living Water.
[2] 1" knowledge is a good gift. And every good gift is from the Father
of lights. But the knowledge of Christ is the greatest gift, for none knoweth
the son but him to whom the Father is pleased to reveal Him. [3] In this
gift of God is comprised all we can want, all we can wish, for time and for
eternity. [4] In one word he is love. [5] Then all that we can conceive of
infinite power, wisdom, and love free and unmerited; all the attributes of
God united for the good of man - such is this gift of God! [6] A sun to
enliven; a shield to protect. A twofold righteousness, imputed and
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imparted. A perfect anel su ffici ent sacrifice! An advocate and everlasting
high priest! In one word a saviour! Such is held o ut to us in this gift of God!
[7] 21Y but does ou r little knowledge of him make us cry for more- Yes,
if it is real, it does. If (saith our Lord) tholl bast known tbe giji of Cod tboll
IIJollldest bave asked of bim. [8] The gift of hi s purity would make thee believe,
long, and weep and pray and wrestle; yea, agonize to be changed into his
holy nature; to be renewed in hi s image and formed again after his adorable
likeness.
[9]31)' And r ie w01/1d bave given tbelll living water. Observe he saith, If tbo!l
badst ktlolvtl tboll Ivo/ddest bave asked, and 1 wo!l1d bCIIJe given tbee livillg }}Jater.ll 0]
How this confirms those words we so often repeat 111 tbe knOlvledge of bim

standetb eternal life. [11] Then let us cry to the giver of every good gift, to
reveal this saviour more and more in o ur hearts. f12] Let us be encouraged
to pray without ceasing, since the truth himself hath said el)ery olle IVbo asketb
recei/Jelb. Therefore ask and it sball be given Tbee

Guide
"For tbis Cod is ollr Cod Jor et)er alld ever, be IIdl be
ollr gtlide evetl IIl1tO deatb" - Psal))) 48: 14
[1) This psalm begins with exalting the greatness of God as the God
of holiness, and co mm emorating t he wonderful deliverances he had
wrought for Israel. Then follows that exultation thi s God who hath so
often saved us is ollr CodJor tlJer and ever and he Ivi!! be 0111' guide evetllllllo Dealh.
[2] 1" He is our God; then in him we possess all we can want for. He is
all sufficient, but he is ours in the character of God, which implies 1" a
lawgiver: he hath a right to our immed iate and implicit obedience. 2'" He is
our judge: our eternal sentence depends on his pleasure! 3" He is ours
forever: at every time, in every situation. [3] And he will be our guide in
all the paths of life, conseq uently, our guard in every danger through all
the mazes we are calJed to pass. And in the dark vall ey of sickness, pain
and death!
[4] Some read the words he will guide us above death; meaning, we
shall not as it were feel it, it shall have no power to hurt; and indeed that
agreed with his having overcome the sharpness of death, and taken out
the sting. IS] Some observe the word means, he wi ll guide us on the other
side of death, as we say in the hymn, And blj)'olldye grave our everiasti".~Jriend.
16] In short, to take the whole meaning of the word together it is: this
our God, wi ll be all our own; and he wil l guide us to death, through the
valley, and raise us so above it, that we shall ask the monster where's his
sting, or - IPberes t~y lJictory boasting grave"!
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Glorious
"There the glorious Lord lI)i// be to us a place of
broad rivers and streams" - isaiah 33: 21

[1] The words before it is, Look on Sion the ciry of our solemnities thy ryes
shall see Jerusalem a quiet habitation. [21 This was but imperfectly fulfilled in
the return of the Jews; but entirely so in its mystical meaning of the Gospel
Church. [3] There (as follows) the tabernacle was to be no more taken
down, but that dispensation to remain in everlasting glory. There the glon'olls
Lord (even the saviour) J/lill be to tiS a place of broad rivers and streams. We may
first look at his character, and then at his office.
r4] 1" As our Lord. The word implies, one who shall govern. Our
glory and safety consists in being subjects to this Lord. One who shall
protect, also as an assister of our work, and a provider for our wants.[S]
But he is a glorious Lord. I have often observed that the glory of God, is
his uncovered holiness. The more his holy narure is displayed, the brighter
does his glory shine forth! (6] Now this God of this holiness, we are told,
shall be unto us as a place of broad rivers and streams.
[7] Here then, in the second place, we look to his office. Observe, he
will become to us a broad river. It seems as if what Ezekiel mentions in the
47'h chapter has an allusion to this. (8] He there speaks of the holy waters
flowing out of the sanctuary, or the spirit flowing from the saviour our
true sanctuary. [9] Now these waters were first only to the ankles. So there
are souls, who feel the drawing invitations of the almighty. But if they rest
not there, these shall drink deeper. [10] Next, he found them to the Knees.
[llJ But when the prophet passed again, they were up to the 10itlS. But again
says he, the lIlan I/lho held the line brought me to the I/laters and behold thry were a
river to sl/lim in. (12] The promise of our Lord was I will send YOII another
comforter and I})il/ pOllr out my spirit IIpon YOII. (13] But the measure we receive
depends on the enlargement of the vessel into which it is to be poured.
[14] Now that is the grace of faith. [lS]As that increases we shall find this
glorious river deeper, and spread all around, while the soul, plunged into
it, and lost in God, finds no bottom nor shore; but delightfully dwells in
the pure elements of love, as a fish in the mighty waters.
(16] And there the glorious Lord shall eternally become unto us a place of broad
rivers and streams. Streams of every grace shall flow into the so ul, changing
it into the very image of him it represents, as face answers to face in the
glass. [17] It is said of that broad river, no gallant ship .rhallpass thereby. The
soul thus enclosed, and changed into the nature of God, shall rest as an
island surrounded with seas, and no enemy shall approach to hurt her.
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God Manifested in the Flesh
"Bllt if I tar!]1 long, that tholl mayest knolV hOlV thott ollgbtest to bebave thyself in
tbe hOllse of Cod, IJlhich chllrch of the lilJing Cod, the pillar and grol/lld of the
tmtb. And IIJitbollt cOIl/roversy great is the lIlystery of god/imss: Cod IIJas II/allifest
ill the.flesb, jllstified ill tbe Spirit, Jeen of angeLr, preached IInlo Ihe CentileJ,
believed on ill the lVorld, received liP into glory. " - 1 Till/otl!), 3: 2
[1] The apostle mentions the myste ry of godliness as the pillar and
grou nd of truth. But what is the grou nd of godliness? [2] He shews it is
Christ manifested in six particulars. l31 1" God manifested in the fl es h; 2"
justi fi ed in the spirit; 3') see n of angels; 4'Y preached to the genti les; 5'Y
believed o n in the wo rld; 6') received up to glo ry.

141 F irst Cod manifested ill the jlesh. When God was pleased to make
himself known to man, in such a way as man sho uld be able to comprehend
by an amazing condescension; the word was made flesh, and dwelt among
them. 151And what add s to the m ys tery: this was not when man was in a
state of purity; bur when all fl es h had corrupted hi s ways. Then he also
partakes of fl es h and blood; bowing under all the load of our guilt and
si n, though himself pure from all sin.

[61 Secondly,Jllstified ill the Spirit. IVhereas he was reproached as a sinner,
and put to death as a malefactor; he was raised again by the spi rit and so
justi fi ed from all the condemnation, which had been lai n on him for ou r
sake. [71 Yea, and we were justified in him, because as o ur surety he was
cond emned; and as our surety he was cleared . It being made to appear this
his sacrifice was perfect and accepted. [81 Thus he who was given for o ur
offe nces, rose again for o ur justi fic ation.

191 Thirdly, seen of angels. Both goo d and bad, all the invisible world
had their eyes fixed on the tremend o us scene: the evil with spite, malice,
and des pair; the good with sympathy and deep concern - during the whole
of hi s sacred pass ion, afterwards, with hol y triumph, and sacred exulta tion.
[101 Fourthly,preached to tbe gentiles. The Jews had long believed salvatio n
belonged to them alone; but now: the partition wall was broken down,
and the secret laid open, which says St. Paul had bee n hid from the
beginning, that the genti les also we re included in the cove nan t of grace;
and that to them were the same offers of salvation made; both becoming
o ne in Chris t Jes us. [111 And many of the gentil es did receive the word
with joy, while Jews, to who m the first message was sent, rejected it.

[121 Fifthly, believed 011 in the lVorld. T h is was a mighty proof that the
power, which wrought it was divine: that the world sho uld be made to
believe in him as their God, who had appeared among them as a man of
so rrows for thirty-three yea rs, and then hung bleeding o n th e cross in
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Jerusalem.l13] The religion of other nations was represented as something
grand; but Christianity is introduced by the profoundest act of humiliation
beyond the conception of the creature: even in God himself becoming
man and bearing the punishment due to his creatures' sins.
[14] But, sixthly, he is received up to gI01Y; there to display the glories of
the godhead no more covered under the veil of our atoning sacrifice. (15]
But having received, as the head of his church, the fullness of the spirit, he
now intercedes for the perfecting of the saints: for the pouring out of that
full baptism: and for the day, when the whole mystery shall be unfolded,
and the incomprehensible love of the sacred trinity, be so fully manifested
that there shall be no more night; but one unclouded, and eternal, day.

Head
"He is the head of his bo4J ye church" -

Co!. 1: 18

(1] We are told the Father hath made him in all things head of his
church; and we are the members of this mystical body. [21 Let us then
consider what the head is to the bo4J, that we may form some idea what
Christ is to his church.
[3] The head, you know, is the seat of wisdom; and in the head are the
organs of sight, by which we discern our way, see how to avoid an enemy,
or to choose or refuse any thing. [4] In the head is the avenue from the
heart by the gift of the tongue; as, also, the faculty of hearing. [5] Moreover,
it has the powers to command, and direct the different dispositions of the
mind.
[6] Now Christ is all this to the Soul. First, the head is the seat of
wisdom, and in him are hid all the treasures of wisdom and knowledge.
[7] And as he is the treasure of the soul, so we are invited, repeated ly
invited, to draw continually all we need. For Christ is made of God, unto
us wisdom. [8] Secondly, in the head are the organs of sight. Christ is the
light of, yea and the eye of, the soul. He looks forward, backwards, and all
around; sees every danger, every want, his people can feel: and so becomes
their sevenfold shield. [9] Thirdly, in the head is the power of speech.
Christ prays for us, and the spirit prays in us. He takes our imperfect prayers,
washes them in his blood, perfumes them with his perfect obedience; and
then, through his own mouth, presents them before the throne of God.
[10] Fourthly, he is the ear of the soul; for he heard the sentence of
condemnation pronounced on man, while the deaf soul heard nothing of
it, and gave himself to that sentence in our place. [11] Yea, and he hath
opened our ear: or we should never have known the voice of God in this
day. (12] Fifthly, in the head is the governing principle that directs every
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power o f the mi nd so lo ng as it is united to the body. 11 3] Thus Christ is
the way, the truth , and th e li fe; and the so ul that abides stayed on him is
kept in perfect Peace.
[14] If any shou ld be te mpted to say, "this is carried too far; how is
Chri st all thi s to us?" I answe r, " my unerring guide, the word of God, tells
me, H e is all in all."
[1 5) But again, he is the head o f hi s body the chu rch as sup reme
governo r; nor does any thing o ccur, but by hi s divin e order. [16] H e is her
husband, brothe r, fri end; and will fulfi ll every pa rt o f these characters. For
he is n'ch unto all that call upon hilJl. [1 7] He hath the fullness of the spi rit to
bestow. So that, having given himself and all hi s fullness to each believer,
he hath made us to become one with him , as the head, limbs, and members,
are but one and the same Person.
l1 8] Wh at may we no t expect as th e frui t of this myste rio us inexp li cable
union) Why, himself te lls us: Ask, says he that your/OJ lJIay be full; that
beco ming parta kers of the di vine nature, you may be fill ed with the fu llness
of Go d.
[1 9) II ere let me add the observati on of my dear Mr. Fletcher: YOII
cantlot expect or believe 100 Jl/l/ch;for Christ is illmilys reildy to sel his hiltld to every bill
that faith drams. [20] Th en let us look fo r the full ness of the spirit, the li ving
water to fl ow abundan tly fro m o ur li ving head. [21]And remember, after
all o ur highest tho ughts and war mes t expectations he hath promised to do
exceedi ngly above them all !

Holy Child
HJ'ij',tlS ilnd Ivonder.r are done ill the nallle

of tbe boly child jesus" -

Acts 4: 30

[1] Fi rst: we may look at that wo nder of the Unive rse, Jesus the Child.
(2) God, in uniti ng o ur nature to hi s own, wo ul d pass th rough that most
helpless anci feeble sta te. l3] But why, after the resurrection anci ascension,
do the d isciples still retain th at ti tl e o f holy child in thei r prayer? l4] It
ap pears to me to ho ld him o ut in that characte r as a peculiar example; and
well acco rds with his o wn word s, except ye become as little dJildreti ye cannot

enter the kingdom of God. [5] Let us then enquire how we may conform to
thi s exa mpl e, and word , of our Lord.
[6] First, I would observe it is not the soul of the chil d we are to copy
after; for we kn ow all are bo rn with a sin ful fall en nature. [7] But the outward
state of the infant is a li ve ly picture of what we are, and what we should
be. [8] 1. of what we are. The child is helpl ess: and we are as perfectly so
with regard to ou r spi ritu al co nce rn s. It has no wisdom to order or provide:
neither have we. It is ex posed to every danger, if not continually protected
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by th e most watchful care; and were it not for our heavenl y protector, the
roaring lio n wo uld have had us all in hell long ago. So far, the child is o ur
portrait as to what we are.
[9] But, 2, it is so as to what we should be: sensible of o ur helplessness,
ignorance, and danger. [10] We may observe what the infant really doth.
Though it is helpless, it does not refu se help. It lays on th e arm, and is
carried and protected as the nurse sees good. lll] Again, though it can't
provide one crumb for itself, it does not refu se to be fed. It even draws in
the milk, and often weeps for, and lo oks after it. [12J It lives in a continued
state of dependence and resignation [13) Never did you hear the babe
complain of the meanness of the vessel in which its food is provided. It
will take is as well out of a pewter, as out of a gold, or silver spoo n. [14)
And when we are truly simplified, we shall gather food from all with like
simplicity. [15] Again, it is a state without care: it, literally, lives but one
moment at a time; and neither looks, nor fears, for tomorrow. [16) It has
also a perfect confidence in its nurse. As was the case of a child carried
away in a boat, by the stream with its mother. [16J As it sit on her knees
o bserving her fears by the ri sing waves, which were read y to sink the boat,
the child cried, "beat them back mammy, and bid them go." [17] The babe
thought all under its mother's command; and with perfect confidence rested
o n her word to save it from the waves. [18) But though the natural babe
mistook its mother could not save; yet the spiritual babe has no room to
fear a mi stake. [19) H ere is a firm foundation. None ever trusted in the
Lord and was confounded. [20] Therefore, the disciples gloried in thi s
word of praise, signs and wonders are done in the name of the holy child Jestls.

Husband
"For thy maker is tI?} htlsband; the Lord of hostr iJ hiJ name. And
thy redeemer the holy one of Israel the God of the lJJhofe earth
shaff he be called" - Isaiah 54: 5
(1) We have often o b served that eve ry name that co uld express
affection, divine wisdom hath made choice of for our encouragement.
And here, the most familiar and tender relation is expressed: thy maker, is
thine htlJband: the Lord of hostr is his name. [2J Observe the two titles, thy
m aker the Lord of Hosts. [3) Yet this sovereign Lord hath found a way to
make U S one with him self. [4) Chri st took o ur nature that he might espouse
us to himself. It would be a strange thing for a glorio us angel to come
down into the rank of worms to espouse matte r; much more admirable is
it, that the very son of God did com e down into our frail flesh on this
wondrous design. [5] Never did love so stoop and condescend as here!
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Observe Chri st's cho ice was purely a g ratui tous o ne. [6] Wh en a man
chooses a wife, the reason is in the object. She is fair, o r virtuo us, o r rich.
[7] O ne attractio n or another, draws o ut hi s co nsen t. [8] But when C hrist
mad e hi s choice, no attractio n was in hi s spouse.
19'1 She was by nature void of all holy Graces, and so extre mely poor
as to have no covering, or even to pay her deb ts. llO] Th ere was no th ing in
the so ul , to draw out hi s love. (11] Chri st find s in him sel f the cause fo r all
the blessings he bestows. 1I 2] " It is true," he says, Behold tholl are/air, my
love. Behold tholl are fair. 11 31 But in th e next ve rse the church breaks out,
Behold thoN arefair tJD' beloved. She gives all the glory back to him . H er beauty
is not her own. [14] She shines not o f herself, b ut in the beams of her
husband. l15] Indeed he es po used her with that ver), design : to change her
Ethi o pi an skin, and p ut a divin e bea uty upon her. (1 6] Th us hi s cho ice was
me rely gratuito us.
[1 7] Again , in marri age, man and wife, d o, b)' co nsent, give ove r
themselves to each o ther. [1 8] In like manner in the spiri tual marriage;
Ch rist and the believer do b)' co nsent give over th emse lves to each other;
hence, the spouse cri es o ut , "D' be/OIled is mine and J am His. [1 9J Eac h hath
a right in the o th er. l201 Chri st gives himself to th e believing soul. It is
true, hi s ato ning bl ood is hi s own: ye t she may wash in it. [2 1] Hi s
resurrection is hi s own: yet we are raised up thereb y and made to sit in
heavenl), Places with him. [22] His stripes was his own: ),et by them we are
healed. l23] Thus him self, with all hi s sufferings, and all his fullness, he
gives to each Believer.
[24] Ano ther po int to be noted is: an earth I)' hu sband says JIlith a/I liD'
Ivor/dfy goods J thee mdoJll. [251 If Adam had a wo rld , E ve did parti cipate with
him. l26] But in the spiritual marriage th at is mo re full, and striking: I-leirs
of God andjoint heir.r Ivith Chl7~rt. l27] 0 how much is impli ed in that word
j oint I-leirs JIlith Christ. 128] This is more full), expl ai ned by two express io ns
in o ur Lo rd 's last prayer, before his crucifi xio n. F irst, that tholl hast loved
thelll as tholl hast loved tile! And second ly, the glory Ivhich tholl hast given me, I have
given thelll. [29] Thus having made the believing so ul one with him self, it
mu st be left to eterni ty to comprehend wh at we shall be.

l30] And now, what expectations sho uld the so ul be raised

to from

such an alliance? P ro tec ti o n, prov isio n amI co nsolation is the d uty of an
earthl y hu sband. [311 But from thi s everlasti ng and never-changing fri end,
who hath bo ught us with hi s own blood, and sealed us b y hi s spirit, we
canno t hope too much. [32] Well may we then sing:
Jesus Th ee alo ne I know
Mo narch of m y Simple hea rt
Th o u my only Friend below
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Thou my heavenly Portion art
Here and in Eternity
Thou art all in all to me.

Horn
'The Horn

of my Salvation and my High TOJver" -

Psalm 18: 2

Again, in Luke 1: 69, are these words:

Blessed be the Lord God of Israel Jor he hath visited and redeemed his people, and
hath raised liP an horn of salvation Jor liS in the house of his servant David.
[1] A horn signifieth strength, plenty, and honour. [2] First, strength
We are told, help shall be laid on one that is mighty. [3] Yea the almighty
strength of his people, the Lord, seeks no strength in us; for the full shall
be sent empty away. [4] The more conscious we are of our weakness, the
more welcome to Jesus. 'Tis true: obedience is in the covenant, and the
sure concomitant of faith. [5] But at the same time, we are informed that
all our good is divine. For, saith the Lord, I Ivill Ivork all thy }JJorks in thee! [6]
The precept runs Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with all
thy Soul. [7] But mark how the promise keeps pace with it. [8] I will circumcise
thine heart to love the Lord thy God mith all thy heart, and Ivith all thy souL [9]
'Tis the observation of a great man, the poor trembling sinner may boldfJl dralv
near,Jor, says he the mord of God is to this effect: I mill do a/~ and then thou shall do
something. [10] Thus, we will ascribe all the glory to him, for he is the strength
of Israel, and the horn of our salvation.
[11] Secondly, plenty. This character of our horn reaches both to
spiritual and temporal good. [12] With our God is plentious redemption,
and he shall save his Israel from all their sins; and with our dust also is the
covenant made. [13] In one word: here is the promise of all kinds of plenty.
[14] No manner of thing that is good, shall be withheld from those who
walk uprightly. [15] And if such a covenant is made with our dust, that not
an atom shall be lost, how securely may we cast our every care on this horn
of our salvation!
[16] Thirdly, the horn is representative of honour. [17] It is truly said
of God's children, mho is as the Christian Great? [18] But take notice, how he
comes to be so. First his Lord and saviour, the horn of his salvation,
became little. [19] Jesus made himself of no reputation. The reproaches,
which belonged to us, fell on his sacred head. [20] And now, says David,

his gentleness hath made me great.
[21] That word he that honoureth me, mill I honour, is and ever will be
found true. [22] Take one instance, that of Abraham. He honoured God
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by a sing ular sp irit of faith and obedience. [23] And 1, said God ,lIJilllJlake
thy name great. Though thou leaves all thy earthl y honour and embraces
contempt, J Ivill make tby name Creat! [24] And behold how this is
accomp li shed . [25] For more than three thousand years, how g reat has his
name been, among the J ews, and in the Christian church. [26] Do you not
count it yo ur honour to bc the sons and daughters of Abraham) Has he
not the honourable title of the Father of the faithful, and do we not all b y
faith lay claim to those clu sters of promises made to Abraham in t he
covenant, of wh ich all hi s spiritual seed are heirs, through the promise)

1271Wh at an ho no ur is here put o n Abraham the friend of God. [281 And
this is the heritage of the servants of the Lord : since the Lord hath raised
up for us an h o rn of salvation to be th e strength, the fullne ss, and the g lory
of hi s peop le Israel.

Highest
'Tbe Lord also tbllndered in tbe beavens and tbe bigbest <~ave bis voice."
- Psalm 18: 13

[1] This titl e of hig hes t is here considered as be long ing to Ch ri st, in as
much as he also is J e hovah. [2] But in Luke 1 it is more immediate ly
attributed to the sav iour. [3] Zacharias, when addressing himself to the
in fa nt J ohn Baptist sai th , And tboll cbiM sbalt be called tbe p ropbet of tbe Hif!,best,
for tboll sball go before tbe face of tbe Lord to prepare bis )vays.

141 This is o ne among many of the texts, which strong ly speak the divinity
of o ur Lord J es us. [5] The titl e of hig hest being here directly appro priate
to him .

[6] Th en let us strive to behold him as the hig hest, ruling over the ho sts
of heaven, earth, and hell. Por to bim sball every knee

bOll;'

Ivbetber tbings in

bea/Jet! or tbingr 011 eartb.
[7] 1" H e is suprem e over the hosts of heaven: the central point o f
their happin ess, the moving principal of their eve ry power and faculty. [8]
When he appeared as a man of so rrow, in hi s deepest humiliation, he
expressed how easily he could have m o re than twelve legions of angels to
defend him ; but he held back th eir ready will. [9] H e stripped himself of
all appare nt g lo ry! that the God of angels might be g iven in to the hand of
man. [10] Yet these eyes of the Lo rd (as th ey are called in sc rip tu re) go too
and fro tbrougb tbe wbole eartb that by them , he may shew himself strong in
beha lf of those whose hea rts are upright before him. [11] Che rubs and
se raph s, angels and a rch ang els, principalitie s and powers, thron es and
dominion s - all attend hi s nod. [12] And the rather hath said let all tbe

angels

of Cod JlJorsbip

bim.
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[13] Secondly, the hosts of earth. Here, I own, is a great contrast. I
have been speaking of the willing obedience of heaven and must now turn
my eye to the disobedient habitations of men. [14) Yet the Lord is king:
the earth is the Lord's, be thry never so unquiet. And he mleth among the children of
Men. [15] Their hearts are in his hand, and he turneth them as the rivers of
the south. l16] How, otherwise, can we account for the protection of the
saints? [17] Such venomous poison is there in the seed of the serpent,
against that of the woman, that they would soon be cut off from the face
of the earth were it not that the care of them is with the most high; and
that, such a care as is expressed in these striking words: he that totlcheth yotl
totlcbetb tbe apple of mine rye. [181 They who will not bend to his scepter must
be cut asunder by his sword! For be will gatber tbe )vbeat into bis garner, and }vill
burn up tbe cbaff witb ttnqttencbabfe fire.
[19) But when I speak of Christ as the highest in reference to the human
race, there is one observation I must not pass over. [20] The near relation
between God and man by the union of the two natures, in the person of
Christ, so occasioned the apostle to call him the first born among many
brethren. [21) Yea, St. Paul observes, he is not ashamed to be so caLled,
having taken on himself not only our nature, but all the weight of our sins,
and the whole care of our salvation from first to last; becoming the author
and the completer of our faith. [22) Therefore this high and mighty one, is
the source of wisdom, strength, beauty, happiness, and the complete
perfection of the whole man; while both body, soul and spirit find their
full felicity, as they approach nearer and nearer to their living head.
[23) Thirdly, the hosts of hell. And here we have need to know him as
the highest, indeed! [24] For great are those who oppose our march on the
heavenly road - only they are invisible; or astonishment would seize us to
behold the legions through which we have to pass, their long practice, and
full acquaintance with the tempers and make of our souls. [25] Add to this,
they are spirit, and can therefore converse with spirit, and make powerful
impressions on our mind. [26] Besides all this, when we consider that by
nature our hearts are inclined to evil, and enmity against God, we must be
constrained to confess, it is a miracle of grace indeed, that brings any soul
through all to Glory! [27] But that, he in whom we trust, is the highest; or
it would not be so. [28] And he hath ordained that no evil can touch the
soul, but by our own consent. [29] If we will look unto Jesus, and abide
believing, he who is above all, shall bruise Satan under our feet shortly,
and we shall, to all eternity, shout, glory to bim in tbe bigbest! Hallelttjab!
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Habitation
"Becallse tholl bast made the Lord, IIJ/JO is my refuge elNn tbe most hIgb
God tby habitation." - Psal", 9 1: 9
[11 Thi s psalm is full o f gracious promises: protection fro m all kinds
of harm s, and ass urances o f being kept in th e secret place of the mos t
high, and covered und er th e shadows of hi s wings. [2J T hen D avid, having
by the spiri t declared wha t shall be the po rtion o f those souls, whi ch abide
in the Lord, add s as a message from heaven: because tholl hast made the Lord
(who, says he, is lI(y refuge) even tbe 1II0st bigb God thy habitation; as if he had
said, " 1 have tried him as a place o f refuge, and found it sure and stro ng.
T he refore, [ set to my seal, that you shall inh erit all th ose things, who make
hi m yo ur habitatio n." [3] N ow what is it to make God o ur habi tati o n,
since such blessings are promi sed th ereto? [41 It is comm onl y said, 'a hole
o f my own is mo re comfo rtable than a palace o f anothers', and , yo u know,
there are many who delight more to have a cru st with water, in an old
cottage, than to have th e best fare in a pari sh ho use. [5] Th erefore an
habitation implies delight; seco ndly, safety and res t; thirdly, liberty; fourthly,
freedo m.
[6] 1"' To make God o ur habitatio n, we mU St find o ur delight in him
and in hi s ways. Yea he mu st become o ur chi ef joy. [7] 2 11 Our rest. Whe n
peo ple are sh ut in to th eir own dwelling th ey seem hid and sec ure, yet this
is bu t a seem. A thousa nd ev ils may appro ach but the soul who abides in
the Lord rests from all evil. [81 In Chri st he hath pro tectio n fro m all
condemn ation, eith er from satan, or from co nscience: and as the hills stand

abollt Jemsalelll so standeth the almigbty POI/Je/' rOllnd tbis SOIlI. [91 Nay he hath a
promise fo r the o utward also, in thi s very psalm: There shall no evil come nigh
thy dwelling, tholl shall lIOt be htlrt by the pestilence, which l/Jalketh in darkness,
neither by tbe arrow that Jlieth at noondqy. [10] Thirdl y liberty. A ma n is as a
li ttl e king in hi s own hou se. And th ey who abide in the Lo rd, and have
their delight in th e almighty, are really kings and pries ts unto G o d. [1 1]
Th ey are free fro m the galling yoke of sin, and have their hand in the neck
of their enemi es. [12] Fo urthly freedo m. Th e owner of a dwe lling is always
free to enter in witho ut th e leave of anyone. 50 the so ul who lives in the
spiri t, is always welco me to its Lo rd, and can experimentally say, Tboll 0
Lord art my strong rock and Illy cast/e, IviJerellnto I JIlay contifll/ally resort. l1 3] He is
also delivered from every care, fo r with th e freedo m o f a child with a
tend er parent, he can make every request known umo G od. l141One more
head 1 may add. Th ey who have a hom e, may in vi te a friend. So the pious
man, is lovingly invi ting all to thi s blessed, delightful, and safe habitatio n.
"Come," says he, " with me, and you shall find good:
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For if all the world my saviour knew
All the wo rld would love him too.
(1 5] In a word, the soul who keep s the presence of G od by a loving
recoll ecti on, by faith an d sil ence before him , enters into G o d, as his stro ng
habitatio n; and shall prove hi s place o f defence to be as the mtlnition of
rocks. [1 6] His bread shall be provided and his mater shall be Stlre.

Help
"God is ollr refuge and strength, a I}ery p resent help in trollbles." -

Psalm 46 : 1

[1] Now what is implied in the word help? [2] It conveys an id ea of
one, who lifts and carries those burdens, which are too heavy for us. Also,
a guide in a difficult way, a covert from danger, and a supply for our needs.
[3] Now in all these senses, the Lord Jesus is indeed a help. [4] First, he
hath borne all the burden of our guilt, and put hi s shoulders under the
load too heavy fo r us to bear. [5] Secondl y, he hath promised to guid e us
continually, and hath added " he that will follow m e shall not walk in
darknes s." Fo r Christ is made to us of the Father wisdom.
[6] Thirdly, he is the covert from danger; a place to hide in. [7] It is
observed in this ver y text, that the Lord is o ur refuge. Th at is to say, a sure
castle into which we may always run and be safe. [8] Yea he is a refuge
from the heat of justice; a covert from the storm of temptation and sin;
and , as the shadow o f a great rock under whose delightful shade we may
lie down and res t secure. [9] But fo urthly, he is the supply o f all o ur needs.
(10] What can we want, that the G od of infinite love, wi sdom and power
canno t supply? [11] H e hath taken on himself o ur every care, is the sale
proprieto r o f aU we have and are: for we are not o ur own we are bought
with a price. [1 2] Therefore it is said of the servants of the Lord, that the
care of them is with th e mos t high, who hath said 1 will sati sfy th y so ul in
drought and make fat thy bones. [1 31 Thy soul shall be as a watered garden,
and as springs of water where waters fail no t. [14] And my God (s aith St
Paul) shall supply all your needs.
(15] But now let us loo k at the last words in the text. The Lord is not
o nly held o ut as a help, but a very present help in trouble. [16] So metimes, the
Lord's poor afflicted ones are read y to think, 'he does no t hear. H e does
no t regard my petition' Oh no; he is a present help; and though thou do th
no t see it yet, the co mmandment is gone out; and as soon as thy soul can
be trusted with the answer it shall come. [1 71 H e is a very present help.
That is to say, his ear is always ready; his court is always open; but doubly
so in the tim e of tro uble. [181 Then let us lay up this word in our heart God
is ONr refilge and strength a very present help in trouble.
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Jesus
"Sbe sbail bn'ngfOrlb a son, and tboll sbail call bis name JeSIlS,
for be sball save bis people from tbeir sins. "
- M attbew 1: 12

[1] Jes us, that is: a saviour. [2] A saviour is the greatest gift that God
can give, or man receive. l3 [ It is the sa me nam e with Joshua, who was a
type of him. [4[ It properl y signifies the Lord, Salvation. [5] All the names
of God are expressive of hi s nature. We last time considered him und er
the title of Jehovah: the completer of all hi s glorio us plan, and performer
of all hi s g racio us promises. [6] Here, under the name of Jesus, we may
learn the metho d through which all is brought to perfection. l7[I ;irst, he is
the Lord. l lelp is laid on one that is migh ty, yea almighty, able to make
good all he hath undertaken. l8] Secondly, as the salvation of his people,
this he accomplishes, first by becoming their ransom - making a full and
perfect atone ment for all their sins; secondly, by eng rafti ng them into
him self. [9[ And being thus joined as in a marriage covenant, not only their
debts become hi s, but hi s pure obedience becomes theirs, and they arc
accepted in th e beloved, who is their robe befo re the throne of God. [10[
Thirdly, as the author and finisher of their faith, setting o n the pardoned
soul as a refiner's fire, and accomplishing that word, from all tbine idols and
from all tbine iniquities will J cleanse tbee. A new beart wi/I J give tbee and a n'gb!
spirit wi/I J Pllt I/Jitbin tbee. [11[ For it is not said he will save his people in but
from their sins.
[1 2J But who are the people he will thus save? Take the answer from hi s
own mouth, IIJbosoever cometb lI11tO me I Ivil/ in 110 IIli.re caJ! Ollt. [1 3] Come unto
him this mo ment leaving all other depend ence, and yo u shall prove be tba!
believetb batb everlasting life; or as ex pressed in o ur hymn:
Who o n Jes us relies
with out money and price
Th e pea rl of forgiveness
and holiness buys
114] Th ere is room for all, and all are invited. l1 5] Our Joshu a wi ll fight
our battles for us, will overcome all our enemi es, make Jo rdan to divide,
and bring us safely into the promised land of tbat rest IIJbicb remains for tbe
People of God.
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Jab
"Extol him that tideth 1IPOri the heavens by his rlame Jah
arid rejoice before him. " - Psalm 68: 4
[1 ] The word J ah is an abbreviation of Jehovah. That is, therefore, the
word we are to consider, and it implies the author and source of all being,
blessedness, and , perfection: he whose will govern s the whole universe,
and who hath promised all shall work together for good to those who
love him . [2] But in the sixth of Exodu s we mu st look fo r a further
explanation. There it is said, I appeared 1Irlto Abraham1lrllo i saac arid 1Irllo Jacob
by the rlame of God almighty. B1It by my rlame Jehovah was I riot krlOlVrI to them. [3]
The m eaning is, tho ugh thy kn ew th e name (as to the letter); they did not
know the matter co ntain ed in that name: whi ch was a perform ance of
those pro mi ses m ade to Abraham, and w hich he was n ow abo ut to
accomplish, in bringing them o ut of Egypt, and conveying them into the
good land as an earnest of what he wo uld do for hi s church in future ages.
[4] A great man in his co mment on thi s chap te r: "This explains the name
Jehovah," he says, "God wo uld now make himself known by the name
Jehovah ; that is firs t a God perfo rming what he had pro mised an d so
giving beauty to hi s promises. [5] Secondly, a God perfecting what he had
begun, and fini shing his own work."
[6] In the hi sto ry of creatio n, God is never called Jehovah till the heavens
and the earth were fi nished. (Gen : 4) [7] When the salvatio n of the saints is
completed in eternal glory, then he will be kn own by the name Jehovah .
(Rev. 22: 13) [8] In the m ean time we may find him for o ur strength and
support in El-S haddai, a God all sufficient, a God that is eno ugh.
[8] Now we are to extol and praise him by his name Jehovah.That is to
say, we are to believe in him as a pro mise keeping and promise perfo rming
God. [9] O ne who will never faiJ us, but shew himself o ur faith ful keeper
till death, and beyond the grave o ur everlasting friend. [1 0] Thus we are
called as Abraham, to be strong in faith, giving glory to God.
[11 J And the more we beli eve th e m o re we shall p erfo rm the las t
injunctio n o f thi s verse. Yea, and rejoice before him . [1 2] His nam e,
expressive of his nature, car ried in its elf a covenant of fai thfulness. [13]
T hen as the hym n says:
Let us rejoice in his name, and leave all our cares in his hand .
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Judge
"/ t is he who is ordained of Cod the jiidJ!,e of the
living and the dead' - Acts 10: 42
[1] Of all men, whether alive at hi s coming, or ri se n from their graves,
all judgment is committed unto him , because he is the so n of man. [2]
And, therefo re, he is appo inted of th e Father, to determine the everlasting
condition of the children of men in th e great day. [3] But at this moment
let us behold him the judge of the living: of every thought, word, and
action, of every motio n, desire and affection of the sou l. [4] And all is
wrote in the book of hi s remembrance.
[5] If the prisoner at the bar knew that the judge had been, eye and ear,
witness to every circumstance of th e evils he had committed, it wou ld
greatly add to hi s fear of a condemnation. [6] But our judge has an allpiercing eye; and nothing is hid from him .
17] The above text is spoke by Peter, who tells Cornelius and hi s friends,
that thi s Jesus whom he was preaching to them, was he who was o rd ained
the judge of the living and th e dead. [8 1 And the day is com ing when we
shall see him as such. [9] Our eye shall beho ld him on his great white throne,
appearing in the glory of hi s Father, in hi s own glory, and that of the holy
ange ls. [10] In his Father's, shewing his eternal godhead, which will tllen be
proved to a demonstration, whatsoever deists may now say to oppose it.

lllJ Secondly, in his own glor y. That is, the glo ry of the redeemer,
having fulfilled in o ur nature the perfect law; accomplished the perfect
ato nement; and triumph ed over all th e powers of darkness. l121 Thirdly,
in the glo ry of all the holy ange ls. Now as the word translated ange ls means
o nly messenger, and is by the H o ly Ghost him self applied to the ministers
of the church in the Revelations, 1 co nceive it to speak of all the heavenly
host: the spirits of just men made perfect, as well as the created angels.
[1 3] But what is their glory? How can it be said that Chri st, who comprises
all glory in him self, shall come in th eir glory? [14] I looked at what some
writers have said on this, but on ly found they considered it as their add iti on
to the glory of hi s appearance by their attendance. [15] But that did not
satisfy me, for it is said He shall cotlle ill their glory. A t last it occurred to my
mind: if a married man appears in hi s rich es and hon ou rs, we don't scrupl e
to speak in the plural and say their honour and riches: because by that
so lemn oath with all my world ly goods T thee endow, he hath made her a
joi nt possessor with him self. [16] Now the Lo rd Jesus, in his prayer before
his crucifixion ha s these word s when praying fo r those God had given him
o ut of the world . 11 7] H e says, And the glory tholl hast given lIle f have given
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them, thus making the believer a joint heir with Christ; so that he comes 1"
in his own; 2.ly in the glory, which he had bequeathed to them.
[18] Now this coming of the Judge, shall be terribly glorious to the
unpardoned sinner, whose cries shall be to the rocks and mountains to
cover them; but triumphantly glorious to those who are washed in the
blood of the lamb! [19] Supported by trus reflection: the judge is my friend!
He is my advocate! He is the Lord my righteousness! [20] Besides, he is
my surety! He hath taken all my debts upon himself! He will answer every
demand. He hath done it; and justice is fully satisfied!
[21] Yea, and for the pledge of my claim, he hath given me that faith
which hath overcome the world; hath purified the heart; and hath made
me to know experimentally, the purport of that text We shall have boldness in
that day, because a.r he is, .ro are loe in this uJ()r/d. [22] H e hath blotted out the
hand writing, which stood against me, by his own Blood! [23] And he
himself becomes my robe before the throne of God Now let us remember
Jesus is the judge!!!

King
"He hath a name loritten on his vesture, King

of Kings" -

Rev. 19: 16

[1] When Jesus appeared on earth, it was as a man of sorrows; and he
was pleased, a servant's form to wear. [2] But, by and by, he shall be seen
as he truly is: a King of Kings! [3] We must observe, though his glory was
veiled, while he dwelt among us; and as the apostle says, we do not yet see
all things put under his feet; nevertheless, he is king in his holy hill of Sion.
[4] And he rules all things as head of his Zion, the church. [5] We are
therefore caIled to behold him as our king; and we shall find beauty in
looking at that part of his character.
[6] First, as king, he hath a right to give laws. So says David: The Lord
is my lau;giver. And we as subjects are bound to obedience. [7] But as he is a
perfect lawgiver, so we were bound to perfect obedience. [8] This, since
the fall, he knew we could not perform. [9] On which account our gracious
king took on himself the task, and himself became our law fulfiller! [10]
And when he had magnified the law, and gave honour to the commandment
by his own unspoiled life, and perfect obedience, he appointed for us
another law suited to our present state: namely, the law of faith and love:
which he required and which he will enable us to perform, having left it on
record that love is the pi/filling of the lall!.
[11] But alas, we are by nature quite contrary to this law! We are all self
and hatred instead of this love! [12] Therefore, our king, he will undertake
the war for us, and become our captain. [13] He will lead us forth to
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conquest, bring all our enem ies under our feet, and fi ll us with that mind
which was in him.
[141 Secondly, it is the part of a king to provide for his armies. Now
his church militant are all in dependence on him, and he hath promised no
manner of thing that is for their good, shall be with held from them. (15]
The kings of the earth, many times, have it not in their power to provide.
[16] Their armies are faint, and often perish for want. (17] But our king is
the most high God, possessor of heaven and earth . 11 81And Ivhatsoever his
llnerril~~

JvisdolJl choose his pOlIJer to beillg brings.
[19] It was said to Nebuchadnezzar "whom thollllJilt thou slqyest! and JlJholJl
tholl Iviit tboll keepest alive! [20] But our king has on ly life for his people! to
whom he hath said, Becal/se I live ye shall live also.
[21 J So that we have but one cause of fear in our battles, namel y, that
of turning rebels. [22] For under the banner of his enemy there is nothing
but death!
[23J But under that of king Jesus, there is life for evermore! [24J Again,
in the battles of the earth, many loose their limbs, their friends, their every
comfort! [25J But we have a grant from our king that all shall work together
for our Good! [26] And whatsoever is given up for his sake shall be restored
an hundred fold! [27] A poor soldier for the loss of his limb or health,
perhaps receives a pension of ten pounds a year, and that is cut off by
death in a short time. [28] But with the Christian it is far otherwise. I-Ie
shall receive an incorruptible inheritance! and a crown, which fadeth not.
[29 11-1 e sha ll be gathered to hi s own people, the friends he hath chosen
upon earth. [30] Every comfort shall be restored with abundant increase:
And the days which in heaven we spend
Forever and ever shall last.

Leader
"Bebold! I bave given billJ as a leader and
cOlI/mander I/Ilto tbe people" - Isaiab 55: 4

P1 When poor travellers are about to pass a difficult road they frequentl y
ask for a gu id e; which having obtained, they expect to be led and guided in
their way. [2] The God o f love and wisdom, well knowing the need of his
poor creatures has provided for us an almighty saviour, to whom himself
gives the name of leader. [3] Observe, it is one of the principle names of
the sav iou r, for it is given by the Father of sp irits. [4] And this leader is
free, express ly said, to be the gift of God: I saitb tbe Lord, I even I, IlJill give
Hitl/. 151 Now what is a gift we have a right to claim as our own? [61l-1 aving
therefore a right to claim Jesus as our leader let us in the second place
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consider what is implied in that character.
[7] 1" We must look at him as our example going before us. St. Peter
says, He hath left an example that lVe should tread in his steps.
[8J In his life and death, we see the example of humility, obedience,
and love. [9] And we are told the Father hath predestinated, that is
appointed, us to be conformable to the image of his son. [10] We may
then look for our leader, to bring us into this conformity, for he hath
promised to lead us into all truth.
[11] But we must be willing to follow this divine leader who hath said,
He that follolVeth me, shall not continue in darkness.
[12] 2'YAs a leader and director. In every difficult circumstance, should
we be called to walk in a path we never walked in, where all is new and
strange, yet is there no room for fear. [13] If we will but follow our leader
we shall be safe. Hear his own word I lVill bring the blind by a IVqy that they
knOll' not. [14] Now the blind cannot walk in an unknown way, only by
being led. But where the Lord leads us, he will light. (15] I see the
appointment. I saith the Lord lVill give him as a leader and commander to the
people. rt 61 Generals are called commanders, but they can only command
their own army, not that of the enemy, nor yet the roads they must pass.
[17] A thousand difficulties are not under their command. [18] But our
divine leader hath all under his hand. Heaven and earth and hell, must bow
to his command. [19] Therefore observe, the whole passage: " I lVill bring
the Blind by a IVqy that they knolV not. I lVillmake crooked things straight before them
and rough places plain. These things Ivill I do unto them and not forsake them.
[20] But to whom is this leader and commander given? Unto the people.
[21] Not only to believers, though only such will accept him; but to all, is
the offer freely made. [22] And whoever will, may enlist under his banner
this night.
[23] I have selected a few texts out of many, to help us more firmly to
rely on this unerring leader.
Deut. 32: 12, So the Lord alone did lead him, and there Ivas no strange God with him.
Isaiah 48: 17, Thus saith the Lord thy redeemer the hojy one of IsraeL I am the Lord
tl?) God IVhich teachet/) thee to profit and leadeth thee in the IVqy that thou should go.
Isaiah 57: 18, I have seen his lVqyS, and lvill heal him I lvililead him also, and
restore comforts unto him.
John 10: 3, He calleth his OlVn sheep 0' name and leadeth them Ollt.
Rev. 7: 17, For the lamb that is in the midst of the throne shall feed them and

shall lead them to livingfotmtains
their eyes.

of Jilater,

and God shallillipe

aJllO)

all tears from
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Life
"J am the IJJay, the tmth and the life" - John 14: 6
[1] The Lord Jesus is in every sense our life. First, as holding us in
natural life, for without him was not one single thing made, that was made.
[2] But in this passage the life intended is the spiritual, and in this sense he
is to the believer, what the material sun is to the world, which is th e light,
the life, the cause of every motion, and of all production. [3] Well might
the poet say, ThOll Slll1 of this great ]]Jorld, both rye and SOli!, acknoJlJledge hi", thy
greater. [3] This "greater" this immaterial sun, is the light of the soul; th e
life of all his children.l4] Therefore he says A]]Jake tholl that sleepest ariseJrom
the dead and Ch,ist shall give thee Light.
[5] The words light and life are used in scripture language promiscuously,
as are sleep and death; but Christ came, that we might have light to walk,
and life to live eternally with himself. [6] J came, says he, that y e might have

life, and that ye "'ay have it more abundantly. l7] When the soul that is dead in
trespasses and sin awakes out of that death, and fecls the pardoning blood
applied, it begins to live. [SlIt is as a new born babe. It has senses it never
had before. I ts ear is open to hear the voice of God, its eye of faith, to
behold the wonders of redemption. It feels the almighty arm; and tastes
that the Lord is gracious.
[9] But there is the more abundant life, still to be sought after.
[10] When the soul by a strong faith has attained the fixed look on the
saviour as the Israelite on the brazen serpent, then, and not till then, it feels
the sanctifying influence, and experiences the full change, from nature to
grace. [11] And every power being actuated by divine Love harmonises
the whole man, to that triumphant songJesus thee alone T know
Monarch of my simple heart
Thou my dearly friend below
Thou my heavenly portion art
Here and in etcrnity, thou art all in all to mc.

(12] Then is that promise fulfilled and they shall have right

to the tree

of life. [13] This tree of life, in the midst of the paradise of God, which
man lost by the fall, and recovered through the saviour, is Jesus Christ the
Lord. [141 From this tree of life, may every fruit of the spirit be gathered
in each moment of need. [15] In times of trial a look of faith is the hand of
the soul, which gathers the fruit of resignation and patience .[16J In hours
of temptation that of fortitude. 117] In darkness, that of wisdom; and in
death, the power to ask the monster where's his sting. [181 But in the day
of judgment, when the curtain is fully drawn aside shall the lovely Jesus
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shew himself our life, in a manner till then incomprehensible. [19] The
lives of his saints (so long hid with Christ in God) shall appear; and that
promise shall be fully understood, Because I live ye shall live also. [20] Then
shall all be swallowed up in the true life
With Jesus ineffably one
And bright in effulgence divine.

Lion
"Weep not, behold the lion of the tribe of Judah, the root of David, hath
prevailed to open the book and to loose the seals thereof. " - Rev. 5. 5
[1] The saviour is here represented, under the similitude of a lion, as
strong to overcome, to protect, and give victory to his people.
[2] Of the tribe of Judah; as springing from that line according to the
flesh.
[3] Now how shall we look to him in that character? [4] I believe it
mystically speaks of the whole work of redemption. [5] But we will at this
time, fix our eye on those two heads the loosing the seals, and opening the
Book .
[6] First. This lion is mighry to loose every hold, by which the enemy
of souls prevents our clear sight into the word of God. [7] His seals,
which he brings over our spirits, are to spiritual things what seals over our
eyes would be to natural things. [8] Perhaps, the hindrances by which Satan
seals up our spiritual sight, may be considered as follows.
[9"1 1" the darkn ess of the understanding, which since the fall has no
capacity to comprehend the words of life. [10] This seal the saviour unlocks
and becomes o ur light. I am come sqys H e, a light into the Ivorld. l11 J And he
accompanies the word spo ke by his m esse ngers as expressed in the
commission to Saul: to open the blind eyes, and to bring them out of
darkness into light.
[12] And a second seal, and a strong one too, is this love of the world:
this shuts out all communion with God. St Paul, on that sub ject, says, She
that liveth in pleasure is dead while she liveth. [13] From this hold of Satan, the
Lord Je sus delivers, by putting his love into the heart. [14] H e says,jrom all
thine iniquities, and from all thine idols, will I cleanse thee. [15] When the love of
Jesus enters the heart, all other loves give way, and disappear as darkness
does before the light of day.
[16] A third seal on our spiritual sight is pride. The soul thinks itself
rich and increased in good and sees no need of a saviour. [17] Here the
light of God breaks in, and discovers the cage of uncl ean beasts. Jl8] For
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he is exalted to give repentance H e breaks the heart of stone and so prepares it to
discove r in the word, the promise o f remi ssion o f sin, and the gift of the
Holy Ghost!
P9] But the greatest of all o ur hindrances, and what seals all the rest
upon us, is, unbelief. This the lion of the tribe of J udah removes by a
discovery of himsel f. [201 His manifes ted presence kindles up the divine
spark o f faith. [211 T he sacred fire falls from heaven, and the everlasting
fl ame begins to burn on the altar of the heart.
[22] Now having removed these scales from the internal sight he opens
the book, speaks, and applies it to the heart, and enables the believer to
see, and feel, in that glass of the word, all the secrets of divine mercy.
[23] Yes to behold the face o f God, and by beholding, to be changed
into the same image. [24] Would we th erefo re profit by the scripture, let us
apply with earnest praye r to this lion of the tribe of Judah, who alone can
open the book, and loose the seals thereof.

Ladder ofJacob
"And be Oacob) dreamed, and beheld a ladder set IIPOt! tbe eartb and the top of it
reacbed to heaven, and behold the angels of God ascending and descending on it and
tbe Lord stood above ii' - Gen. 28: 12
[1) T his might represe nt first the providence of God, by which there is
a constant corresponde nce kept up between earth and heaven.
[2) The ange ls are ascending to report what they hav e don e on earth
and to receive fresh orde rs and descending to accomplish them. [3) The
great designs of providence are executed by them heaven ly messengers,
and the Lord stood above it, as having his eye over all.
[4] Secondly, it represents in a beautiful manner the mediation of Christ.
He is this ladder, the foot whereof was on earth in his human nature; the
top in heaven, in his divine nature. [5] All our intercourse with heaven is
through him. He is the JIIay the tmth and the life. [6] Now as a ladder is the way
to any place above us, so Christ is the way to God. 17] None, says he,
cometh tlnto the Father btlt b)' me.
l81 And the steps of this ladder are, first, his propitiation. He hath
borne our punishment. Second, his perfect righteousness; in which we are
to be accepted. Third, his spirit to enlighten and guide us, inasmuch, as he
is our great prophet, sent from God to teach us the way, and reveal him
unto us. Fourthly, his purifying emanations to sanctify and make us meet
for heaven and every blessing both temporal and spiritual. [9] All flow
through the dear channel of his blood.
[10] Perhaps also, this Ladder may be with propriety compared to the
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promises. These are to be used as the steps of a ladder, to raise our souls
by faith to God. [11] If a poor so ul is dejected, let him take hold of that
word The fear of the Lord is the beginning of ulisdom. [12] Wisdom in scripture
language means the Holy Spirit. [1 3] Now the fear of offending God must
be wrought in the heart by that spirit, or it could not be there. [14] Well
then, let us take comfort in this mark of his work in our heart, and keeping
the foot firm on that step look a little higher, None ever trusted in God and was
conJOunded. [15] Then throw your soul with all your sins o n the saviour and
say, "If I perish it shall be," believing or striving to believe. [16] Next,
consider that there is a degree of belief in your power. God hath made It
so. None could, otherwise, be condemned for not believing. [17] And yet
it said, This is the condemnation, that they believe not on me. [18] My dear husband
observed: Faith is the gift of God, as daylight is the gift of God. But if J Ivill not
open my eyes, it is my own fallit. [19] So there is a striving to believe required
of every awakened soul. [20] And none ever dropped into hell, while
believing on Jesus, according to the measure of their dispensation.
[21] Again remember, little faith can do great things. It made Peter to
walk on the waves, and Chri st himself said A grain of faith Ivollid move a
mountain. [22] Now as the first step of a ladder is near the second so all the
way through, a continued act of faith raises the soul higher and higher. [23]
For the apostle says, He that hath hzs hope in him, purifieth himself as God is pure.

Lovely
"He IS altogether 100Jely. n

-

Cant. 5:16

[I] In this passage the church is describing her beloved under a variety
of expressions. [2] At length, being conscious no words could paint the
glories of the saviour, she sums up all with that conclusion: He is altogether
lovely. [3] Now as love is only the loan for love, so the object we consider
as lovely must be considered as loving. [4] This is, therefore, the first
attractive beauty to be observed in our adorable Lord. [5] And this love
he hath shewn, by being stripped of ourward beauty. For he was without
form and comeliness, in the eyes of the world; a babe passing through all
the states of weak human nature. [6] But under that concealment, were
found in him divine glory, with the concurrence of every thing as mediator,
to render them lovely in the eyes of them who are enlightened to discover
spiritual things.
[7] If we look at him, as made to US wisdom, righteousness,
sanctification, and redemption, we shall find, in these four words, all we
can want, and a full supply of every need.
[8] The spouse described him as zvhite and rudely. White in purity, holiness,
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and perfect in noce nce, though ma n as well as God! [9 1 Wh en he was
tran sfigured on the mount; from the glory which broke out from within,
hi s very garment appeared white, so as no fu ller upon earth co uld white
them. (10] But sh e also says he was mddy. Some have observed this meant
hi s taking the human nature, and beco ming the seco nd Adam. p 1] Ad am,
the name of the fir st man, is said to signify in H ebrew red earth; bu t it is
also expressed on hi m, that he shall appear in a garment of a blood y hu e.
p 2] T hat is perh ap s here all uded to: rudd y in his blood y sufferings, when
he trod the winepress alon e, and bore all our sins in hi s own bod y on the
tree. [13] H e is whi te in his tenderne ss to hi s people; ruddy in Hi s terrible
appearance against his and their enemies.

l141 She says his head is as the mo st fine go ld. St Paul says, the head of
Christ is God. [15] This head of gold imp lies hi s godh ead; for in him dwells
a1l the fulln ess of th e godhead bodily: he is perfect God and Man, and , as
such, able to save unto the uttermo st all that co me unto th e Father thro ugh
him . 116] We may remember; though we ca n form no idea o f G od.
[17] Yet th e godhead is brought down to o ur conception by the hum an
nature takeo into it, so that our eyes shall actually behold in him that perfect
lovelin ess, which shall fi ll and sati sfy ever y powe r o f th e so ul w ith
inconceivable delight. 11 81A mid ten thomand, he appeat'S the chief, and beallty's
insignia bears.
[19] And thi s is the pro mi se: we shall see him as he is and seei ng, shall
be changed into his image, for we shall be like him. [20] Our vil e bo di es
shall be changed into the li keness o f hi s body - clear as the mo on, fair as
the sun , and what implies all perfection; like unto hi s glori o us bod y, which
he wears in hi s celestial kingdom and on his triumph ant th ro ne!
[21] Nothing is more powerfu l to engage o ur affectio ns than to be
beloved of another. [22] Ex pressions of kindn ess are agreeable, though
from persons o therwise contemptible. [23] But to have the love of one,
who is altoge ther lovely; to know that the glo rious majes ty o f heaven hath
an y rega rd unto us! [24] H ow mu st it astonish and delight us! H ow o ught
it to overco me o ur spirits, and melt o ur hea rts, and put our whole so ul
into a fl ame!

Long SUffering
'7--11ng sltjJering abl/ndant in goodness and truth" -

Exodlls 34: 6

[1] It is the passage, where the Lord , in answer to Moses' prayer, ca used
hi s name, or, rather, hi s nature to be revea led unto him , under vari o us
titl es. [21 But at present we will fix o n the above. I--IIng stlffen'ng abtlndallt in
goodness and Imth.
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[3] Now the effect this revelation had upon Moses, was very singular. It
caused so great a change that the presence of God he so powerfully felt
within, appeared even on his countenance. [4] His face shone with a luster,
which made the people afraid! [5] The children, nay the elders of Israel,
fled from him, till he called on them to return, and covered his face with a veil.
[6] This clearly points out to us, the great change that shall appear in
our life and conversation, when filled with the internal glory. [7] The purity
of the spirit shall break forth from within. [8] But if we would feel from
meditation upon the word, what he felt, we must go to work with his
weapons. [9] Remember, it was in answer to that earnest prayer shelP me thy
glory. 'Lord! I beseech thee, shew me thy G lory!'
(10] Now it is to those souls who ardently desire a further acquaintance
with God, that the character above cited, will be peculiarly acceptable.
[11] First, long suffering. This is a branch of God's goodness, which our
wickedness gives him occasion for. [12] How long has he borne with you
and me! How many seasons! I had like to have said, how many hundred
seasons can we look back to in which justice, cutting us off, would have
sent us quick into hell! [13] But He is long suffering, slow to anger. [14] How
often since our conversion have we sinned against light, and wounded our
Lord in the house of his friends! Yet he bears with us. [15] He cries, Return
ye backsliding children, jor I am married unto you, saith the Lord. [16] I-Ie waits to
be gracious and lengthens out the offers of his mercy; yea, cries after every
one of us: "I will heal thy backslidings and love thee freely though thy sins
are as scariet, my blood shall wash out every stain."
[17] As a further branch of his long suffering, he is abundant in
goodness and truth. This speaks a plentiful goodness - not only above our
deserts, but above our conception [18] The springs of mercy always full,
the streams are always flowing; and the soul may at all times turn with holy
confidence to that abundant goodness, because it is sealed with the seal of
truth. (19] Therefore we may say:
Thy promises bind thee compassion to have
Now now let me find thee almighty to save.

Love
"God is Love" - .John 4: 9
(1] We hear many glorious attributes ascribed to God: wisdom, light,
power, and goodness; but we do not hear him called by these names in the
abstract. [2] It is not said God is wisdom, but rather it is expressed he is
the God of wisdom. [3] Love is spoken of in a different way; as in these
words God is love; intimating that this is his darling, his reigning attribute.
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The attribute, which sheds an amiable glory on all his other perfections.
14] Now what an encouragement is this to a poor returning sinner?
Can we be afraid of love! [5] And the apostle adds, Herd?)1JlJas manifested
(or made known) the love of God tOJlJards liS in that he sent his only begotten son
into the JlJor/d that JlJe Illight live throtlgh him. [6] And God hath commanded (or
proved) his love to us inasmuch as While Jl)e were yet sinners Christ died for liS!
[7] St. Paul adds If lI)hi/e IIle I/!ere enemies God lilas in Christ reconciling the IIlorid 10
himself; hOI/! Illtlch more, being reconciled, shailioe be saved by his life. [8] 1" By his
life and righteousness, which shall be imputed to us when we believe. [9]2"
By his ever living to make intercession for us.
PO] We are told, Christ was manifested to destroy the works of the
devil. [11] Now all contrary to this heavenly spirit is his work: but the end
of the commandment is love, which is called the fulfilling of the law. (12J
That is to say, the very end and intent of the whole word and work of God
for man's salvation, is to restore the fallen soul to that element of heaven the spirit of love. [13] And this is the mark which the Lord gives by St.
John to try OUf state. [14] As much as we have of that temper of mind so
much of God and no more: for he that dJl)e/leth in love dln//etb in God and God
in him.
p 5] These are the properties ascribed to love. First, it casts out enmiry.
Secondly, it casts out fear. [16] First, it casts out enmiry. The soul who is
saved from all contrary to love finds a longsuffering mind. (17] It will
often feel deep grief, but no resistance. [18] It turns the other cheek as
naturally, as before it resisted; because such a soul abiding in the presence
of God, endures as seeing the invisible.
[19] For St. John says He that seeth him sinneth not: while we look to Jesus
we are saved; but the same apostle says He thaI sinllelb seeth him IIOt. [20]
Those souls who have entered into the rest of love have the greatest
abhorrence for sin; yet at the same time they love the sinner, and feel ready
to bleed for those who are in the broad way to destruction; [21] so that
interest, reputation, and the comforts of life, are all sacrificed witl1 readiness,
in order to gain a soul or render any service to a member of Jesus.
[22] The second property of love: it casts out fear. Not such a fear as
may spring from the weakness of natural constitution; but all distrust of
God, all that unbelief which springs from un-acquaintance with GoJ, as
we fear a stranger. [23] But the soul who is brought to intimate union feels
not only the confidence of a servant, but of a child; not only of a child,
but of a spouse. ror tbey that are joined IIlIto the Lord are one Jpirit. [24] And
even in outward things, such a soul can declare, 'my resignation leaves me
no room to fear'
[25] Now I would observe this love, as I said before, is the touchstone
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of our state. St. John's words are very strong in this chapter: We shall have
boldness in that day because as he (Christ) is, so are we in this world. [26] That is to
say, Christ is all love, and when we fee l the love which never faileth, it shall
prove the strongest witness that we are born of God.

Lamb
"Behold the lamb

of

God" -

John 1: 36

[1] First, a lamb for innocence. [2] So pure was his nature, so perfect
his obedience, he could well say, llJhich of you convinces me of sin? [3] And
towards the period of his painful race could add: 'The prince of the world
cometh, but he hath nothing in me'
[4] Secondly, a lamb for patience. His voice shall not be heard in the
street (not in his own cause), he was dumb before his accusers, and led as a
lamb to the slaughter.
[5] Thirdly he is called the lamb of God . As his anointed and appointed
one. Him on whom the Lord's lot fell. [6] When the two goats were brought
for sacrifice, a lot was cast which should be the burnt offering, and that on
which it fell was called the Lord's Lot. r71Again, it alluded to the morning
and evening sacrifice of a lamb, which, by the order of God, was constandy
offered. [8J SO Christ, who was to make atonement for sin, is here called
the lamb of God. [9] This daily sacrifice represented his propitiation, for
his blood continually speaks. [10] Again it refers to that grand type of
him, the paschal lamb, where blood being put on the doors, secured the
Israelites from the stroke of the destroyer.
[11] Now this lamb is described in Revelation as being seven horns
and seven eyes. [12] The seven horns imply perfect strength; the seven
eyes, perfect wisdom. [13] And to him is ascribed, the honour of opening
the book. [14] He, as the great prophet of the church, hath taken upon
himself, to unfold the great mystery of redemption, and so open that
wonderful plan, so to discover, that more glory is brought to God, and
more good to the creature, than if man had never fell.
[15] But how are we to obey that word Behold the lamb of God? [16]
First, by an eye of faith! As he who taketh away sin, yea the sins of the
whole world. [17] If they will accept his offer, observe, he taketh away.
The word implies a continual act. [18] He is always saving, and, therefore,
always ready to receive the soul to his embrace, whenever it turns again to
the blood of sprinkling. [19] And this he does by taking our sins on himself,
as St. Paul, when pleading for Onesimus, says, If he hath wronged thee place it

to my account. I will repay. [20] Secondly, by an eye of love! Let us love him
who hath loved us, and washed us from our sins in his own blood. [21] All
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the Lord requires o f us, is expressed in that word , My sons give II/e thy heart.
Love draws all after it. [22] If we love God with every power; every temper
of the so ul will be in its right order: for he that dwelleth in love dwell eth in
God and God in him. r23] Thirdly, let us behold the lamb of God with
steadiness, as hearing those words from hi s own mo uth, For as Moses lifted

liP the serpent itl the wilderness, so IIIIISt the Son of Marl be lifted liP that JlJhosoever
believeth 011 him shollid not pe/ish bllt shall ha/)e everlasting life. [24J Tberefore look
IInto me alld be saved allye etlds of the earth.

Merciful
'~nd

he passed by and proclaimed the lord mercifi" graciolls
and slmv to anger." - Exodlls 34: 6

[11 That is to say, full of mercy - which is the essential Perfectio n in
God, whereby he pities and relieves the miseri es of hi s creatures. r21T hi s
attribute, we need go no further th an o ur own experience to prove.
[3] H ow lo ng hath he borne with us? How perve rse hath our manners
in th e vario us stages of life been before him ? [4] And yet yo u and I are not
in hell: 0 let us lift up o ur voices with the prophet Jeremia h, and cry, Tis of
the Lord's mercies me are tlot consllmed.
[5J The who le scripture holds him o ut in that charac ter. [6] St. Paul
caUs him a gracio us and merciful high priest, and God him self in the same
epistle, says, I JIlill be mercifiil to their unrighteollsness, and their sins Ivill I remember
no more; and again , Return for I am IJIercifi" saith the L ord.
r71 Now as the darling attribute of God is mercy, so it is one pointed
out fo r our imitation above any other; and many precio us p romises are
annexed to the obser vance thereof; such as, Blessed are the mercifi" for they
shall obtain merry; be ye therefore tIIercifit! as YOllr l<ather ill heaven is mercifi,l,' the
!!IeaSlireYOIl mete shall be measured to YOIl again; give and it shall be given you; good
measure pressed dOJvll and shaken together shall men give into yot/r bosoll/;jorgive and
yot/ shall be fo rgiven. [8] And so stro ngly dot h o ur Lord enfo rce this
commandmen t love one allotber, that he makes it in some sense the meas ure
of hi s mercy to us. [9] For, saith he, If ye fo rgive not men their trespasses neither
JIlillYot/r heavenlY Fatber forgive YOH yot/rs.
[1 0] Tt was overflowing mercy, which brought the lamb of God fro m
his celes ti al glo ry, to become a man o f sorrows upo n the earth. 'Twas that
which caused him to offer him self as our propitiati on, or, in o th er wo rds,
o ur mercy sea t, by which he is wonderfully figured out. (11 ] Th e mercy
seat, which was mad e by the immedi ate ord er and direction of God, was
a covering o f pure go ld laid over the Chri st in which were the tabl es of the
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law. (12] And at the ends were fixed the two Cherubims, one on each; and,
with their wings extended forward, seemed to form a throne for the majesty
of God, who, in scripture, is represented as sitting between the Cherubims
(Ps. 80: 1); and the ark itself, was as it were his footstool. (13] This was an
eminent type of Christ, who, by his atonement, covered our sins, and bore
the curse for us. [14] This gold plate, or mercy seat, observe, was between
the cloud of glory, which rested between the Cherubims and the law, which
lay in the ark or chest.
[15] So Christ is between justice and the sinner: that God might look
on the law through Christ, as fulfilled by him on our behalf. (Gal. 3: 10 13). [16] Hence, Christ is called the propitiation (Rom: 3: 25) so if any man
sin he hath an advocate Ivith the Father, Jesu.f Christ the righteous, Ipho is the propitiation
(or mercy seat) to cover our sin. [17] We will therefore sing Gracious is the Lord
and righteous;yea our Cod is merciful.

Messenger
'They should seek the lalP at his mOllth, for he is the
messenger of the lord of hosts." - Malachi 2: 7
Again, in the next chapter, he is called: 'The messenger of the covenant
whom ye delight in. "
(1] The first covenant, which was obey and live, had no mediator,
because there was no separation between God and man. [2] But since the
fall, a new covenant has been made, which tells us by grace are you saved
through faith, and bids us believe on him who justifies the ungoclly. [3] And
the consequence of that believing shall be a restoration to all which Adam
lost.
[4] But to bring about this great event, the second person in the trinity
became the willing messenger of the lord of hosts. [5] Not only to inform
us as our prophet; but to bear our iniquity in his own body, to perform for
us a perfect righteousness. [6]This messenger, or surety, of the covenant,
has undertaken to remove every hindrance out of the way. [71 He is the
author and finisher of our faith. [8] He is both able and willing to do all
for us. [9] Hear his own word This is the covenant J IPi!! make with them after
those days saith the Lord, I will put my words in their hearts, and write them
on their minds, and I will be to them a God and they shall be to me a
people, and their sins and iniquities llvil! remember no more.
[10] But this great work from the beginning to the end, is wrought by
this heavenly messenger, that blessed one, who was sent to negotiate a
peace, and settle a correspondence between an offended God and sinful
man. [11] Christ the prophet, yea the prince of the covenant (as some read
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the word), condescends to be the messenger of that covenant, that we
may have full assurance of God's good will, of which we are confirmed by
the faithful word of this hi s ambassado r. [12] Now as all the transactions
berween different nations, are carried on by application to the ambassador,
so we must observe the admon ition in the text, Seek the laJl) Jrom his mouth,
Jor he is the meSSe!1J!,er of the lord of hos/J.
[13] Now there are two ways by which the lord will speak to our hearts.
The one mediate; the other immediate.
[141 First, mediate. That is to say, through some means; for instance,
the written word . [15] The whole scripture is the mouth of this blessed
messenger, through which we hear his voice, and feel his mighty hand.
This wo rd , we are to ld , is quick and powerful, sharper that any rwo-edged
sword, dividing berween the sinner and his sin. [16] Another means of
grace is the word of his servants, or rather God's word through them,
which would always be attended with power, if there was always faith in
the heart, to mix with it. [1 71 Nor is there anything in the whole creation
but would prove a mouth of Christ to us , were we possessed of that
beatitude, BleJ.red are the pllre in heartJor they shall see God.
[18] 2" immediate. That is to say, immediately from God himself,
without intervention of outward means: when he speaks the word from
himself, applying by the spi rit some truth to the soul, or breathing thereon
in an inexplicable, but sanctifying, power. [19] Now in order for this, we
must open the inward ear. [20) That word of the lord by Solomon is truly
applicable: Ble.fsed is the man that heareth me, IvatchinJ!, dailY at Illy J!,ate, Jl)aitinJ!, at
the posts of til) door. [21] Observe, it is not said, blessed is the man to whom
T am willing to speak; but, blessed is the man who heareth me. [22] Implying,
the spirit always speaks, and blessed are they who always listen, watching
daily at his gate: both the mediate ga te, and outward means, and the
immediate gate of uniting the soul to God, by an uninterrupted act of
faith . [23] But this is to be renewed each day, hour, and moment: waiting
for the return of our prayers, as a beggar waits at the door. [24] So let us
wait on him, who hath pronounced a never failing blessing on those, who
are longing for the fulfi llment of that promise, the lIIessenger of the covenant
IvboJll y e delight in, bebold he sball come.

Messiah
'11:7e kllOIIJ that messiah is coming, and be Illill tell !IS all things. Jesus answered, I
that speak 111110 thee am he" - John 4: 25

[1] The word messiah signifies anointed. This, in a lower sense, has
been applied to many: Saul, David, Solomon and others, received the royal
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unction as kings; Aaron and his sons the sacerdotal as priests; and Elisha,
and others, the prophetic unction, as prophets. These are repeatedly called
the anointed of the lord. [2] But Christ in a way of eminency is expressed
as, the anointed one, or, the messiah. For in him all these offices, of prophet,
priest, and king, met as in one person. [3] The fullness of the spirit being
poured with a divine supremacy on his sacred head, that it might flow
down to the skirts of his clothing, i.e. the body, the church. [4] The Jews
well understood this great one was to appear. Therefore in John 1", Andrew
says, We have found the Messiah: whom Moses and the prophets foretold [5]
And the woman of Samaria, professed to look for the same, saying, we
knOJv that messiah is coming who will tell UJ all thingJ; but she knew not to whom
she spoke 'till he manifested himself to her heart. [6] In saying I am He, the
case is the same with us; we know, with her, that Messiah wiLl teach us all
things. But as none can call Jesus Lord b!lt by the Holy Ghost. [7] So we cannot
know his voice nor learn of him 'till he bring us into a saving acquaintance
with himself.
[8] Under the gospel dispensation, we do not hear of any outward
anointings to any office, either of church or state, that was only a symbol
of the inward baptism of the spirit, which we are to look for. [9] And by
that baptism, all the Lord's people are prophets, priests, and kings. (101 As
the wife of a crowned head is a queen, whatever she was before, so the
believing soul being one with Christ, partakes of his unction. [11] This is
the gift he hath received for men. Yea, even for the rebellious that returning
to their aLlegiance, they may reign with him for ever and ever!
r121 But how is that fulfilled in the saints while on earth? How are they
prophet, priest and king? (13] First, in what sense are they prophets? The
office of a prophet was to convey to the people, the light they received
from the Lord. In short, to deliver God's message. [14] Now every sincere
and lively soul is taught of God, and while this pure love and light remains,
he will greatly desire to communicate it according to that order, in which
God hath placed Him. [15] It is true Satan often strives to mimic this, and
to send out teachers in their own will, seeking their own, instead of God's,
honour. [16] Therefore we hear the Lord express his displeasure against
these, saying, 'They cry The burden of the Lord, the burden of the Lord', ivhen 1
have not sent them" [17] But it is equally true that where there is real life and
heavenly love in the heart, it doth strive to communicate that light and
love whenever the Lord opens a proper occasion.

l18 J Secondly, in what sense are they priests? One great office of the
priest was to offer incense, which in its first acceptation signified the
mediation of Christ. (191 But it is also expressive of the prayers of the
saints; and David says, Let my prayer come up before thee as incense. [20] Now
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the believer is to pray without ceasing. This incense of the spirit is to be
always burning on the altar of his heart, and never to go out. [211 Again,
the priest was between God and the people; the urim and thumin was on
hi s breast. He was to ask and obtain answers. [22] So the pious soul does
bear the burden of others before the Lord, and obtains many answers and
much relief on their behalf. For the effectual fervent prayer of a righteotls lIIan

availeth 1/Iuch.
r231 Thirdly, in what sense are they kings? I answer, to conquer and
reign over the little world of their own hearts. [24] We hear of many heroes
who have overcome great nations and mighry people, and were crowned
with the laurel of applause; and yet their sinful passions reigned over them
and drove them into the wildest extravagance. [251 But in the world of
spirits, there will be no crown for conquerors except such as have fought
the good fight of faith, and overcome through the blood of the lamb. [26J
These shall be acknowledged as kings and priests unto God, and shall
share in his victory, who hath said, He that overcometh .rhall set dOJlJn IlJith me on
Illy throne, as J overcallle and am set dOllm with tlry Father on his throne.

Melchisedec
'ThOll art a priest for ever after the order of M elchisedec" -

111

Heb. 5: 6 & 6: 20

St. Paul had been observing Israel lost the rest of Canaan, through

unbelief, and goes on to observe, that a rest remains for aU believers, into
which, Jesus, our true Joshua, has promised to bring us. [2] And for our
encouragement he reminds us that all that was exceUent in the Levitical
priesthood, is to be found in its uttermost perfection in Christ.[3] That
Levitical priesthood was imperfect, since those priests were constrained
to offer for their own sins, as well as for the sins of the people; and were
continuaUy liable to be changed by death. [4] But our high priest is a perfect,
a sinless, an everlasting one, after the order of Melchisedec - who, as we
have no account of his pedigree, beginning or end, is considered as a rype
of the everlasting son of God . [5] Indeed, many believe that when
Melchisedec is said to come out to meet Abraham, and received tithes of
his hand, that it was an appearance of the Saviour himself. [6] And the id ea
is favoured by what is implied in the name Melchisedec: king of
righteousness, and prince of peace. r7] Now saith St. Paul, since IIJe have sllch

an high priest who is able fully to atone and )idfy to save, let liS go on )idly unto
perfection. r81 For, adds he, Cod hath givetills tJlJO tll1changeable things: his IIJord and
his oath, that those might have strong consolation JlJho have fled for refllge to lay hold on
the hope set before them.
[9] Now then, depending on the sure word of promise, let us press
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towards this hope, which is no other but a full translation from the kingdom
of Satan, into that of God's dear son, being emptied of self and sunk into
the will divine - that love, which ruled the heart of Christ, brought into the
soul with a divine evidence: his kingdom is come, and his will done in me
(without allowed opposition) as it is done in heaven.
[10] St. Paul saith in the same epistle, he who hath entered into rest hath
ceased from his own works as God did from his. [11] This is truly the
experience of all in that rest. [12] First, he hath ceased from all dependence
in them by a perfect dependance on Christ: not seeking to establish a
righteousness of his own, but seeking salvation alone by the Lord. [13]
His righteousness imputed for his acceptance, and imparted for his
sanctification. [14] Secondly, he hath ceased from his own works, as having
any will in them: being as a leaf before the wind; ready to be led and
guided by him of whom he can now say, I live not but Christ liveth in me. He is
the circle in IJ)hich m} passions move the center of m} sou!.
[15] This, I say, is the hope set before us, to which, through Jesus, we
may flee for refuge; and Jehovah hath given us his word and his oath, that
we shall not seek in vain: [16] which hope, saith St. Paul, We have as an
anchor of the soul both Stlre and steadjast, and which entered into that which is
within the veil, whither Jesus our forerunner entered for us, made an high
priest forever after the order of Melchisedec.

Nazarene
"And he came and dlvelt in a city called Nazareth that it might be fulfilled Ivhich
ivas spoken by the prophet he shall be called a Na'lflrene." - Matt. 2: 23
[1] Nazareth was a town contemptible to a proverb; so that when it
was said to Nathaniel, we have found him whom the prophets foretold, he
cries, Can any good thing come out of Nazareth? [2] Yet this poor despicable
spot, must be the place of residence to the saviour of the world: for in the
whole course of his life, he chose for himself, those things which were the
most mean and contemptible in the eyes of man.
[3] When he had received that glorious testimony at his baptism, he
did not return into Jerusalem to proclaim it, but into the wilderness to be
tempted of the Devil - to endure all the fiery darts of Satan in the howling
wilderness, amidst wild beasts, without onc human succor; no not so much
as bread and water or where to lay his sacred head. [4] That he should
stoop to converse with man was prodigious condescension; but that the
omnipotent should give himself into the hand of devils, was beyond
compare. [5] Well was it said, he would in all things be made like to his
brethren: that he might succor us when tempted. [6] Therefore he spoiled
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principalities and powers, overcoming our enemies, that when we are united
to him by living faith, the victory might be accounted ours. 171 Satan
tempted the first Adam and succeeded; but the second Adam bruised his
head. [8] And he hath left us an example, that we shou ld tread in the steps
of his humiliation.
[9] In o rd er thereto, let us first set ourselves to embrace contempt! By
nature we fly from this as from a serpent; yea, and too often fl y in a rage
against it. [lOr Now to mortify this self and pride, let us avoid too anxious
a care in hiding our defaults; and set our selves to take pleasure in hearing
others commended and preferred before us. [11] Secondly, on proper
occasions to be ready ro b ow before those who are inferior in
understanding, grace, and situation, as far as we can without hurting the
cause of truth.
[12] Jesus came not to be ministered unto but to minister. That is to
say, he rook the form of a servant, and said, 1 am alJlongyoli as one that
servetb.
[13] I once observed, humility consists in the all of God, and the
nothingness of the creature; viz. sinking into our own place, and feeling
God to be all. [141 Let none of us then complain of being reproved and
slighted while we remember, our dear Lord and master, was called for our
sake, a Nazarene.

Ointment
"Because

of the savollr of tbJl good ointment thy na!J/e is as ointment poured forth,
therefore do the virgins J..flve Thee." -

Cant.!.' 3

[1] This Song of Solomon is considered as, wrote by inspiration, a
conversation between Christ and his church: under the characters of
bridegroom and bride; viz. with every pious soul. For of such, the church
is made up. 121 It begins with her address to the Lord Jesus. Let him kiss lIIe
lvith the kisses of his mOllth, for his i01Je is better than wine. [3] That is, let him be
reconciled, and let me have such demonstration of his love, as may banish
every doubt or fear. [4] She discloses her reasons for being this earnest for
the fuller discovery of his love, Because of the savour of thy good ointlllfnts: the
sweetness and fragrancy of thy graces; thy amazing condescension, and
transcendent love.
[51 T he soul truly hungering and thirsting after holiness cries, out with:
manifest himself to me; let me know more of thy love, open mine eyes to
discern the mystery concealed under thy precious names. [61 For to open
and look into them, is as the opening of a box of rich perfumes whose
delightful odour revives aU around. [7J The oil of gladness wherewith Christ
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was anointed above his fellows (as expressed by David), was the Holy
Spirit.
[8] And all true believers do partake of this unction. Therefore he is
precious to them, and those to him, and to one another. [8] Wisdom (saith
Solomon) makes the face to shine. But Christ's face outshines all, and others
only by reflection.
[9] The odours of his name are not now like ointment sealed up, as in
the day when he said to Manoah, ask not after my flame behold it is secret; but it
is as ointment poured forth, which denotes the freeness and fullness of his
grace in the gospel day.
[10] Therefore do the /!irgins love thee. It is Christ's love shed abroad in the
heart, that draws our love to him. (11] Would you love him more? Seek to
know more of his love to you; 'tis that alone will do it. [12] It is heat that
melts wax, and prepares it to take every impression; so it is the love of
Jesus, manifested to the soul, which renders it fit to receive the divine
signature.
[13] But who are those virgins that love him, and smell the sweet odours
of his name? [14] I answer, first: those who have bound themselves by
solemn vow, and chose to be the Lord's. [15] Secondly, I would say: those
who abide in a constant renewal of that covenant, by a chaste turning away
from all the allurements of the world, the flesh and the Devil; seeking their
chief happiness in his smile; and offering themselves continually to follow
the lamb whithersoever he leads them. [16] The language of these souls is
truly expressed in those words, Let him kiss me lJJith the kisses if his mouth for
thy love is better thafllVine; more sweet and cheering than the richest delicacies,
for thy flame is as ointment poured forth.
[17] Whatever wounds I may receive, there is a balsam in thy name well
suited to them all. [18] Should I stray from thy fold; thou are my shepherd
to seek thy lost sheep, and bring it, and bear it home upon thy shoulders;
to save it from the lion and the bear, and to lead it into fresh pasrures
beside the still waters of thy abiding spirit: the streams of consolation
which proceed from the throne of love. (19] If I am a helpless babe; thou
art a tender Father, more willing to aid and assist me than the fondest
earthly parent.
[201 When in darkness and danger; thou art my sun and shield. [21] If
heavy laden with sorrow and temptation; thou art my bright and morning
star, ushering in eternal day. [22] Yea the place of my defence, and my
castle whereunto I may continually resort. [23] Whatever breach or wound
sin hath made Jesus thy balm shall make it whole, For thy name is as ointment
poured forth.
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Prophet
"The T~rdyotl liP Ollt ofyollr brethren a prophet like IInto JIIe. Him shallyou hear
ill all thillgs which he shall speak tllllo YOII, and the s01l1 thaI wi/I 1I0t hear this
prophet shall be destroyed from among the people. " - Acts 3: 22

[1] This character of our Lord as a prophet, is a very material one. It is
he that is appointed to be our teacher, guide and instructor all the way
through. [2] We are to look for, and receive, the law, at his mouth, and to
lay up his words in our heart. [3] Moses says a prophet like IInto IJ/e: one in the
human nature. [4J Indeed there were many circumstances in which IVloses
was a type of the saviour. He was a priest and a lawgiver; so was Christ. [5)
Moses instituted the Jewish; Christ, the Christian church. [6]Moses built
the typical; Christ the true tabernacle. [7] When Moses began to exercise
his mission Israel was soon delivered from the tyranny of Egypt; when
Christ begins his work in the soul, she is soon delivered from sin, Satan
and death! [8] In Num. 12 it is said, there was no prophet like unto Moses;
but Christ was infinitely superior, both as to person and office. [91 We may
therefore boldly say, A greater than Moses is here.

[10J But let us observe the next word, Him shallye heat: But how shall
we hear Him? [11] I answer by his word; by his providence; and by an
inward attention to the motions of his spirit. [12] first by his word, which,
when we read or hear, we have always a right to expect the presence of the
saviour; and many times we find nothing, because we expect nothing. [131
Secondly, in his providences. There are seasons when it appears as if he
neither heard nor regarded. p 4] Then is the time, as 1 have often observed,
to cling fast to the arm of the rock under the water, making the will of
God the whole point of our choice. [15] And there we must abide with
patient submission, till the waves pass over; remembering that word, Is

there a11J amongyoll tbat Jeareth the Lord, and obeyetl; the voice of his serlJant, thaI
IValketh ill darkness, and hath 110 light? Let him trust in the lIame of the Lord, and
stay upon his God. Let him claim the Lord for his God, since none eller tru.rled in
him alld ItJaS confounded. [16] Thirdly, by inward recollection, which (as my
dear M' Fletcher observes) is the altar on whi ch all our Isaacs are to be
offered up, attentive to that call, Hear 0 tIIy people and I IVill speak. [17]
When Christ hath a mouth to speak, we must have an ear to hear; and
however bitter the command to flesh and blood, we must bid it welcome.
[1 8J This recollection is preserved, by refusing the mind of any other delight
but that of a perfect conformity to the will of God, who pities us as a
Father his own children, and who hath promised to this fixedness of mind,
a perfect peace. 11 9] And there is good reason for our thus listening to his
voice; for observe the words of the text: every soul IfJho will flOt hear this
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prophet shall be destroyed/rom among the people. [20] The destruction of a city
and nation was threatened, for the slighting the Old Testament prophets;
but the destruction of the soul, a spiritual and eternal destruction, is
threatened for slighting this prophet.
[21] They that refuse the saviour, must expect to fall into the hand of
the destroyer; yet the Lord does not give them up without a most tender
lamentation, "0 that my people would have harkened unto me and that
Israel would have obeyed me, I should soon have subdued their adversaries.
One of them should have chased a thousand and two should have put ten
thousand to flight. Yea I would have fed them with the finest wheat flour,
and with honey out of the stony rock wo uld I have sustained them." l22J
Then let us from this night begin to listen as we have never done to the
voice of the great prophet, for he that heareth the voice of the son of
God shall live.

Purifier
Ylnd he shall sit as a refiner and purifier of silver and he
shall purify the house of Levi. " - Mal. 3: 3

(1] Leaving the outward meaning concerning the restoration of the
Jews, we will only consider the spiritual. [2) The tribe of Levi was set apart
for God, to be wholly devoted to his service. [31 And all who would go to
heaven must be so devoted and set apart. [4] The promises, therefore,
made to Levi belong to every one of us; if we are the royal nation, whom
Jesus hath pronounced his called, chosen and faithful ones. [51 Let us then
observe, how the ptomise is expressed And he shall sit as a refiner and purifier
of silver and he shalfpurify the house of Levi, and purge them as gold and silver, that
they may offer IInto the Lord an offering in righteousness. Then shall the offering of
Judah and Jeru.ralem be pleasant unto the Lord, as in the days of old as in the former
years.
[6] Now if there was no pollution, there would be no need of cleansing,
no dross in the gold, no need of refinement. [7] But the case is quite
otherwise. [8] The unchanged heart is enmity to God, every power is
darkened and depraved, and the whole man lieth in the Evil One who
leadeth him captive at his will.l9] And after his soul is brought to God, his
spirit makes the discovery how much of this still remains. [10] Then begins
the earnest cry:
Create my soul anew or all my worship's vain
This wicked heart will ne'er prove true
Till it is form'd again
[11] The above text is the answer. The saviour undertakes the work.
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H e becomes th e purifier, and hi s wo rk is perfect. [12[ I will, says he, brit/g
the third part through the fire and will try them as silver is tn"ed and will refine thelll as
gold is refined. )~a I will cleameyoufrom allYOllr idols.
(13] But for what E nd) [14] Th at th ey may offer unto th e Lord, an
o ffering in righteousness. This just answers to th ose word s of the New
Tes tament, that J/Je, being delivered Ollt of the hal7d of ollr enemies, shall serve hi",
JFithollt ]ear, in holil7ess al7d righteol/sl7ess all the days of Ollr life. [16] But the
qu estion is asked in the same chapter, I17ho III")' abide the day of his cOtlling?
For he is like a refiner's fire and as f lliler's soap. Wh o will pati entl y endure the
loving chastisement of the Lord and not seek its co nso lation in creature
comforts; or fret o r murmur sinking into th at unbeli eving tho ught, the
Lord hath fo rsakel7 and my God hath fo rgotten IIIe)
11 71There are seasons when all our faith is put to the trial. T hen, then,
is the hour to glorify G od as Abraham, and to say with Job Tho' he slay me
yet Jvill f tm,rl in hilll; and th ough I canno t see where I go, ye t will 1 fo llow
Him . l191 These so ul s shall be brought o ut as gold seven tim es tri ed , and
their circumcised hea rts shall love the Lo rd their G od with every power,
and their neighbo ur as their own se lves. l20] Th en shall their offe ri ng be
pleasant unto the Lord, all being done in love; and love is th e fulfilli ng of
the law.
[2 1] Yea it sha ll be pl easa nt as in the days o f o ld , even as in the
beginning, when man came o ut o f the hand s o f G od, fo rmed fo r hi s glory
and suited to hi s se rvice. [22] So shall this purifier restore all things to
th eir o rigin al purity, and save IIlItO the IIttermost all J/Jho cOllie unto God ~y hilll.

Propitiation
"u;-'hOIll

God hath set Jorth to be a p ropitiation throllJ!,h faith ill hiJ blood to declare
his nghteol/mess, fo r the remission of sim that are past throl/gh the forbearance of
God. To declare J say al this time bis nghteol/sness, that be might be just andyet "
jl/stijier of billl Jvbo belielJetb il7 Jesll.f" - Romal7s 3: 25 & 26

(1] A propiti ati o n means an ato ning sacrifice, by which the wrath of
God is appeased. But how did he beco me thi s Propitiation? l2] I answer,
by putting him self in o ur place, and drinking all the cup of justi ce due to
o ur sins. [3] This is furth er illustrated in th e 8 Chap. of Ro mans where it is
said, God spared 170t his own son but delivered him tip fo r liS all. [4] H e spared him
not but laid the whole weigh t o f vindictive justice o n hi s sacred head. l51
And he valiantly accep ted th e dreadful task - he bowed und er the load,
and died that we might live.
[6] Let us look a littl e into th ese sufferings, by wh ich he became our
expi atory sacrifice; and we shall discover th e severity o f justice in hi s
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sufferings, for he suffered all kinds of misery, and that in the most intense
degree! [7] His sufferings were from all hands, heaven, earth, and hell.
From his enemies, who condemned, mocked, and crucified him. From his
friends, one of whom vilely betrayed Him!, another denied Him!, and in
the height of his sorrow, all forsook him and fled!
[8] But his afflictions were not only those of the body: he su ffered in
his soul. 19] Yea the sufferings of his soul were the very soul of his sufferings.
[10] He felt in his inner man, the exquisite torment and inexpressible
anguish of the wrath of God. (11] Hence arose that preternatural sweat of
blood in the garden, and that mournful cry on the cross, My God! My God!
WI:')' haJt thollforJaken me! [12] In all which sufferings, there was no alloy! no
abatement. God spared not his ol/m son) bllt delivered him liP for us all.
[13] That is to say, in our place, as a judge delivers up the prisoner to
the executioner. [14] And he, freely accepting the glorious office, stood
condemned with the full weight of our sin before the bar of God, and was
delivered up without being spared one tear! one groan! one pang! [151 No,
he must drink the whole cup to the very dregs, that he might become, in
the fullest sense, our propitiation.
[16] If any enquire, why it was needful that rigour and severity should
be shewn to the immaculate lamb of God, the answer may be given: there
were many reasons why it became the Father, in bringing many sons to
glory, to make the captain of their salvation perfect through sufferings.
[17] But I will at this time name only three.
[18] First, the honour of divine justice required that he should suffer
the utmost degree of punishment! [191 It was meet that the rights of heaven
should be rendered to the full, and that justice should have the last mite, in
order to shew the beauty of that attribute, while Jehovah without any
impeachment of his justice, becomes the justifier of him who believeth in Jesus!
[20] Secondly, as it was needful for God's satisfaction, so it was needful
for ours. [21] If the Lord Jesus had not made full payment to the utmost
mite, we could never have had full satisfaction in our conscience. [22] Man
is a guilty unbelieving creature, and hard to be brought to an entire
confidence in the pardoning mercy of God. [23] Yea, it is impossible to
persuade a convinced conscience of the possibility of remission; except
you can also prove the fullness of the divine satisfaction. [241 Now as we
observed this day fortnight, faith is the grace, of which God is most jealous,
and therefore, he was determined to give us the firmest footing for that
grace. [25] And in order thereto, spared not his own son, but delivered
him up to justice in our place that he might become our perfect propitiation.
[261 Thirdly, a third end of his sufferings, was to convince us of the
evil of sin, and to warn us of the dreadful consequences. [27] The torments
of the damned fall far short of this, because they are not known 'till it is
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too late to take warning. l2S] But to see such a person as C hrist exposed to
the utmost of G od 's wrath fo r o ur sin, may well cause us to cry o ut, "If
these things are do ne in the green tree what shall be done in the dry?" [29]
I f the almigh ty sinks beneath the load endured fo r a sho rt ti me, how shall
a fini te creature endure to all eterni ty?
l30] Las tly, how delightful and incomp rehensibl e does the love of God
app ear in thi s. Th at he would be so severe to Jes us Christ the darling of his
soul rather th an we should be the objects o f his wrath fo r ever! [3 1] Which
o f yo u wo uld lay yo ur hand s on your own chi ld , and put him to death for
the dearest fri end you have in the world ? l32J But God with hi s own hands
delivered his own son to th e most painful sufferings for thirty-three years,
and then to the most ignominio us and cruel death, that he might beco me
the propitiation for Ollr sins and not for ollrs on!J bllt fo r the sins of the Jvhole J/Jorld

Priest
"Seeing tben we bave a great bigb pn'est, wbo is pa.rsed into tbe heavens, 1ems the son
let liS bold fmt o!lr profession. For we bave not an bigb priest }}Jbo cannot be
tOtlcbed }}Jilb Ibe feeling %llr inji17Jlilies; b1lt JvaJ in aff pointJ tell1pted like as Ive
are, yet IlJitbo!lt sin. Let liS tberefore come bold!J IInto tbe tbrone ofgrace, tbat me
may obtain lJIerC)' and find grace to belp in time of need." - H eb. 4: 14, 15, 16.

of God,

(1] In the fo rgoing verses, the apostle had been exhorti ng them to labour
for the res t, whi ch rem ains for the people o f God. [2] He shews them
there is b ut one way: they must enter in by the high pri est o f their p rofess ion,
Jesus Christ. [3] In the Jewish law, o ne day in the year was appointed by
Go d, as the D ay of Ato nement, when the high priest was to enter into the
mos t holy place, to make aton ement fo r th e peo ple, with the blood of
bulls and goats.
[4] Bu t we have an high pri est who is en tered into the heavens (of
whi ch the other was o nly a type), not with the blood o f beas ts, b ut with his
own blood, whi ch clean seth from all sin. [5] And he is no t only a great, b ut
a gracious high pries t: merciful, com passionate, and sympathi zing with his
p eop le. [6] Not one w ho can no t be to uch ed with th e fee ling o f our
infirmi ties, fo r he was himself tri ed with all the affli ctio ns and troubles
incident to our nature. [7] But he is also a sinless high priest. We are to ld,
he was in all things temp ted as we are yet witho ut sin. H e was tem pted b y
Sa tan, but came o ff mo re than conqueror.
lSI H e was severely tried by his Father, who was pl eased to bruise him
and pu t him to grief, but through all he sinned no t, either in th o ught, word
o r deed.

191Now,

add s th e apos tl e, 'seeing we have such an high p ri est let us
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hold fast our profession of faith in him. Let us never deny him, nor be
ashamed of him before men. Let uS hold fast the truth in our heads, the
divine fire of love in our hearts. The confession of it in our lips, and a
universal subjection thereto in our lives.'
[10) Again we should encourage ourselves by the consideration of the
excellency of our high priest, and come boldly to the throne of grace. [11)
God might have set up as throne of justice such as we should have trembled
to come near; but he tells us it is a throne of grace.
[12) That is to say a free gift to all who approach it through this high
priest. For Christ, once for all, hath passed into the heavens to take the
government on his own shoulders, that he might pour out the spirit on all
believers, make intercession for them, and prepare a mansion for their
reception. r131 Christ executed one part of his priestly office on earth in
dying for us; the other he executes in heaven by pleading our cause and
presenting our offerings. For by the incense of his sacrifice, are all our
prayers accepted. [14] He is the builder of the whole spiritual temple. [15]
The author and finisher of our faith. As described in the 6 chap. of
Zechariah, where it is said, He shall build the temple of the Lord, even he shall
build the temple of the Lord and he shall bear the glory and he shall sit and rule upon
his throne and shall be a priest on his throne and the counsel ofpeace shall be behveen
them both.
[16) The peace made for God's people shall rest between those two,
the kingly and the priestly office of Christ. By his priestly office he shall
make their peace with God; by his kingly office he shall deliver them from
their spiritual enemies. [17) Now as his, is an everlasting priesthood, so
every day is with us the day of atonement, and we are invited not once a
year, but day by day, to come boldly to the throne of grace, through this
our gracious high priest.

Passover
"Chnst our passover is sacrificed for us" -

1 Cor. 5: 7

[1] We may first look at the reason why he is called our passover, and
secondly, observe in what sense it is applicable to our selves.
[2) In that memorable night, when the Lord was about to avenge the
oppression of his people, and to deliver them from under the hand of the
Egyptians, the destroying angel had commission to bring death into every
house throughout the land of Egypt, and to smite the first born of man
and beast, from the king to the slave. [3] But his own people were to have
the blood of the lamb struck on their door posts, and by virtue of that
mark, the destroyer should pass over their houses, and do them no hurt.
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be manifested in due time, the apostle may well call him our passover.
rS] Secondly, we are to consider how, in that character, he becomes
such unto us. Which we shall see by the following observation. [6] It was to
be a male of the first year, a lamb without blemish, pure and spotless: in
its prime. l7] Noting the strength and sufficiency of the Lord Jesus, on
whom our help was laid. l8J It was to be set apart four days before; it is
observable that as Christ was crucified at the passover, so he solemnly
entered Jerusalem four days before, the very day that the paschal lamb was
set apart. [9] It was to be slain and roasted with fire: expressive of the
exquisite sufferings of the Lord Jesus, even unto death! r101 Again, the
sprinkling of the blood was typical. It was not enough that the blood of
the lamb was shed, but it must be sprinkled, noting the application of the
merits of Christ's death to our souls. [111 It was to be sprinkled on the
door posts; shewing we are to make an open profession of our faith in
Christ, and obedience to his law, so that who ever comes near the house of
a Christian may see by the who le deportment, they carry Christ within, and
open ly acknowledge him in all their wa lk. [12] But this mark of blood was
also a means of their preservation from the destroyer. [13] So if the blood
of Christ be sprinkled on our consciences, it will be our protection from
the wrath of God, from the course of the law, and from the damnation of hell.
[14] I would also observe, the lamb was slain not only to be looked
upon, but to be fed upon. llSJ And we must by faith make Christ our own,
as we do the food we eat; drawing strength and nourishment from him.
[161 The Lamb was also to be all eaten. So we must take a whole Christ:
Christ and his yoke, as well as Ch rist and his crown, leaving it to him to
choose our crosses, and freely drinking every cup he mixes for us, without
even looking what is in it.
117] This passover night was a night of the Lord much to be observed;
but the last passover night in which Christ was betrayed was a night of the
Lord much more to be observed . [181 When a yoke heavier than that of
Egypt was broke from off our necks, and a land better than that of Canaan
was set before us. [19] That was a temporal deliverance to be celebrated
in their generations; this, an eternal redemption to be celebrated world
without end!
l20J For we can now rejoice not only in the lamb given for our offences;
but raised again for our justification. [21] He suffered as our surety, being
charged with the full weight of our sins; and our surety being set at liberty,
and exalted on God's right hand, proclaims that our debt is paid, and the
hand writing that was against us taken out of the way. l22J Now we may
hear him say, J am tbe resurrection and tbe li/e, J I/Jas dead alld (ltl/ alive! Bebold I
live for evermore!
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Prince of Life
"But ye preferred a murderer! Blltye denied the holy
one! and killed the prince of life!" - Acts 3: 14 &15
[1] The cause of these words being spoken, was the healing of the
cripple at the Beautiful Gate of the temple. [2] As he held Peter and John,
the people came running together, greatly wondering, knowing the man
to have been a cripple from his birth. [3] Peter observing this, points them
to admire the power of God, declaring it was not by their own wisdom or
might they had done it; and so slides into a close and deep application to
their consciences: plainly telling them, that the promise made to Abraham,
God had fulfilled in raising up the messiah, even, Jesus, whom they had
rejected, and in him, had killed the prince of life! [41 YOII preferred, said he,
a mllrderer! the destroyer of Life! and destroyed the saviour the author of
life! [5] He came to give you life, but you took away his! [6] Nevertheless
as the prince of life, he has the spring of life in himself, and therefore
resumed it the third day. [7] But in what sense is he to us the prince of life?
[8] First, he is the author of our natural life. He gave it and he to this
moment, preserves it. [9] The issues of life and death are in his hand; I
saith he, have the keys of death and hades; and through him the tyrant is made
our servant r101 For all things are yours, saith St. Paul, life is yours, and
death is yours; and Jesus adds I am the Resurrection and the Lije.
[111 Secondly, he is the prince of our spiritual life. Yea the sole author
and finisher thereof. [12] For Christ is the light which lighteth every man
that cometh into the world. (13] He gives that first touch of conviction,
then the soul begins to stir. [14] Then he bestows on it a godly sorrow,
which works true repentance. [15] And next, the remission of sin, which at
first is sometimes claimed and held with a trembling hand. [16] But if the
soul perseveres they shall receive the former and the latter rain in due
season. [17J The Lord clears up their evidences, and gives the full assurances
of faith, which brings all their enemies under their feet. [18] This state may
be called the entrance to the borders of the good land; and so far, many in
our day do really come.
[19] But observe the direction given them by Joshua. The seven nations,
he reminded them were not ye t cast out. l20] Therefore, says he, "make no
jriendship, no marnages with them, btlt see thatye drive them out, jor if ye do not drive

them out they shall be as goads in your sides and as pricks in YOllr eyes. " [20] Next
we hear that Israel was, in this, disobedient; and therefore 'tis said, the
Canaanite would dwell in the Land. [211 This is the case with many.
Therefore these goads and pricks, these Canaanites are still their plagues.
[22] But what must we now do? Peter gives the answer: Repent and be
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converted tbat tbe timeJ of refresbing mc!y come Jrom tbe presence of tbe Lord. [23]
First, let us be truly sensible that when we might have been Fathers we are
yet babes: that we have not so devoted our magi nation to God, as to kill
every sin in thought, which killed the prince of life,
[24] Secondly, let us be truly sensible of our weakness, that with all our
light we shall never do better than we have done, unless we learn the way
of faith more perfectly, [25] And for this we must cry night and day,
remembering faith is the Gift of God! [26] But thirdly, we must strive to
believe as well as cry for faith , [27] We must consider the love of God!
Count over the promises, and endeavour to make them our own by
believing, [28J And while we acknowledge we have preferred the murderer,
and killed the prince of life, let us be encouraged to follow the advice of
Peter, who had himself denied his Lord, and repented, and who now adds
to his invitation that blessed word andyour sillS sball be blotted Ollt.

Physician
'Tbe wbole need not a pbysician - bllt tbose wbo are sick" -

Mat, 9: 12

fl] The cause of these words we will (first) consider; second ly, in what
sense Christ is the true physician; thirdly, who they are, that may expect a
cure from him,
[2] First, the cause of these words was as follows, Jesus passed by, and
saw Matthew the publican sitting at the receipt of the custom, He called
him saying, Folloil) tile, and so effectual was the call, that immediately he left
both the profits of his business, and the pleasure of his companions, and
from that very hour followed the saviour, [3] (\'Ve next find from the account
of the other evangelists,) That Matthew made a great dinner to what he
invited Jesus and his discip les; and also a great number of publicans and
sinners, [4] Having tasted the sweetness of religion himself, he was anxious
his old companions should taste the same, and contrived this method to
bring them into the company of his Lord, [5] He invited the disciples,
Observe, they that will have Jesus must love who he loves, [6] If we invite
the master, we must entertain his followers, yea and a train of publicans
and sinners, if by that means, we can bring them to the saviour. (7) Well, as
they were sitting at dinner, some of the Pharisees (who were invited also),
began to upbraid the disciples saying, 'why eateth your master with
publicans and sinners" [8] Our Lord himself took up the Question; and
ga ve the answer: Tbe Ivbole, saitb be, need not a Pbysician bllt tbey wbo are sick, f

cOllie not to call tbe rigbteolls bllt sinners to repentance,
[9] Secondly, we are to consider in what sense, he is the true Phys ician ,
We all know what the word p hys ician means: one who undertakes to
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cure. [1 0] But an earthly doctor often mistakes the complaint; not so the
heavenly physician: he knows every malady both of soul and body. [11]
He sees the very spring from whence all our evils flow; knows the full
extent of the disease, with all its present and future consequences. [12] An
earthly doctor, though he were never so well informed as to the disease,
might, through ignorance, order a hurtful medicine; not so with our great
physician, his wisdom is infinite and never fails! [13] Again, if the best and
most proper remedies are applied, they cannot give life, unless heaven
smile upon them. [14] But our physician hath life in himself he is the
reSllrrection and the life for the son quickeneth Ivhotll he IvilL [15] There is also
another point in which they differ: the earthly doctor must be sent for and
paid for his advice; but the heavenly one stands at the door and knocks,
and cried all the day long, 'Come unto me and I will heal all thy diseases,
and reveal unto thee the abundance of peace and love: for I have purchased
my patients.' [16] Ye are not your own,ye are bought with a Price. [17] But the
grand difference lies here, the physicians of the earth give but the medicines
produced by earth; not so the heavenly. He gives the true balm of Gilead,
even his own sacred blood. That blood, which cleanseth from all sin, eases
every pain, and restores the soul to all that Adam lost. [18] Yea, and
abundantly more,jor where sin hath abounded Grace shalf more abound.
(19] Thirdly, but who may expect a cure from t1us physician? I answer,
not those whom Christ did not come to save. [20] There is, if you observe,
in the text, a certain people he declares he is not sent to call. Hear his own
word, I cOtlle not to calf the nihteous. [21] Now we know since man fell, there
is none righteous in God's account; for David saith, The Lord looked down
upon the children of men, to see if there were atlJ that lvere righteollS; and the answer
given by the Holy Spirit was, They are all gone astrqy. They are altogether become
abominable; there are none that doth good, no not one. [22] The people therefore
here intended, must be those who are righteous in their own eyes. [23]
Perhaps they would not tell you they are good, but they are not broken
hearted sinners; they are yet whole, and, therefore, he doth not come into
them because tbey would not bid him welcome.
[24] Who then dotb he call? He calls poor, fearful, trembling sinners.
Nor need they stay, till they have conquered their sins, no, they may come
just as they are to the mercy seat. [25] For tlus physician refuses none who
will come. He readily receives the worst, and cures the most desperate.
Nay, he even promises abundant salvation in proportion to their disease.

[26] They, says he, to whotll much is forgiven shall love tllllch. [27] Art thou a
conscious sinner more deeply fallen than any other? Hast thou often thought
there never was one so unrighteous as thyself? [28] Hear ills own word I
cotlle not to call the righteous, but sinners to repentance. [29] Doth thou feel
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repentance! This is the gift of God. This is the gate o f heaven. Th o u are
now coming to Christ. Hear thy infall ible physician's invitation Il7boJoe!)er
cOlJletb IInto tile I will in no wise cast Ollt!

Rose of Sharon
'1 all/ tbe rose of Sbaron and tbe lily

of tbe valleys" -

Song

of S%lllon 2:

1

[11See th e condescension of Christ. H e who was the son o f the highest,
the bright and morning star, compares him self to th e Rose and Lily, to
shew his prese nce with the people, and th e free access they may have to
him again. [2] H e is the rose and th e li ly for frag rance and beauty.[3] Firs t,
the rose red. He appears in a bloody hue! but as th e li ly of the va lley, in hi s
purit), and deep humiliation. [4] T he lily is found in the lo w places; and
truly humbled souls are they who know and feel mos t o f Chri st. [5] But
wh en he hath declared what he him self is, he add s, A s a lily among tbe tborns
so is my love amottg tbe daugbters. 161H e does no t compare her to the rose, no,
the bloody work o f atonement is his! But she mu st imita te him in hi s
hum ili ati o n. [7] E ach believ ing so ul here call ed hi s love, is in hi s eyes as a
lily amo ng the thorns.
[8] Compared with the thorns, how much more sweet and lovely is the
Ii i)'. So is the sincere con trite soul among the half-hea rted and lu kewa rm
pro fesso rs.
[91 It may also mea n that th e people of God are in the mid st of trials
and persecutio ns, as a fair flower amo ng thorn s and briers. 1101Chri st's
beloved ones are dear to him; yet exposed to sufferings and hardship s in
this world. [11 ] Well, they mu st expect it, for they are planted among th orn s,
says the spirit by Solomo n; and truly, Jes us Chri st says no less in th ose
wo rds, Bebold I send ),011 fo rtb as /ambs among IIJo/lles. [12] But they mu st be
lili es still ; th ey mu st preserve th eir wh iteness, th eir inn ocence, also their
frag ranc)" the spirit of heavenly love! [13] They mu st no t be turned into
tho rn s, b)' rendering railing fo r railing; but patiently endure, till in a sho rt
tim e th ey shall be translated o ut of this wilderness into paradi se, where
shall be (as says Ezek. 28: 24) no pricking brier o r grieving tho rn.
[141 lt brings to my mind th e observation o f a good man; preac hing
o n that word o f Christ's "My Love": "That the church was Chri st's love,
when, loveless; while we were yet enemies Christ died for us! and while we
were yet rebels he followed, call ed, and brought us back!" [1 5J Seco ndl y,
Chri st's love, without a cause, for he find s in him self the cause for all the
blessings he bes tows. [16] Third ly, Christ's Love, when hated o f the wo rld ,
she is hi s Li ly sti ll, tho ugh among thorn s and wo lves ! [17J Fo urthl y, Ch ri st's
Love, when und er temptation and dese rtio n. For a small mo ment says he,
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have I hid my face from thee, but with great mercies will I gather thee! [18]
Fifthly, she is his Love from first to last. For he will never leave her nor
forsake her"! [19] To this, the believing soul answers in the next verse, As
the apple tree among the trees of the l/lood, so is !lQI beloved among the sons. I sat dOI/ln
IInder his shadol/l Ivith great delight and his fruit was sweet to !lQI taste. l20] He is
(says she) not only a rose and lily in my eyes, but a fruitful tree, I sat down
under the shadow of Sharon's rose, and eat of that tree of life, which
makes my joys immortal! [21] And underneath this sacred shade I may
sing all the day Never shall my triumphs end! [22] The rose of Sharon will
eternally bloom and because he liveth, I shall live also.

Rock
"He is a rock his Ivork is peifect" -

Dellt. 32 .' 4

[1] In scripture, the name of rock is often ascribed to the Lord by way
of metaphor, because God is the strength, the refuge, and asylum of his
people. The Lord is "QI rock and "QI fortress, says David.
[2] First, he is the rock of foundation. [3] In Matt. 7, we have the parable
of the two houses, one built on the sand; the other, on the Rock. When the
streams and floods descended, that on the sand fell down! But no storms
could overthrow the house built on the rock! l4] Nothing but the saviour
will avail us on that day: no acceptance, no access to God but by his all
sufficient sacrifice. [5] Our dying breath must utter:

T nothing have, I nothing am
My treasure's in the bleeding iamb
Both now and evermore.
[6] Secondly, he is a rock of defense. 'Tis said of those who fear and
obey the Lord, that their place of defence shall be the munition of rocks. [7]
We often hear of David and others, fleeing to rocks in the time of danger
and troubles. [8] But all the rocks of Canaan were nothing to this, the
strength of a fortress, the completeness of armour. [9] All that can express
the greatest secutity are comprised in that word the mllnition of rocks! [10]
Yet all this will he be to those who trust in him.
ll1 J Thirdly, he is a rock in his unchangeable Love. [12] All our
ingratitude has not turned him away from us. He still calls after us, Retllrn!
Return! J Ivill heal thy backsliding and love thee freely. [13] Why wilt thou die
poor soul, for whom I have died? I am the Lord and change not, therefore
thou art spared unto this day! Only believe in my love, and I have decreed,
that all things shailivork together for tlQl good.
[14] Fourthly, He is a rock whose work is perfect Therefore, we are
called to cast our whole care upon him both for time and eternity.
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[1 5] He will not leave hi s work imperfect; if we but look to him witb
confidence, tru sting in him alone. r16] No, he bath paid our debt, therefore
will freely pardo n. [1 7] H e batb promised tbe sanctifying spirit to all wbo
ask it. If, says be,yoll Ivho are evil knOlv hOIl} to give good gifts to your children, hOI/l
much more shallyonr heavenlY Fatbet; give tbe H olY Spin't to tbem I/lbo ask it!
[18] In a vari ety o f form s, be batb ass ured us be will save to tbe
uttermost, and cleanse from all o ur idols, iniquities and sins. That be will
make an end of transgressio n, and bring in an everlas ting righteo usness.
[1 9] H ere is the firm gro und in whicb o ur anchor may res t secure. [20]
But we mu st p ray and strive for sucb a faitb, as sball lay fa st bo ld o f thi s
rock of ages. [21] In tbe Life of F S yo u may remember sbe cries o ut wben
dying, My faitb is as a strong cablefastened to an im1J1oveable rock. So shall ours
be; if we as k it of tb e Lo rd. [22] We sball be enabled to witness with D av id
In God is my salvation and my glory, tbe rock of "D' strengtb, and IrOJ refllge is in God.

Refuge
'T he eternal God is thy refii[,e, and IInderneath
are tbe everlasting amls." - Dellt. 33: 27
[1] There is sucb fulln ess in this word . It wo uld take a volume to describe
in bow many senses, tb e Lord is a refuge to bis people. Suffi ce it to say, in
all tim es, in all situation s, in life, or deatb, he is that refuge to which we m ay
co ntinually reso rt.
r2] H owever, I now propose to confine myself to that emin ent type of
o ur Lord, the cities of refuge, appointed in Israel for the manslayer, who
sbould kill anyone witbout intentio n - by, w hat we call, accid ent! [3] lf be
fl ed to o ne of these cities he was safe. They were, in number, six: three in
the land o f Canaan, and three on the otber side Jo rdan, that wherever tbe
accident should happen, tbey might be near at hand. [4] So the saviou r is
ever near, and invites the poor conscious sinner to fl ee into the arms of his
love. [5] The roads to these cities were prepared by authority; and that
no thing might hinder the unhappy man in his flight, (' tis said) the breadtb
o f the road was thirty-two cubits!; and where tbere was any danger from
water bridges were cast up. Al so at every turn, way pos ts we re set up,
wrote o n, Refuge! Refuge! [6] So the way to Chri st is plainly beld out in the
word, so plain tb at tbe wayfaring man tbough a fool need not err tberein.
[7] And at every turn stands these word s, Believe!, co nfi de in the Lord,
and you shall be secure.
[8] Now thi s man slayer represents the sinner, wbo by hi s iniqui ty bath
butchered his own soul, murd ered his neighbour, and o ffen ded his God!
whose very being is struck at by the commissio n of every sin! r9] Again,
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these cities represent the gracious saviour and his perpetual intercession
on our behalf. [10] They belong to the lot of the priestly tribe, and the
priestly office of the redeemer is that branch of this character, which affords
the most immediate relief to the sin burdened soul!
[11] Now when the poor fugitive was once arrived at these cities, he
was accommodated with all necessaries and his life was protected by the
laws of the realm. [12] However, he was not to venture out of this hospitable
town 'till the death of the high priest, which relieved him from his
confinement, and set him at full liberty. [13] Even so by the death of our
great high priest, the guilty sinner is rescued from bondage and
condemnation, and brought into the glorious liberty of the sons of God.
[14] The plainness of the road; having every stumbling block removed
out of the way: points out to us that the redeemer is a very present help in
the time of trouble. [15] We need not say how shall we climb up into
heaven to find him. No, the word is nigh, the door is open, and whosoever
will flee unto him, shall be safe, and find in the saviour, a fullness for all his
needs.
(16] Guilty trembling sinner harken! The city is before you, thy way is
clear, the Law is satisfied, Jesus hath born all your sins in his own body on
the tree. [17] Justice is atoned, and God was in Christ reconciling your
soul unto himself. [18] As a proof thereof, he now calls thee by those very
convictions which make thee tremble. [19] H e says, jear not it is I, be not
afraid! [20] Let nothing hinder thee from flying for refuge to the hope set
before thee! [21] But remember, it was not sufficient for the man to flee
once to the city; he must abide there 'till the death of the high priest.r221
Nor is it sufficient for us once to believe in Jesus. We must abide in him, if
we would bring forth fruit. [23] But observe, our high priest never dies.
Therefore we must abide in our city of refuge for ever, since his is an
everlasting priesthood and this is our glory!
[24] Lastly, we may take notice, how much the New Testament refuge
exceeds that of the Old. [25] None never sec ured in these cities, but the
murderer, who did it by accident; and, of course, was not guilty. [26] If a
willful murderer fled to the horns of the altar he was to be dragged away
and slain. [27] But never was any dragged from Jes us Christ, who fl ed to
him by faith - however great their crimes. [28] Here murd erers, adulterers,
persecutors, and sinners of every description, are received with a welcome,
washed in the blood of the son of God and sanctified by the Spirit. [29]
The cities of the Jewish refuge o nly secured the life of the body; but the
great antitype, eternally secures, and fills with everlasting bliss the poor
refugees who resort to him, For the eternal God is our refl/s,e and underneath are
the everlasting arms.
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Sun
"Bllt IInto YOII who fear "I) name, shall the slln of righteolls an'se with
healing in bis wings -(i.e.) beatlls" - Ma!.4: 2
[1] The name of God in scripture language, is expressive of his nature.
Therefore, by those who fear his name are implied, the people whose hearts
are set to obey his commands. [2] But it reaches down to the poor mourner,
who is only seeking to feel the heaven of love! r3] For the fear of God,
himself hath declared, is the beginning of true wisdom. [4] Now to those
is this important promise made: Bllt to you l1)bo fear "I)' name, the slln of
righteollsness sball arise ]}Jitb bealiflg in bis beall/s.
[5] But why is he called the sun? Because the saviour is to us in the
spirit, what the materia l sun is to the body; and man y parts of scripture
point us to behold it, as a beautiful type thereof.
[6] First, the sun gives us light, and there is no darkness in it. [7] When
the night approaches, it is not that the sun is darkened, but the world is
turned from it. So God is light, and in him is no darkness at all. If we are
dark it is because we do not look to him. r81 Could we abide believing, we
should abide under the influence of him who hath said, I am the light of the
]vorle/, he that follmveth me shall not ]valk in darkness but shall hatJe the light of life.
[9] Secondly, the sun gives US heat; but we must continue under the
power of his beams. [1 0] If we stay in a deep cellar; we do not feci its heat;
so when we get into the dark vault of unbelief, we can discern no love, no
care, no pity even in the God of Love. [11] Another effec t of the sun is to
purify. As the vapour is drawn up, it loses its noxious quality and becomes
pure. 112] And here is a lesson for us all. There is in God a powerful
attraction, which if we yield to, and suffer not other things to hold us
back, will draw up the powers of the soul with grea t swiftness, because
God is our center, the place of our permanent repose. P3] And were not
the soul chained down by earth ly mindedness, we should as naturally tend
to God, as a stone you let go out of your hands falls to the earth. [14] How
should we then watch against all that holds us from our true center,
continually crying bring III) sOlllollt ofprison that I IIliI) praise tbee.
[15] Again he is called the sun of righteousness, because be is made lIf/tO
liS nghteollsness, sanctification and redell/ption; yea our robe before the throne
of God . [16] In him, the day star from on high hath visited US to give light
unto them who sit in darkness: that bright and morning sta r, which when
he arises on the soul ushers in a delightful day, a fruitful and eternal spring!
[1 7] But let me observe: the light, the heat, the purity is not from us,

but from the sun; yet the effect is ours, just as if a man should strike you a
blow the act is his but the effect by the pain it causes is yours. [18] So every
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good gift of hope is in, and from, the Lord; but the influence may be ours.
For if we do not hinder, the sun of righteousness l/lill arise on ollr sOllis with
healing in his beams.

Shepherd
"] am the good shepherd" - John 10: 11

(1] So stupid and dull is the heart of man, he hath need of every method
to be followed, that can awaken up his spiritual senses. [2) Therefore, the
God of love, in condescension to our weakness, hath made choice of the
most familiar terms, to describe the near relation, which subsists between
himself and the soul of man. One of which is that of shepherd.
[3) When this was revealed through faith to David, it caused him to cry
out, The Lord is liD' shepherd, therefore shall] lack nothing.
[4) Now we must observe, who this shepherd is. [5) He is no other
than the almighty God, whose wisdom can never err; his power can never
be restrained; and his love can never fail! But his promise stands surer than
the pillars of heaven! l6J 'Tis this all sufficient saviour who again and again
teUs us he is our shepherd. r71 But what is implied in that office) [8) It is the
part of a shepherd to watch over his flock, and guard them from all enemies.
[9] The common enemies of sheep may be slain with a weapon; but our
grand adversary, eternal condemnation, could be no way conquered, but
by the death of the good shepherd. Therefore, says he, ] am the good shepherd,
I lay down nD' life for the sheep. [9] But the shepherd leads them to pasture,
covers them from the heat, and cleans them from all defilement. So the
saviour is himself the shadow, which screens from the heat of justice; and
his blood cleanses from all sin, and causes their robes to be completely
white, who wash therein.
[10] I observed, he led them to pasture; the words are, He calls his Olvn
sheep by name and leadeth them Ollt. an allusion to the eastern shepherds, who
did not drive their sheep as we do, but walked before them, and, by a
particular call, the flock were accustomed to follow. [11] So our true
shepherd goes before us in every way, wherein we are caUed to go. [12] He
suffered all manner of reproaches, grief and sorrows, and hath left us an
example that we should tread in his steps. [13) He hath passed through
death before us, and taken away the sting; yea he hath risen again, the first
fruit of them that slept, and he will present himself to every danger, so
that, by keeping close behind him, no enemy can strike us, unless the weapon
could enter through him, who is our impenetrable shield! [14] On this
account he says, Follow me for he that followeth me shall not walk in darkness.
[15] But he calleth his Ol/ln sheep by name, not only with the general call,
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which moved the whole flock, but he calls each by their name. J bave, says
he (by the prophet), called tbee fry tfry nallle! I have surnamed thee, though
thou didst not know me; and by his own voice he tells us, 1 knolll tlry sbeep,
and alii knollln of lIIine. [16] Yes every, the most feeble, believer, is noted in
his book; the hairs of his head are all numbered by him, who holds the
seas in his right hand. [17] He, even he who rules with the strong hand of
a prince, leads and feeds with the kind hand of a shepherd. [18] His word
is the food for them to feed on - and his ordinances are the field for them
to feed in, and he promises they shall go in and out and find pasture.
[191One mark of the sheep, we must remember is, tbey bear (says he) III)'
voice; tbey knolll til} voice and a stranger lIlill tbey notJollolll. [20] Now I apprehend
this implies, first a knowing the voice of God, as revealed in the word, and
a rejection of all erroneous departures therefrom.
[211 But surely it goes much further. Can it imply less than a constant
inward attention to the teaching of the spirit, a continual uniting of the
powers of the soul, by faith to God, and a faithful rejection of those
unprofitable, and hurtful thoughts, which Satan is ever striving to thrust
in? 1211 Yea the true and watchful sheep wi ll flee from these thoughts, as
from the face of a serpent: they know not the voice of this stranger.
[231The church in this world is the sheepfold. Thither the true shepherd
is gathering his flock togethe r. [24] But alas! this fo ld is encompassed with
dangers, and enemies. [25] Nevertheless, all within are safe - as we are told
by the prophet (Zech . 2: 5) Jor the Lord God himself, lIlill stand as a lIlalloffire
rOl/nd abollt it.
[26] I have not time to enlarge on the reasons why we are compared to
sheep. But let me observe, we have all need to cry with David I have gone
astray as a lost sheep, and then we shall find in (Ezek.) God's answer: Bebold I,
el)efl i, Ivill both search JIIy sbeep, and seek tbem Ollt. I lIlill seek tbat IIlhich Ivas lost and
bring again that IIlhich Ivas driven a/vay, I Ivill bind liP that IVhich IVas broken, and I

IVill heal that which Ivas sick. [27] For, adds (Isa.) H e shall feed his Jlock like a
Ihepherd. He Ihall gather the lambs Ivith his arm, and carry thelll in bis bosom, and
shall gently lead those who are witb yOllng!

Tree of Life
"He that overcometb sball eat

of tbe tree of

life" -

Rev. 2: 7

[11 We may first consider what is meant by this tree; secondly, what it is
to overcome; and thirdly, in what sense he shall eat thereof.

[2] First, what is meant by the tree of life? There was, you know, in
paradise, in the midst of the garden, a tree so called. r31 It was chiefly
intended to be a sign to Adam, assuring him of the continuance of life and
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happiness, upon condition of his perseverance and obedience. [4] But the
right of this tree, man lost by the fall. For we hear when he became mortal,
that the cherubim with flaming sword kept the way, that we might no more
feed thereon. [5] Now as the redeemer came to restore to us all that Adam
lost, so he gives afresh, the priviledge to the tree of life, to all believers
being himself that very tree, of which the former was only a type; and this
real and true antitype, shall every overcomer behold with joy in the midst
of the paradise above.
[6] Secondly, who are the overcomers? This is a lesson every soul must
learn of Christ for themselves. [7] And he who hath said, If any man lack
wisdom, let him ask it if God and it shall be given, he I say, will instruct us in the
way we should go, and lead us into all the deep mystery of God. [8] But in
general it implies, first, a clear conviction of our helpless and lost condition,
accompanied with a continual striving to ask and accept help from the
almighty; one, on whom our help is laid. [9] Again, we may say it implies
1" diligence in prayer; 21y watchfulness, not to mingle with the evil spirits
around us, by letting them into our thoughts; and 31y, by the use or exercise
of every grace. [10] How much, depends on this degree of faithfulness, is
hardly conceivable. (11] For instance, the spirit of meekness, is much
increased by turning the other cheek; love, by catching every opportunity
to bear one anothers burden; and, above all, faith, grows more vigorous,
by a resolute dependence on the saviour; holding fast by the promises, and
saying with the prophet, Though he slay me.yet Ivill I trust in him. [12] So also
there must be a close watch set over the tongue, of which St. James says,
He who offends not with the tongue, is able to bridle the Ivhole body. [13] Remember
the observation of the good ArmeUa, There needr (says she) often but one Ivord
to let the devil in. [14] And lastly I would say the overcomer is one, who will
not rest without the whole mind of Christ; and therefore he wrestles as
Jacob, till he has prevailed for the new name.
[15] The third head we were to consider, was, that part of the promise
He that overcometh shall eat if the tree if life. [16] In the last chapter of the
Revelations, it is repeated with a little variation, He that olJercometh shall hatJe
the right to the tree if life. [17] He cannot eat of it without this right. I may see
a beautiful tree in another man's garden but though I may admire it, I am
still no better for the fruit growing thereon. But if I have a right to the tree,
I may eat at pleasure. [18] Now this is the very case: the soul who abides in
a living faith, feels its claims to the saviour, through his own most gracious
free gift. (19] He that believes, hath right to the tree of life, which bears
twelve manner of fruits; and the leaves of that tree are for the healing of
the nations. [20] Now twelve is called the church's number, and implies a
complete repository of all the strength, wisdom, and graces she can want.
AU fullness is in this tree, for it is the all sufficient saviour. [21] To make
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thi s a little clearer: does th e soul want humility, to pro fi t by an insult? She
looks at him who was despised and rejected of men; or, in other words, plucks
from the fruit of his fullness, who hath said, I JIlillPllt a right spint JIlithin yon.
[22J D oes she want fortitud e to endure) Th e frui t is ready. D ocs she
want the spirit o f prayer? She is fr ee to gather o f his frui t, who spent
who le nights o n the prayer of G o d. [23] So of every grace, For he Ipho
overcometh shall have right to feed on the tree of life and shall enter through the gates
into the city.

Vine
'1 am the vineye are the branches" - John 15: 5
[1] This is another instance of our Lord's condescensio n to the weak ness
o f o ur com prehen sion, and to express the tend er care of the alm ighty
ove r hi s poor creatures! (2) H e compares his Father to the h usband man,
and him self to th e vine. [3] Now a vin e to appearance, is a very weak
feeble tree. So in his humiliatio n, H e had no comeliness! no form to be admired.
But o bserve, though the oak is a far g rander tree, the vine prod uces a
no bler fruit, and a far superior liquor; and he says, I am tbe vine, ye are tbe
brancbes. [4] Observe, all the strength of the vin e is in the root. Let bu t that
be separated by the stroke o f an axe, and th e whole tree di es. So if the soul
is divided fro m Chris t it dies directly. [5J H ear hi s own word, Tbe brallcb
canllot bear fruit of itself tlnless it abide in the vine. No more can ye tlnlessY OH abide
tfI

lIIe.

[6] But what is meant by abiding in Him? Certainl y, it mea ns mo re than
an ourward abiding in church comm union : there can be no fr uit pleasa nt
in the eyes of God, but ,vhat springs from fai th, and faith is uni o n with
God; it is the so ul 's venture upo n him: a divin e confide nce, by whi ch we
draw all our strength each moment from the sacred root, and receive from
him the sap, wh.ich supplies every fac ulty and power of the soul. [7J T hus,
faith is the victory, because it overco mes by the omnipotence of God, on
whi ch it lays ho ld and to which it gives all the gloryl [8) Again, it must be
observed, the root o f the vine is hid in the earth. We do not see that,
tho ugh th e whole tree with all th e treasures it bears is produ ced therefrom .
[9] So is o ur life an hidden life. St. Paul says, ''your lives are bid IIJitb Cbris! in
God, b1lt IVben Cbn'st 0111' life sball appear (when he shall display his glory, no
lo nge r veiled) tben sballlVe also appear lIlith biJlJ ill glolJl!
POl O ur Lo rd speaks of rwo branches, one that is cut o ff and o ne that
ab id es. O bse rve what he says of each. [11 J First, that which is cut off. If a
soul draw back from union with Christ by faith , it becomes separate; and
the acco un t he gives o f it is, it withers, and men gather it and cast it into the
fire. It is fit onl y for fuel. [1 2] So whe n a so ul is dead to God it is as it were
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the Devil's cushion on which he rolls at pleasure; ye and fellow sinners
gather it and help to prepare it for hell fire, which kindles more and more,
as it gets further, and further from God, 'till catched by the everlasting
fire, it burns with a flame never more to be quenched.
[13] Secondly, let us look at the abiding branch. And here we may see
three things. [141 First it bears much fruit: abide in me says Christ andYOII
shall bringforth milch fmit. And is not this encouragement enough, spoke by
the voice of truth itself? [15] Secondly, take notice of the next word, The
branch in me that beareth fmit my Father pllrges it that it may bringforth more fruit.
(16) Then let not lively believers think it strange when they are called to
bear great and heavy crosses. No, the abiding and fruitful branch must be
purged for that noble end, that it may bring forth fruit with increase.
l17J Thirdly, the whole is sealed up with that glorious promise If YOll
abide in me ye shall ask lvhatyou lvill and I will do it for yOIl.

Christ the Wisdom of God
"Bllt unto them which are called, both jews and Greeks, Chri.rt the
p01ver of God, and the lvisdom of God" - 1 Cor. 1: 24

[1] He is First the Wisdom of God, in respect of His divine person, In
him dlvelleth all the fliliness of the godhead (Col. 2: 9). In him are hid all the
treasures of wisdom and knowledge! [2] The human nature hath all the
fullness of infused, and created wisdom; the divine nature hath an absolute
omniscience! [3) The apostle attributes omniscience to the son, as well as
to the Father and Holy Ghost, when he says neither is there any creature that is
not manifested in his sight, but all things are naked and open IInto the ryes of him with
Ivh01ll1Ve have to do (Heb 4). [4] Christ as God, is of that infinite wisdom that
he knows both his own deity and all things else.
[5] Secondly, Christ is the wisdom of God as he is the revealer of
God's wisdom to the world. The Lord Jesus is the prophet by whom God
hath made known to the church, both himself and his whole will, as far as
it is necessary for man's salvation. [6) This is what the apostle asserts Oohn
1: 18), No man hath seen God at any time, the only begotten son who is in the bos01ll
of the father he hath declared him! [7] Thus, in these two respects, he is the
wisdom of God; as first, he hath all the wisdom of God in him; secondly,
as he is the revealer of the wisdom of God. [8) Now if Christ be the
wisdom of God, then those who are without the teaching of Christ cannot
be wise; and those who have communion with Christ, are most likely to be
acquainted with the counsels of God. [9) Himself says, all things are delivered
to me of the Father neither knoweth any man the F'ather, bllt the Sot! and he to whom
the sot! JIlill reveal him.
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11 01 In th e second place, let us see what m ys teries o f wisdo m is
contained in thi s doctrine There are innumerable mys teries in it.[ll] First
it is a wo nderfu l mystery that G od sho uld ass ume the hum an nature and
th at man should be made partaker of th e divine nature. [1 21 What wisdo m
is here that G o d sho uld beco me man, and ye t be G od still. And tbe word
Ivas made flesb and dwelt among liS, and we bebeld bis glory, tbe glo,:y of tbe only
begotten of tbe Fatber filii of grace ilnd tmtb. [1 3] How beyond imagin atio n!
That man who had made him self by sin worse than the beast should by
grace, be made partaker o f the divine nature; and yet the apos tle teUs us (2
Peter 1: 4), there are given unto uS g reat and precio us promi ses, th at by
these yo u may becom e partakers of th e divine nature! [14] Secondly, it is a
wonderful mystery, that salvation should be a free gift, and yet merited. It
was a dear purchase to Christ and yet a free gift to uS that the creditor
sho uld beco me hi s own paymaster.
[15] God abates all to the sinner, yet th e sinner pays God aU in his
surety.
[16] Thirdly, it is a wond erful myste ry that the mercy and justice are
both sati sfied! Ju stice, because a full satisfaction is given; and mercy in the
free pardo n o f the sinner! M erry and tmtb are 1IIet togetber, righteousness and
peace bave kissed eilcb otber, fo r he is the propitiation fo r o ur sin s.
[1 7] Fourthl y, wh at a wo nderful mystery, th at li fe sho uld come out of
death! This is ano ther piece o f great wisdom , and for this cause he is the
medi ator o f the new cove nant, th at by the m ea ns of dea th fo r the
redemption of transgressors, they who are called, might receive the promise
of an eternal inheritance. [1 8] Now, death, you know, was the offspring of
sin ncver made, no r in tend ed by G od, and yet the savio ur became subject
thereto. [19] He who was the prince o f life, humbled himself even to death,
that he might take away its sting, and open the kingdo m of heaven to all
believers! r201 Fifthly, it is a g rea t mys tery, that man sho uld be m ade
righteo us by th e righteousness o f ano th er. l211Yet so it is, fo r says St. Pau l,
Cod batb made him Ivbo knelv 110 .rin to be sill jor us, that we might be made the
righteousness of Cod in him.
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This review essay focuses on four relatively recent publications that
discuss attitudes (humility and reverence) or actions (courtesy and apology)
that contribute to harmony within families and communities. The authors
of the works on humility and courtesy write from within the Catholic
tradition while the authors of the books on reverence and apology write
from secular philosophical and psychological perspectives, respectively.
All writers advocate for the revitalization of practices that have been part
of the human repertoire for centuries, but which currently have fallen out
of fashion (courtesy), been neglected (reverence), been misunderstood
(humility), or poorly modeled (apology) . First this essay will review the
individual works, and then it will engage in analysis and discussion.
A Book 0/ Courtesy by Sister Mary Mercedes was first published circa
1910 and has been read by successive generations of students at the
Dominican Convent Upper School in San Anselmo, California. In 2000
alumnae of the class of 1950 honored Sister Mary Mercedes (1871-1965)
by updating Sister Mercedes' work on basic rules for "the art of living."
Mercedes defined courtesy as "the ability to put oneself in someone else's
place in order to see what is needed in any situation.'" This small volume
presents a "code of civility" that is intended to help its readers find common
ways to embody the commandment to care for others by looking out for
their interests rather than one's own (Phil. 2:3-4). Within a few pages one
can find directions on how to navigate friendships, make proper
introductions, create electronic and personal correspondence, set a table,
and conduct oneself in various locations such as school or the workplace.
In essence, this is a book on practical empathy.
A Book oj COl/rtesy was never intended to be a psychological or
theological treatise. Its sole purpose was to be a guide to the social graces
for young women at the turn of the 20,h century. Today pockets of our
Western society may have little appreciation for or awareness of these
rules of etiquette that were bred into the DNA of today's grandparents
and great grandparents. Many readers may find the directives quaint or
out of date. Yet, if used as a study text with toclay's youth, A Book of
Courtesy may generate some interesting conversation on the shape of
courteous behavior in the 21" century. Unfortunately A Book of Cot/rtesy
does not describe the cultural differences in practices of courtesy that one
finds in the world. Readers should keep in mind that multicultural
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competence was not taught in 1910, the date of its first publication. Perhaps
that type of updating was beyond the intended scope of those who revived
the manuscript.
Humility Matters for Practicing the Spiritual Life by Mary Margaret Funk is
the third volume of a trilogy that offers guidance for today's contemplatives. According to Funk, humility is "the abiding disposition that
accepts ufe as it is and lives it consciously, fully embracing its burdens and
its gifts."2 Humility requires that one recognize one's human condition,
and also renounce attachments to seif-made thoughts of self and God. As
one does these things, God's thoughts of God and God's thoughts of self
emerge into awareness. The kenosis passage (phil. 2:6-11) is the Christ
example of renunciation and the template for our experience of humility.
For Funk the path to humihty ues in the degree to which one embraces
the four renunciations of the Christian life based on ancient monastic
tradition. The four renunciations include (1) renunciation of one's former
way of life; (2) renunciation of the thoughts and desires of one's former
way of life; (3) renunciation of our self-made thoughts of God, and (4)
renunciation of our self-made thoughts of self. Each renunciation is
empowered by grace and takes one into a fuller experience of purity of
heart, which becomes manifest as humility. To help readers grasp more
fully the third and fourth renunciation, Funk engages in imaginary interviews
with St. Teresa of Jesus (of Avila) and St. Therese of Lisieux, respectively.
A third imaginary conference with John Cassian, who shares his ten
indicators of humility, concludes this book.
Readers who have a base knowledge of contemplative practices within
Catholic traditions will find help and guidance for deepening their spiritual
life in Humility Matters. However as one steeped in a non-contemplative,
Protestant tradition, I found Funk's discussion of the four renunciations
foreign yet also somewhat familiar. The concept of total renunciation of
one's former way of life and thoughts and desires related to that
(Renunciations 1 and 2) is parallel to John Wesley's call for personal and
social holiness through sanctification. Holy lives are dedicated to service
to God and neighbor, a concept consistent with an outcome of the first
and second renunciation. Renunciation of one's self-made thoughts of
self and self-made thoughts of God (renunciations 3 and 4) may not have
the same ready made parallels within contemporary Wesleyan traditions.
Funk observes that these renunciations bring one into fuller awareness
of one's true self via renouncing the false self. However, without the support
of a wise spiritual guide, some may interpret his as leaving one without
any sense of self at all, rather than seeing these practices as making room
to be filled with God's sense of God's self and God's sense of the one
who is practicing renunciation. The author readily admits that few have
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attained the fo urth renunciatio n. Th e auth or's conceptualization of humi li ty
did not include any reference to the developing work on humility from
psychologyJ and differences do emerge when one compares contemporary
psychological conceptualizatio ns of humili ty with P unk's ancient spiritual
one. Psychology does no t co nceive of spiritual o utcomes for humility in
the way that Funk does. Nevertheless, Funk's portrait of humility and
cur rent psychological study o n humility affirm that humi li ty enab les o ne
"to not regard o neself as mo re special than o ne is."4
P sychiatri st Aaro n Laza re explo res the co nto urs o f apology in On
Apology. According to Lazare, "apology refers to an encoun ter between
two parties in which o ne party, the offender, ac knowledges respo nsibility
for an o ffe nse or grievance and expresses regret or remo rse to a second
party, the aggrieved."s Based o n a stud y of over 1,000 apologies, Lazare
desc ribes the nature o f apo logy, explains facto rs that contribute to the
success or fai lu re of apologies, discusses the step s of apology, and outlin es
atti tudes and actions that res train apology. Lazare argues that apology is
mo re th an saying ''I'm sorr y." G ood apologies acknowledge the offe nse
adequately, express genuine remo rse, and o utline appropriate reparatio ns,
including strong commitments to future changes. Pse udo-apologies lack
o ne or more of these vital elements. Lazare emphasizes the role that timing,
empathy, guilt, and shame play in successful apologies.
Lazare's work is a strong addi tion to publications in the popular press
that ad vance strategies that attend to interperso nal wo unds. On Apology
analyzes histo ric and contemp o rary examples of successful and fai led
apologies. In this way Lazare gives clear guidance on who, what, when,
where, how, and why of apo logizing. T he author d iscusses the difficu lties
inh erent in making a good apology and reviews the emotional risks that
apo logizers may ass ume. In additio n, he emphasizes the personal and
interpersonal benefits o f apologizi ng. Although Lazare does not include
any studied review of current psychological literature on apology, his advice
is consistent with the present state of the field at the time of publication.
Readers from a Ch ristian world view will find that Lazare's advice is also
congruent with behavioral aspects of the biblical directives on interpersonal
repentance, a concept that is much broader and richer than apology."
However Lazare's secular, psychological perspective of apology lacks the
power of the perso nal and spi ritual transformation that accompanies
Christian repentance. Nevertheless, this practical guide to apology can be
helpful to people involved in interperso nal conflicts.
In Reverellce: Renewing a Forgotten Virtlle phil osopher Paul Woodruff seeks
to reintroduce the concept of reverence. Woodruff classifies reverence as
a virtue, and defines it as "the well-developed capacity to have the feelings
of awe, respect, and shame when these are the right feelings to have.'"
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Woodruff argues that reverence has more to do with politics than it does
religion, as one can be highly religious and irreverent. Reverence belongs
to and is shaped by community and infuses the community's rimals with
meaning. Reverence lies behind that which contributes to civility and living
well together. In this work, Woodruff seeks to describe reverence without
reference to creed or culmre, in other words, he outlines the "bare essence
of reverence." He affirms that creed and culture shape reverence in
particular ways and draws heavily on conceptualization of reverence found
in ancient Greek and Chinese. Woodruff concludes his work with a
discussion of the important relationship between reverence and leadership,
and reverence and teaching. Because reverence reminds one of one's
humanity, it is an essential component of excellent leaders and teachers.
Woodruff seeks to revive a practice that at best has fallen out of fashion
and at worst has been forgotten altogether. Reverence is an attribute whose
presence is difficult to describe, but whose absence is easily spotted.
Woodruff emphasizes that reverence starts from within. Actions in and
o f themselves can be reverent or irreverent, depending on the actor's
attitude. Woodruff emphasizes that reverence can be consistent with di ssent
and conflict. Because Woodruff classifies reverence as a virtue, reverence
stands against injustice. Therefore protest against injustice may indeed be
a sign of reverence. Woodruff might even suggest that reverence demand s
such dissension. Of interest to readers of the The Asbllry JOllrnal is the
d eg ree to which Woodruff di stanc es reverence from religion. For
Woodruff, the motivation for reverence does not originate with a Divine
being whose very character defin es revere nce. Instcad reverence is defin ed
by our ability to be aware of our human condition and its accompanying
limitations (i.e., we are not gods). According to Woodruff, "Reverence is
a matter of feeling, and as far as feelings go, it doesn't matter what you
believe... (R] everence makes few demands on beliefs.'"
What comparisons can one make among the ways in which these four
works comment on variables that promote relational well-being? First,
each topic contributes to living together in harmony. This constellation of
virtuous habits is dynamically related. Reverence and humility are mutually
reinforcing. For example reverent people more easily put on humility than
irreverent ones. Humble people are more likely to approach life with
reverent attitudes than arrogant individuals. Reverence and humility
contribute to courteous interactions. These three contribute to sensitivity
to divine and human covenants, and when these covenants are broken offers
of apology are extended promptly, with a minimum of defensive blaming.
Second, courtesy, humility, apology, and reverence are characteristic of
people who continue to engage in intentional spiritual growth. Funk's book
on humility explicitly targets spiritual formation from which greater depths
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of reverence for God and Christ-Li ke li ving may arise. Whi le readers may
desire aU authors to have approached the ir topic from robust biblical or
theo logical perspectives, the content of each book can contribute to one's
spiritual sensibilities.
Of greater interest is the co-occurrence of interest in virtuous matters
in secular and sacred pub li cations. T propose that this phenomenon is
influenced by the convergence of two streams. The first stream is related to
the emergence of the positive psychology movement wh ile the second stream
is associated with a growing interest in community formation and development.
The past two decades in psychology have witnessed a shift away from
illness-based models (psychopathology) and toward models that emphasize
strengths, flourishing, and vi rtues. This coalesced into the creation of a
"positive psyc ho logy." Marti n Seligman, the incoming president of the
American Psychological Association in 1998, and Mihaly Csikszentimihalyi,
Professor of Psychology and Management at Claremont Graduate
University, define positive psychology as follows:
The field of positive psychology at the subjective level is about
valued subjective experiences: well-being, contentment, and
satisfaction (in the past); hope and optimism (for the future); and
flow and happiness (in the present). At the individual level, it is
about pos itive individu al traits : the capacity for love and vocation,
courage, interpersonal skill, aesthetic sensibility, perseverance,
forgiveness, originality, future-mindedness, spirituality, high ta1ent,
and wisdom. At the group level, it is about the civic virtues and
the institutions that move individuals toward better citizenship:
responsibility, nurturance, altruism, civility, moderation, tolerance, and work ethic.9
Positive psychology explores variables such as hope, optimism, selfefficacy, wisdom, courage, empathy, gratitude, forgiveness, humility, faith,
and morality. Seligman and colleagues developed a classification of six
virtues and 24 character strengths : (1) Wisdom and knowledge include
creativity, curiosity, open-mindedness, love of learning, perspective; (2)
Cot/rage encompasses authenticity, bravery, persistence, and zest; (3)
Hllmanity consists of kindness, love, and social intelligence; (4) Jllstice
embraces fairness, leadership, and teamwork; (5) Temperance includes
forgiveness, modesty, prudence, and self-regulation; and (6) Transcendence
takes in appreciation of beauty and excellence, gratitude, hope, humor,
and religiousness. 10 While the themes of the books reviewed for this essay
are not explicitly mentioned in Seligman's classification, one can easily fit
humility, reverence, apo logy, and courtesy in several of the abo ve
categories. Tn addition, researchers have begun to explore variables related
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to humility and apology."
Interest in positive psychology is emerging in theological circles as well.
Burrell Dinkins, recently retired Johnson Professor of Pastoral Leadership
at Asbury Theological Seminary, discussed Wesley's concept of holiness
as happiness. 12 Dinkins proposed that Wesley's picture of holiness included
contentment, happiness, and well-being, concepts in sync with positive
psychology. While Wesley might take issue with the perspectives from which
some of the target books were written, he most likely would find their
subjects of great interest to those who desired to live lives characterized
by personal and social holiness.
The World is Our Parish. Community is experienced locally and globally.
On one hand, neighborhood churches wonder about the practices that
contribute to the development of close-knit church congregations where
members feel like they belong to that particular worshipping community.
Research into practices that form or deform community is currently ongoing.
Promise-keeping, truthfulness, gratitude, and forgiveness are central factors
in this processY One can see how courtesy, humility, reverence, and
apology complement these community essentials. On the other hand, it is
clear that we live in a global village. Economically and ecologically we are
connected on a macro level. No longer can Americans ignore the rest of
the world; it comes into our living rooms every day through the news. No
longer can Americans of Western European descent remain ignorant of
the ethnic communities that embrace worldviews very different from our
own. Ever since 9-11 the United States has been faced with her own ethnoand ego-centrism. Americans can respond in at least one of two ways. It
can lead to demonizing all others who are "different," solidifying an "us
versus them" mindset; or it can call us to repentance/apology as eyes are
opened to ways in which America has not acted humbly, courteously, or
reverently toward those that embrace a different world view. While some
may be tempted to bury their heads in the proverbial sand, pretending
that the rest of the world does not exist, the vast majority of our globe
searches for ways to live well next to someone who is very different. The
topics explored by the authors of the four review books offer skills and
attitudes that can assist us in this endeavor.
In its own way, each of the four books reviewed in this essay helps
readers to see their place in the world. It is as if these texts tell us how to
implement Romans 12:3 "Do not think of yourself more highly than you
ought, but rather think of yourself with sober judgment, in accordance
with the faith God has distributed to each of you." (fNIV). The virtue of
humility helps us to surrender fully to the love of God and live in service
to God and others; reverence reminds us that we stand in awe of the
transcendent, that we offer respect to others, and feel shame when we have
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violated thi s sense of "oughtness." Co urtesy in interpersonal relatio nships
easily follows reve rence and humility, as courtesy is the skill o f conside ring
"others mo re highl y than yourself." F inall y we offer apology to help resto re
damaged relatio nship s. O ne can im agine that when apologies are offe red
with courtesy and humili ty, suppo rted by an attitude of reverence, then
relatio nship repair may happen more quickly. Taken together these fou r
works set forth a co nstellation of attitudes and actio ns that may deepe n
o ne's relationship with God and o thers. Alth ough two of the auth ors make
a po int of di stancing th eir di scussio n from Chri stianity, th eir di scuss ions
and descriptions can be drawn into a Christian world view.
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Truth has had a remarkab ly distinguished career. Along with goodness
and beauty, it has enjoyed the rare status of being ranked among those
things that are absolutely essential for a meaningful life. Countless people
have died in its name rather than deny it or compromise it or dishonor it.
In \Vestern culture, the supreme value of truth has been largely due to the
Christian faith and its conviction that God exists and is a God of truth .
He has revealed truth about himself and about us and this truth is essential
for us to experience salvation, the ultimate meaning of life.
This commitment to the value of truth carried over into the modern
period, even when belief in Christianity, and even God himself, began to
wane in intellectual circ les. I ndecd, t he leaders of the so -called
enlightenment waged the battle for what they believed was the truth. Under
the banner of reason, they aspired to throw off the shackles of tradition
and authority and what they viewed as superstitions that were holding
mankind back from true progress. The truth as they saw it was less
comforting than Christianity because it was confined to naturalistic
resources and thus had to sacrifice the hope for eternal life and ultimate
meaning. But they claimed the moral highroad in being faithful to the truth
that modern science disclosed even when it did not match our decpcst
hopes and highest aspirations.
The centuries long status that truth has enjoyed is now in jeopardy, at
least in much of Western culture. The amorphous worldview known as
postmodernism rejects the sort of grand meta-narratives that the Christian
account of revelation represents and is equally suspicious of objective
truth claims generated by reason. Christians, one might think, would not
be kindly disposed to the ideology of postmodernism.
Curiously, however, many Christian spokespeople and theologians have
in fact grcetcd the asccndancy of postmodernism with nearly unbrid led
enthusiasm. They see in postmodernism new opportunities for evangelism
and powerful new exp ress io ns of Christian faith . Brian McLaren's book A
Nell) Kind of Christian is only the best known of a number of works that
hail the wonderful new version of Christianity emerging in postmodern
times. Despite all the gushing enth usias m, there is considerable doubt that
postmodernism represents the wonderful new opportunity its proponents
insist it is precisely because it is not clear that it can handle the truth.
It is just this concern for the truth that animates the volumes currently
106
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under review, as is evident from their titles. Truth & The Nell} Kind of Christian
by R. Scott Smith is obviously directed at popular authors such as McLaren
and Tony Jones, but it also critiques more scho larly versions of postmodern
theology, including such writers as John Franke, Stanley Grenz, Stanley
Hauerwas, and Brad Kallenberg. Much of this book describes, in
introductory fashion, just what postmodernism is and how it has shaped
the emerging church movement. The more interesting parts of the volume
come in the chapters devoted to criticism. In chapter six, "Critiquing the
Emerging Church," Smith shows that McLaren and Jones not only operate
with a simplistic understanding of modernity, but also have a superficial
and misinformed grasp of some of the key notions they inveigh against,
such as foundationalism.
The chapter concludes with a couple of case studies in which the author
compares his own story with that of McLaren. Both came out of narrow
legalistic backgrounds which they had to deal with in order to experience
Christianity as healing and liberating. Smith came to experience healing in
a context of academic and church communities that emphasized not only
objective truth but the reality of grace. In analyzing all this, it was clear
that the things stifling him spiritually had nothing to do with foundationalism
or objective truth. Smith suggests that McLaren has made the mistake not
only of misdiagnosing his own problems in tracing them to modernity,
but has also overreacted to his conservative background by projecting his
personal experience on the whole church in the West.
In subsequent chapters, Smith argues that postmodern views of
epistemology are relativistic and therefore hostile to traditional Christian
truth claims and practices of ministry. In his final chapter he defends not
only the reality of objective truth, but also the possibility of knowing it.
This chapter is not only more intellectually demanding of readers than
previous ones, but is also unclear in places. For example, the discussion of
intentionality and intensional qualities is likely to be lost on the
philosophically untrained.
Whatever Happened to Truth? is a collection of four plenary addresses
that were delivered ro the 56th annual meeting of the Evangelical
Theological Society in 2004 in San Antonio, Texas. The first paper is by
volume editor Andreas Kostenberger, who teaches New Testament at
Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary and also edits the Journal of
The Evangelical Theological Society. Kostenberger's paper examines Pilate's
famous question, "What is truth?" in the larger contexts of the Gospel of
John and the Bible as a whole. He argues that what the question represents
is an encounter between political power and the ultimately greater power
of truth. This truth for John is not located in God generically, but
specifically in Jesus.
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The second ess ay, by Baptist lead er Albert Moh ler, is a broad critique
o f how truth has been devalued in contempo rary culture. The strength of
this essay is th e big picture it paints and its challenge to evangelicals to
take the doctrine of revelation serio usly as the basis o f an epistemology
that has the reso urces to avoid the nihilism and relativism that characterize
so much pos tmodern thought. In so me of its details, however, it is a bit
careless. f or instance, William Abraham is listed amo ng evangelical thinkers
who encourage us to embrace pos tmoderni sm, w hich surely mi srepresen ts
hi s position. Also, Moh ler refers to Rob ert Alsto n's defense of realism
bu t he pres umably mea nt to refer to William Alsto n.
Th e t hird ess ay, by phil os oph e r J. P. M o re land , entitl ed "Tru th,
Contempo rary C ulture, and th e Postm odern Turn" is a wonderfully concise
d e fen se o f th e traditi o n al but much -d es pi se d -a m o ng- p ost m o d e rn s
corres pondence theory o f tru th. Hi s sectio n on "Five Con fusio ns that
Plague Postm oderni sm" would be a ve ry valuable d ose of clarity for
anyone who has trouble sorting o ut pos tmod ern rhetoric but senses that
something is deeply awry in much of it. Ind eed, Moreland's essay di scusses
mo re co ncisely and clearly some o f the issues th at Smi th is less cl ear on, as
no ted above. H is essay co nclud es with the po inted charges th at it is
"i rr es po n sib le" a nd " co wa rd ly" fo r Chri stian lead e rs to e mbr ace
postmoderni sm and , mo reover, th at it represents "a fo rm o f intell ec lual
pacifism that, at th e end o f th e day, recommends backga mmon whil e the
barbarians are at the gate."
The fin al essay in the vo lum e, "Los t in Interpretatio n? Truth, Scriprure
and H ermeneutics" by theologian Kevin Vanh oozer, is also a very insightful
overview o f a set of complex iss ues. His ess ay begins with these lines,
which pointedly sum up what is at stake in her men eu ti cs : " Bibli ca l
interpretatio n is the soul o f theology. Truth is the ultimate accolade that
we accord an interpretation. Chri sti an th eology therefo re succeeds or fails
in direct prop ortio n to its ability to render tru e in terpretatio ns of the
wo rd o f God written." Of course, much con temporary herm eneutical
theory deni es that there are any such privil eged interpretatio ns that can be
recogni zed as true o nes, o r do ubts if we could ever determine what they
are. Afte r d es cribing th e co ntemp o rary emph as is o n the "sit uated "
in terpreter as well as the stand ard co n se r vativ e pict ure of t ru t h in
interpretati o n, Vanhoozer offers his own p roposal that attemp ts to do
justice to both o f these concern s. Vanhoozer takes seriously the evangelical
doctrine o f biblical inerrancy but rejec ts wh at he calls a "cheap inerrancy"
th at wo uld use the doc trine to sidestep legitimate iss ues o f in terpretatio n.
The third boo k, But i s i t A ll T rue? The Bible and the Question ofTmth grew
o ut o f a collo quium fund ed by the Lilly Fo undati o n, entitled "The Bible
and Truth ." Like th e p revio us vo lume, it is co mposed o f papers fro m
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various disciplines, including biblical theology, systematic theology,
philosophy, and preaching. Unlike the previous volume, all of whose
authors shared a commitment to biblical inerrancy, this one is more
theologically diverse.
A major point of discussion in the book is Nicholas Wolterstorff's
influential volume Divine Discourse: Philosophical Reflections on the Claim that
God Speaks (1995). Ben Ollenberger's entire essay is a critical reflection on
Wolterstorff's book, and Mark Wallace and Stephen Davis also offer
significant comment on it. Moreover, Wolterstorff himself contributes a
brief essay entitled "True Words," in which he points out that the word
"true" is regularly attributed to things other than assertions. While not in
any way downplaying the importance of true assertions in scripture,
Wolterstorff attempts to arrive at a way of understanding the word in its
other uses as well. The suggestion he offers is that "the root notion of
truth is that of something's measuting up-that is, measuring up in being
or excellence."
The essay in the volume that orthodox Christians will likely disagree
with most is the one by Mark Wallace entitled "The Rule of Love and the
Testimony of the Spirit in Contemporary Biblical Hermeneutics." Wallace's
attempt to make sense of scripture has led him to the conviction that
"discerning the theological truth of the Bible is largely a constructive rather
than a descriptive enterprise." The thesis that he defends is "that biblical
truth is the ethical performance of what the Spirit's interior testimony is
prompting the reader to do in the light of her encounter with scriptural
texts." As a practical example of his method of interpretation, he offers as
a case study an examination of the "pressing" issues of the ordination of
homosexual persons and the blessing of the union of homosexual couples.
He suggests that if we take the "Spirit-inspired ideal of love and hospitality
toward others as the hermeneutical lodestar" that should guide us in our
encounters with scripture, then we will be inclined to accept practicing
homosexuals as ministers and bless their unions.
A very different view is defended in the essays by Stephen Davis and
Alan Padgett. Davis' excellent essay answers the question "What Do We
Mean When We Say 'The Bible is True",? His answer is that
we mean that our attitude toward the Bible is such that we believe
what it says, we trust it, we lay ourselves open to it. We allow our
rational structures and beliefs to be influenced by it. ..In short,
we submit to the Bible and we place ourselves under its
theological authority.
In explaining what he means by these claims, Davis makes clear that he
is "miles apart" from \X'allace on several important philosophical issues,
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including the crucial point that he sees " the act o f interpretatio n prim arily
(no t entirely) as the discovery o f something that is there in th e text rather
than the creation of something new." Padge tt's brief essay seeks to di scover
an und erstanding o f truth " th at is adequate to th e con fessio n of th e
crucified Messiah as Lord and Savior-as the way, the truth and th e life."
Beginning with the broad notion that truth is "the mediated di scl os ure of
being," Chri st is the truth because he is th e inca rnatio n o f God's very
being, and th e Bible is tru e because it medi ates C hri st to us th rough its
texts.
E ll en Charr y's stimulating essay commend s a " sapiential theology" that
rests on an epistemology that joins kn owledge of God with right living.
She traces a numb er o f epistemological cri ses that u nd er mined thi s
understanding o f truth and argues that th e current crisis represents an
opportuni ty to recover this visio n o f theology since at least so me streams
o f pos tmoderni sm are concerned to connect the knowe r with truth and
goodness. H er essay has the unfortunate tendency at tim es to pu t at odd s
co ncern s that sho uld be seen as co mplementary. For instance, she poses
what she calls th e " fund amental sapiential ques tio n" thus: " Is th eology a
technique for promoting orthodoxy against ch all enge o r is it the fo rmati o n
o f the soul for the enjoyment of G od:>"
Well, I would not choose to call theology a " technique" but I would
argue that th eology is prop erl y co ncerned with p romo ting orthodoxy
against challenge, just as it is co ncerned with for ming the soul fo r the
enj oyment o f G od. Ind eed, concern fo r orth o doxy is essen tial for rightl y
for ming the soul to "glorify God and enj oy him forever" as one cl assic
doctrinal standard fam o usly puts it.
D avid Bartl ett begin s hi s essay "Preaching the Truth," with a qu otation
from Frederick Buechner's novel The Final Beast. Distracted church atte nde r
Rooney Vai l says to her mini ster: " 'Th ere's just one reason, yo u know, why
I come dragging in there every Sunday. I want to find o ut if the whole
thing's tr ue. Just true' she said . 'That's all. E ither it is, o r it isn't, and that's
th e o ne qu es ti o n yo u avoid like death .'" Whil e Bartl ett conced es the
ambiguities and co mp lexities of trutl1ful preaching, he leaves no doubt
that preachers sho uld not leave m e Rooney Vails in their cong regations
fo reve r fru strated.
The app earance of these volumes is one o f a number of signals that the
iss ue of truth is emerging afres h in a way that will demand deliberate and
th o ughtful atte ntion from th e pu lpit as we ll as th e academi c lec te rn .
Chri stian preach ers and leaders need to articul ate with care whether and in
what sense th ey believe the cl aims of th eir faith are true. Both those who
have embraced pos tm o d erni sm and those wh o have n ot have so m e
explaining to do, alth o ugh o f a ve ry different so rt.
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This was demonstrated vividly in a fascinating and rather vigorous
debate that was carried out recently (mostly by email) on the campus of
Asbury Theological Seminary. The debate was precipitated by an article
by an Asbury faculty member entitled "Knowing and Truth," which began
by asking: "Why argue that certain kind of truth claims must be held to
express absolute truths?" After raising a number of stock objections to
the notion of absolute truth, including the observation that "the world in
which we find ourselves is complex and populated by different cultures,
some of which make moral judgments rather differently," he went on to
suggest that "the notion of absolute truth is of minimal consequence for
theological purposes, and ought simply to be dismissed forthwith from
theological debate."
While a number of faculty members took strong exception to this
suggestion, others were more sympathetic, and argued that notions of
absolute truth, objective truth, and universal truth were more the product
of modernity than biblical theology. They alleged that claims of absolute
truth were imperialistic and impersonal and detracted from the relational
nature of Christian faith. Defenders of objective, universal truth replied
that that understanding of truth was in currency long before the modern
period, and indeed, that such an understanding of truth is inherent in the
very doctrine of revelation. God has revealed certain truths about himself,
truths that would surely qualify as absolute on even a very stringent
understanding of that term.
The doctrine of revelation, moreover, has traditionally been taken to
give believers warrant in claiming to know the truths that God has revealed.
Now many postmoderns find the claim to knowledge itself disconcerting,
and contend that any such claims bespeak a level of certainty that no one is
entitled to hold. The practical implications of these disputes are large, the
example of homosexual ordination, cited above, being only the most
currently explosive. Larger, more fundamental issues yet are at stake. For
instance, do we know the gospel is true? Is the truth of tl1e gospel sometlung
that holds altogether independently of us and what we believe? Do we
even know that God exists? If he does, is he a doubtful communicator? Is
the gospel some sort of social construction that has arisen from the Christian
community or communities? Does its truth consist finally in the fact that it
is an expression of what we believe and have found true in our experience
or in our communities of faith?
No doubt it seems more humble and authentic to many postmoderns
to cast the gospel in such tentative terms, but the question remains of
whether we are being true to the gospel when we do so. Moreover, is this
really humility? In his Introduction to Christianity, the newly elected Pope
observed that "it is nothing short of a fundamental certainty" for
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BOOK NOTES
Considering the Great Commission: Evangelism and Mission in the
Wesleyan Spirit
W. Stephen Gunter
Nashville: Abingdon Press
2005, 335 pp., paper, $33.00
Reviewed by Kenneth ]. Collins

Exploring the themes of conceptualizing, contextualizing, and p racticing
the great commi ssio n, thi s vo lum e had its o rigin in a co nsultatio n o n
evangelism that too k place at E mory University in spring 2002.
W hen read carefull y and cri ticall y, the arguments of this collection of
essays can be understood on two levels: the first one entails a positive
statem ent o f the hop e and pro mi se o f evangelism in an in creasingly
complex and pluralistic world. Reacting to the criticism often fo und o n
the boards of mainline denomination s such as "Christian expansio n is an
embarrassing remnant of colo nial histo ry," several essays fail to move
beyond these polemical concern s to no te in a positive and careful fashio n
what go od effects Chri stian evangeli sm has bro ught about in the past.
Indeed, thi s first level of an alysis falters because its visio n, with but a few
exceptions, does not go back an y furth er than th e twentieth century. In
o ther wo rds, what Wesley and Whitefi eld did right in the eighteenth century
and wh at Finney and Palmer did in th e nin eteenth is hardly considered at
all. Mo reover, what contemporary analysis is o ffered does no t grapple
seriously with the demographics o f evangelism in terms of bo th birth
rates and immigratio n pattern s in the changing co mp ositio n of world
Chris tianity. T hus, the task of co ntex tuali zing the grea t co mmission,
cele brating a particIIlar co ntempo rar y social location of inte rprete rs,
dominates the work such that a proper conceptualization of the great
co mmi ssio n never really emerges.
The second level of analysis, what constitutes the subtext o f many o f
the essays, constitutes li ttle more than the stereotyp es and caricatures that
have been o ffe red by the New Left in its criticism of Christian evangelism,
especially when undertaken by evangelicals. Thus, seve ral essays develop
113
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an ongoing critique against "simply declaring Jesus as personal Savior," or
mere "verbal proclamation," or "simply saving souls," such that by the
time the reader grapples with the con cl uding comments of the volume
against "mere conversion," it becomes clear why several, though not all,
of the authors neither understand the promise of evangelism nor the beauty
and integrity of conversion as well. Indeed, there is nothing "mere" about
being converted to Jesus Christ. To misprize this is to misunderstand
what should be at the heart of the great commission, that is, making
disciples of Jesus Christ.

Orthod ox and Wesleyan Spirituality
S. T . Kimbrough,]r., ed.
Crestwood, New York: St. Vladimir's SeJ'llinary Press
2002, 285 pp., paper, $17.95
Reviewed by Kenneth ]. Col/ins
Participating in the recent trend of assessing the impact of the eastern
fathers on John Wesley'S thought, S.T. Kimbrough, Jr. has edited a volume
of articles drawn from schola rs of both traditions on the topic of
spirituality. Though it is claimed in the I'orward of the book by an Eastern
Orthodox writer that there is "striking similarity between the two
traditions," readers may yet come to a different conclusion by the end of
this work in the face of the hard evidence-or the lack thereof. Indeed,
several of the contributors freely admit that a direct influence of the eastern
fathers on Wesley's thought is not extensive and is actually difficult to
substantiate. Indeed, in what is surely the best essay from the \X'es leyan
side of the conversation, Professor Richard Heitzenrater essentially
debunks some of the reigning myths on this topic and points out that
there are very few references in Wesley'S writings to his having read the
Fathers, much less eastern ones. Moreover, no references in Wes ley'S diary
to reading any of the Fathers emerge after 1741, and contrary to popular
belief, the most frequent ly mentioned church father in Wes ley'S writings
turns out to be not an eastern father at all, but the Latin writing Augustine!
All of these stubborn facts have led H eitzenrater to question the level of
Wes ley's reliance upon and knowledge of the primary sources, especially
of the Eastern Chu rch- an observation that other Wesley scholars have
been making for years. All of thi s careful scholarship is undoubted ly
deflating to the major theme, especiall y since Heitzenrater's contribution
comes at the beginning of the volume rather than as a conclusion. for the
most part the subseq uent essays arc left with simply a more general
discussion on doctrine o r with noting the similarities between tbe life and
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practices of Jo hn Wesley and various eastern fathers such as Gregory of
Nyssa or Isaiah Sectis- neither of whom, by the way, Wesley scholars are
certain that Wesley even read.

Ortho d ox and Wesleyan Scriptural U nderstanding a nd P ractice
S. T. Kimbrou gh Jr., ed .
Crestwood, NeJP York: St. Vladimir's Seminary Press
2005, 330 pp., paper, $17.95

Reviewed by Kenneth J Collins
This book of essays expresses the public conversation that has been
taking place between Eastern Orthodoxy and Methodism and represents
the fruit of two recent consultations. The volume is suitably divided into
four main sections: 1) Orthodox Scriptural Understanding and Practice 2)
Mutual Learning between Orthodox and Methodists 3) Wesleyan Scriptural
Understanding and Practice and 4) Liturgy and Scriptural Interpretation.
The articulation of Eastern Orthodox Scriptural understanding and
practice is ably accomplished in several essays. Among other things it is
claimed that liturgy and Eucharist precede theology and doctrine; it was
the church "that decided which books would form the canon of the New
Testament," and "icons [have] been found exceptionally efficient and
effective for the dissemination of the profound meaning of the Christian
message." All of this is standard fare in terms of the Orthodox view.
What is surprising, however, especially for the Wesleyan reader is that
the Eastern Orthodox narrative is essentially taken over, in modified forms
in several essays, to express the Scriptural understanding and practice of
Methodists as well. Thus, for example, a Methodist minister remarks: "We
have seen that both the Methodists and the Greek Orthodox place prayer
and worship above systematic theology. Both express thought in praise.
Both shun academic theo logy for mys tical liturgy." And again, " In
Methodism and in Greek Orthodoxy, systematic theology and dogmatics
are played out within the realm of liturgy." However, such claims
correspond more to the current climate of ecumenical thinking than to
the historical record (embracing doctrine, life and practice) of Methodism
itself. Indeed, what this volume lacks is a capable and articulate presentation
of the Reformation origins of Methodism in terms of its orality and how
this sixteenth century context helped Wesleyans not only to contemplate
the significance of the Word of God in terms of Jesus Christ, Scripture
and public proclamation, but also to view that same Word of God at the
heart of its liturgy.
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GRACE NOTES
LAYERING SMALL GRACE UPON SMALL GRACE
TERRY

C.

MUCK

God's truth comes to us from different places at different times. Each
truth event sounds a small note of grace that together, if we listen, make
up the musical score of God active in the world today. Listen to these ten
small notes of grace from ten recent books.
Douglas Jacobsen and Rodney Sawatsky

Graciolls Christianity: Living the Love We Profess
Baker Academic 2006
It is not difficult to understand the problem this book addresses. The
words "agree" and "disagree" appear seven times on the first two pages.
The problem is contentious Christianity, "the defensiveness and meanspiritedness that pervade so many expressions of Christian faith in America
and around the world." What we need is gracious Christianity, Christianity
that lives up to "the free and unmerited favor of God." How does that
kind of Christianity look when explained through some of the classic
doctrines of theology-God, creation, human nature, revelation, salvation,
Christian living, church, Bible, and the End Times? The authors tell us.
The author's solution is to have gracious conversations. The word
"conversation" appears eleven times on the same first two pages. Both
authors are from Messiah College, one a professor of church history and
theology Gacobsen), the other (Sawatsky) president who unfortunately died
before the book was published. They wrote this short book trying to answer
the question of "how Christians could be more embracing of those different
from themselves, but remain people of strong faith and conviction." They
succeed.
This book is right for our time. The signature doctrinc of Christian
faith is grace. Grace as a concept is something most Christians can talk
about in some detail. As a principle to live by it is less widespread. This
book could become a classic, the Mere Chnsticmity of the first quarter of
the 21 " century. It sounds the right notes in our cacophonous world.
11 7
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Daniel Hillel
The Nattlral Histor), of the Bible:
An Environmental E:>.ploration of the HebreJl! Scriptures
Columbi a University Press 2006
Hillel's premise is that the events, characters, and ideas in the Bible
developed within a particular combination of environmental circumstances
and that the forme r can be properly understood on ly in relation to the
latter. To understand the Bible fully we must be able to imaginatively
recreate the origina l enviro nm ent of the physical landscape. This recreation
is fundamental to being able to envision the o rigi nal social context which
is in turn necessary to understanding the so-called original "hearers" of
the biblical texts. Remove the impact of the origina l environment from
this hermeneutical task and a crucial piece of the puzzle is lost.
In terest in the natural history of the Bible is not new. Henry Tristram
wrote The Natural History of the Bible, the same title as this book, in 1873
(SP CK). He described the geography, climate, animals, and plants of the
Holy Land. He did not describe the environment proper, however, if by
that we mean the way these various elements interact to create an
environmental system. And he did not even begin to speculate on how
human beings and their societies and even religious ideas interacted with
and were influenced by this environmental system. Thus he was not an ecologist.
Hillel is a natural hi storian . But he does more than describe the various
domains of the biblical world: riverine, pastoral, desert, rainfed, maritime,
urban, and exile. As an environmentalist and ecologist he shows how these
domains work together with human beings to create the biblical world
and ethical monotheism, the natural expressions of God's revelation, as
we understand it today.
Epictetus
A Manllal for Living
H arp erS anF rancisco 1994
Former Rom an slave and Stoic philosopher Epictetus lectured on the
good life. His students took notes. Th e notes became a collection called
the Discourses. A selection of the most pithy excerpts were collected in a
manual modeled on military manuals of the day call ed a Mantlaljill" Living.
If reading this short work Qess than 100 pages) sounds familiar, it is because
the Apostle Paul was influenced by Epictetus's teachings, influence we find
reflected in the Paulin e lette rs.
Epictetus's advice revolves around th ree loci : (1) Master your desires.
One does not master desires by eliminati ng them (a common, but false,
stereotype of Stoicism). You do it by teaching yourse lf to desire things
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you can actually control and attain, and by not desiring (coveting or
rejecting) things you can't. (2) Perform your duties. Epictetus taught that
we have duties to God ("Within the Divine order we each have our own
special calling"), to family, and to our own gifts. We are like actors in a
play. The Divine will has assigned us our role in life. (3) Think clearly.
Reason was paramount for Epictetus. He insisted we use it ("as you think,
so you become"), and that we protect it ("treasure your mind, cherish
your reason"). The virtuous life depends on reason first and foremost.
This new translation by Sharon LebeLl is a worthwhile read.
James Burge

Heloise and Abelard: A Nell) Biography
HarperSanFrancisco 2003
Heloise and Abelard lived one of the great love stories of the Western
literary tradition. Abelard was perhaps the Christian church's greatest
philosophical theologian of the Middle Ages and one of its greatest thinkers
ever. Heloise's letters reveal her to be not only an intellectual match for
Abelard, but possessor of a writing style second to none. This new
biography tells the story well, both the inspiring passion and the eventual
tragedy.
One particular strength: storyteller Burge intimates how professor
Abelard may have justified his affair with student Heloise because of his
view of sin as intention. Both Abelard and Heloise were nominalists for
whom an act was sin only if its perpetrator was aware of the act's evil
nature. Both Abelard and Heloise went to their graves thinking their love
for each other justified their actions. For Abelard, sin originates in "consent
to that which we believe to be wrong." For Heloise, "the pleasures of
lovers that we shared have been too sweet-they can never displease me,
and can scarcely be banished from my thoughts."
It is this view of sin that seems to make this 850 year old story so
relevant to our individualistic age where acknowledgment of sin has largely
ceased to be a communal affair and has been replaced by the psychological
dynamics related to shame, remorse, apology, forgiveness, and
reconciliation.
Ham Sok Hon

Queen of Suffering: A Spiritual History of Korea
Friends World Committee 1985
Ham Sok Hon has been called the Gandhi of Korea because he
articulated a spiritual vision for Korea not unlike Gandhi articulated a
spiritual vision for an independent India. Whereas Gandhi's vision
originated in his understanding of Hindu Vedic thought, however, Ham
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Sok Hon's originated in his understanding of Christianity (and later
Buddhism, Confucianism, and shamanism). In retelling the history of Korea
from this perspective, the author identifies Korea's spiritual fate to be
suffering and its calling to be to show the world how to bear that suffering,
"with o ut grumb ling, without evading, and with determination and
seriousness." This is what will help lead the wo rld to salvation .
Most people living in th e world today beli eve not just in individual
calling from God, but also some kind of communal calling. In the age of
modern natio n-states, very often that communal calling is seen in the form
of a divine mandate for their country: Israel's chosenness, the United States's
Puritani sm, Saudi Arabia's Wahabism, and so o n. The problem, of course,
is that these unique callings are rarely seen as complementary, but usually
competitive: "My country's calling shows it to be the most favored of God."
Ham Sok Hom, this prophet of Korea's calling, seems to avoid that by
identifying Korea's calling in such a humiliating form- suffering. This
largely unknown (by \Ves tern readers) Korean nationalist may have some
important things for the res t of the world to hear.
John D. Caputo
Philo.fOph;' and Theology
Abingdon Press 2006
The conversation between philosophy and theology has been a staple
of Western philosophical and Christian theological di scussio n since the
church first began the attempt to analyze the story of Jesus. For much of
that 2000 year hi story, theology has been seen as the singer of the melody
in the duet, philosophy struggling to keep up the harmony. More recently
philosophy gained the upper hand by setting itself up as the rule keeper
for how to do rational di sco urse. John Caputo engagingly tells this story
(in less than 100 pages) and th en says th at both of these prioritizing
endeavors are wrong-headed and that th eology and philosophy are more
like complementary ways of talking about one's faith than competitive,
either / or analyses.
It is no little thing to say that a new way of thinking about the relationship
between theology and philosophy has emerged, but this book shows that
such is the case. It is an extremely well told story, manageable by even the
most philoso phicall y challenged. It gives one hope that the postmodern
turn might turn out to be more than just a critique of modernity after all,
and that postmodernism may provide us with some ideas on how to
proceed into the 21 " century.
Readers of thi s book will be stim ulated to know how to embrace
theology in a world that has become overl y enamored with the important
realms of affective and practical thought.
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Sarah Strauss
Positioning Yoga: Balancing Acts Across Culttlres
Berg 2005
This book is about the spread of yoga from its Indian, Hindu,
philosophical roots to its status today as a worldwide phenomena. How
did this happen? Why yoga and not mimamsa, vedanta, samkhya, nyaya,
and/ or vaiseshika (the other major Indian philosophical systems)? Sarah
Strauss argues that it is because yoga was transformed by Indian modernist
innovators like Vivekananda and Sivananda who recognized its Indian
nation-building potential, and \X1estern modernist innovarors who
emphasized its health and freedom building properties.
Strauss's discussion of how yoga has spread from its home in India to
other places in the world (particularly the West), how it changed in the
process, and how those changes have been reintroduced to India, has
interesting parallels to the Christian mission effort. A delicate balancing
act between being faithful to the yoga tradition (e.g. Patanjali's Yoga
Aphorisms) and at the same time showing how this ancient spiritual
technology meets the many needs of the postmodern world sounds eerily
like the same challenges faced by Christian mission workers. Because it is a
discussion from another, totally different context than the one we are so used
to in missiological circles, "aha" moments of recognition occur regularly.
David Morgan
The Sacred Gaze: Religious Visual CuI/lire in
Theory and Practice
University of California Press 2005
If you are interested in religious art in general, Christian religious art in
particular, and the role art has played in Christian missions, this book has
much to offer. The thesis of the book is a familiar one: religious scholars,
especially Western ones, have overemphasized the role and importance of
the written and spoken word to the detriment of the painted, sculpted,
and drawn "word." In this particular book, David J\10rgan makes the case
for the importance of visual images for the religious studies scholar.
Tn the course of making that convincing case, however, he offers a
paradigm of art as it relates to religion'S mission efforts, "The Circulation
of Images in Mission History." In that chapter he offers a typology of
ways of seeing, what he calls the six moments in the circulation of images:

(1) images and attitudes that a culture uses to prepare for mission work;
(2) images taken from home to be used in the work of the mission field;
(3) positive indigenous visual responses to the mission work; (4) negative
indigenous visual responses to mission work; (5) visual images sent back
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home to encourage further mission support; and (6) the development of
an indigenous visual art culture. This chapter alone makes this book
worthwhile reading for the student of Christian art history and the history
of the Christian mission movement.
Bhatta Jayanta
Much Ado About Religion
New York University Press 2005
This is one of the volumes of the new Clay Sanskrit Library, an ambitious
series of translations and annotations of classical Sanskrit literature into
English. Milch Ado About Religion (Agamadambara) is a play that satirizes
the relationships among competing religions in ninth century India,
particularly Hinduism, Buddhism, and Jains.
It is the story of a young Vedic "seminary" graduate, Sankarshana, who
takes on as his life's calling the unmasking of the heterodox sects of
Buddhism,Jainism, and the ascetic life in general. In a series of encounters
with the leaders of these movements he brilliantly exposes them as frauds
and defeats their religious teachings as false. The play ends, though, nor
with the victory one would expect for Sankarshana, but his humiliation as
an arrogant, young know-it-all who does not really understand life, and
the Buddhist, Jain, and ascetic leaders are shown to be the real heroes,
appreciated for what they do know, not denigrated for what they don't.
This is a surprise ending for those of us who are Western Modernists.
Sankarshana had clearly defeated the others with his Vedic philosophical
arguments. He should win-but didn't. For Jayanta's Hindu readership,
however, it was a confirmation of one of the core values of Hindu India.
The question was not how does the one relate to the many, but how do the
many make room for the one. It is intriguing to see that core value
challenged in present day India by the Modernist thesis which has infiltrated
right wing Hinduism and continues to threaten the stability of that society.
Stephanie I-Iemelryk Donald and Robert Benewick
The State oj China Atlas
University of California Press 2005
A new image of China, the ancient, inscrutable, centralizing kingdom
(z hongguo) has emerged: China the modernizing, economic giant. It is a
revealing image. It is not too much to say that all of our futures are
inextricably tied to what happens in China in the next decade and beyond.
How to deal with China's rising power has become a cottage industry
for publishing. The State oj China Atlas is an indispensable visual introduction
to this new China. It consists of over 100 pages of beautiful color charts
and graphs that summarize China's demographics, economics, politics,
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everyday life, and environment. An ending set of tables compares all these
aspects of China with the rest of the world.
Because China is, well, China, all of these modernizing developments
sound achingly familiar and perplexingly different. The Chinese have not
ceased being Chinese and thus this inexorable march toward a market
economy is frequently punctuated with an ancient Confucian tradition, a
mix that has made words like Tianamen Square and Fulan Gong easily
recognizable terms.
Christianity is growing in China, especially in the South and East. Official
estimates put the numbers at 30 million, informed estimates go as high as
50 million. Freedom of religion from state controls is likely to follow a
pattern not unlike the growing freedom of economic markets-two steps
forward, one step back-never totally free from government control, but
freer. Good news for mission workers. The more intriguing question is
what kind of indigenous Christianity will emerge. The success of house
churches is probably due to more than their flexibility to elude government
controls, but also because they represent an ecclesial form that has deep
resonances with Chinese family and social structures.

